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Adam Kendon
Keynote Speakers
(Cambridge University and
University College London, UK)

Adam Kendon studied botany, physiology, zoology and experimental psychology at
Cambridge and in 1963 was awarded a D.Phil from Oxford for a thesis concerned with
the temporal organization of utterance exchanges in conversation using the methods of
Eliot Chapple. He has worked in the United States, Australia and Italy on face-to-face
interaction, sign languages, and gesture. His books include Sign Languages of Aboriginal
Australia (Cambridge 1988); a collection of previously published papers, Conducting
Interaction (Cambridge 1990), and Gesture: Visible Action as Utterance (Cambridge
2004). He has also published an English translation of a treatise from 1832 by Andrea
de Jorio on Neapolitan gesture under the title Gesture in Naples and Gesture in Classical
Antiquity (Indiana 2000). Until April 1 2017 he was editor-in-chief of Gesture
(published from 2001 by John Benjamins) and is still editor of the book series Gesture
Studies, also published by John Benjamins. He is currently associated with the Division
of Biological Anthropology at Cambridge University and is an Honorary Professor in
Psychology and Language Sciences at University College London. His interests include
the implications of gesture and sign for conceptions of ‘language’ and the place of gesture
in theories of language origins.
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June 21st 1:30-2:30 pm
Semiotic and modality diversity in the utterance: a languaging perspective
In speakers, the kinesic component of an utterance is commonly treated as
“paralinguistic” and often considered to be auxilliary to the processes of language
production, not as a part of it. In contrast, in signers, who have only the kinesic modality
available for utterances, this distinction between what is part of language production
and what is not, is less easily drawn. For example, the issue of whether signers use
“gesture” or not, and whether, if they do, this is to be considered part of their language,
has remained contentious. However, if we start by looking at the various actions and
semiotic devices mobilised when languagers (speakers or signers) create their
utterances, we can compare the employment of different semiotic strategies – deixis,
depiction or lexical description - and examine how they may be interrelated and how
their relative uses change, according to the extent and manner in which the different
vehicles for utterance are employed, be they oral-aural or kinesic, or in combination. In
this way, in applying the inclusive “action framework” of languaging, the differences and
similarities between “signing” and “speaking” and problems about the linguistic status
of speaker kinesics may be clarified. Implications of this integrated approach to the
study of languaging for conceptions of language and language origins theories will be
discussed.
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Marie-Anne Sallandre
Keynote Speakers
(Universite Paris-8, France)

Marie-Anne Sallandre is a professor of linguistics, member of the Structures Formelles
du Langage laboratory of the CNRS, and has been working at the University of Paris 8
since 2000. She specialises in the analysis of French Sign Language (LSF), and of other
sign languages, which she studies from a comparative typological perspective. Sallandre
completed her PhD dissertation in 2003 (under the direction of Christian Cuxac), and
obtained her HDR (French accreditation to supervise research) in 2014. Her aim, in both
these dissertations and in publications, has been to develop Cuxac’s theoretical model,
now known as the Semiological Model. Sallandre teaches university courses both to
hearing students (future LSF teachers or interpreters) and Deaf students (primarily
aiming to become teachers of LSF). Sallandre’s initial domain of research is iconicity in
sign language discourse, focusing in particular on a structure known as High Iconicity
Structures (HIS, Fr. SGI: structures de grande iconicité). At the center of her research
are HIS constructions that enable the simultaneous encoding of multiple semantic
components (e.g., patient + agent). Sallandre has since expanded her domain of research
to LSF acquisition by Deaf children, examining the stages of HIS development in
relation to increasing mastery of the lexicon and of pointing, in narrative as well as in
other genres. Sallandre has contributed, as part of her research team, to the
establishment of several video corpora of LSF, some of which have become the standard
in France, and her international collaborations have led to the creation of corpora in
other sign languages, following the same methodologies of data collection and
annotation, thereby enabling crosslinguistic comparison on multiple dimensions, in
terms of deixis and reference.
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Marie-Thérèse L'Huillier
Keynote Speakers
(Universite Paris-8, France)

Marie-Thérèse L'Huillier, Deaf from Deaf parents, French Sign Language (LSF) signer,
is a research engineer for the CNRS (Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique) in
the Structures Formelles du Langage laboratory in Paris. Attached to Sign Language and
Gesture team, she specialises in linguistic resources for LSF. Her central research topics
are the establishment of corpora of Deaf signers, adult and children, the methodology
for corpus creation and corpus analysis, and finally, the teaching of LSF. Since her
Masters in 2009, L'Huillier’s research work focuses on the linguistics and teaching of
LSF, particularly with respect to the eye gaze of Deaf children. She has participated in
the editing of several books and articles on these topics since the 80’s. In 1983, L'Huillier
participated in the international congress on sign language linguistics in Rome, where
she presented a study with Christian Cuxac. It was at that stage that the premises of the
Semiological Model started developing, and the model has evolved ever since. Even
before joining the CNRS in 2008, L'Huillier had worked on deafness and on LSF
literature for over 30 years (teaching LSF to Deaf children, literary production (stories,
nursery rhymes and poems), hosting television broadcasts, and finally, linguistic
research in collaboration with Christian Cuxac, Harry Markowitz, Carol Padden, among
others. In parallel to her CNRS activities, L'Huillier takes part in numerous national and
international conferences and teaches LSF education to future Deaf teachers at the
University of Paris 8.
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June 22nd 09:00-10:00 pm
The Semiological Model for Sign Language: focus on deixis, eye gaze and acquisition
In this talk, we present an overview of the Semiological Model, developed for the
linguistic description of sign language, French Sign Language (LSF) in particular (Cuxac
1999, 2000, Fusellier 2006, Cuxac & Sallandre 2007, Garcia 2010, Cuxac & Antinoro
Pizzuto 2010, Garcia & Sallandre 2014). The talk is divided into three parts: a. presenting
the main theoretical lines of this model, followed by b. a closer look at sign language
deixis, and at c. the acquisition of sign language and eye gaze.
According to this approach, Sign Language involves an optimal exploitation of the visuogestural modality, and therefore enables two linguistic modes of meaning production,
which are related to three coexisting forms of iconicity (imagistic, degenerated and
diagrammatic). The first mode—telling by showing —is encoded by transfer units
(“productive signs”), generated by Highly Iconic Structures (HIS).
We distinguish three main structures: transfers of form and size, situational transfers
(“classifier predicates”) and personal transfers (“constructed actions” and “constructed
dialogues”, Winston 1995,
Cormier et al 2015). The second mode—telling without showing—concerns the
conventional lexical signs and the pointing system.
In a second part, we focus on the deixis system. In Sign Language, deictic-anaphoric
reference is produced via lexical signs, pointings, or transfers. These transfers exhibit
iconic features and are marked by specific non-manual patterns (such as eye-gaze),
which distinguish them from lexical signs. Our crosslinguistic analysis of nine Sign
Languages shows that signers produced a wide range of transfers, averaging at 60% of
the units produced in discourse. Animate entities were typically introduced by a
lexical sign, but re-introduce through personal transfer and/or pointing. Thus, the
strategy of embodiment by personal transfers seems to be very productive in these
languages (Pizzuto et al 2008, Sallandre et al 2016).
In the last part of our talk, we focus on LSF acquisition by Deaf children, and particularly
on the importance of eye-gaze patterns in Deaf education (L’Huillier 2009, L’Huillier &
Sallandre 2015). This study concerns the visual "listening" attention, its causes, its
evolution and the pedagogical methods to enhance its development. In the corpus data,
we also observe the development of personal transfers and HIS structures in general,
linking with eye gaze patterns. These findings open important didactic
perspectives for the teaching of LSF and fruitful lines of research on the cognitive
ergonomics of Deaf children learning their language.
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Sotaro Kita
Keynote Speakers
(University of Warwick,
Coventry, UK)

Sotaro Kita, studied engineering at the University of Tokyo to obtain bachelar's and
master's degrees. Then, he received a PhD in psychology and linguistics from the
University of Chicago. He has established and lead the "Gesture Project" at Max Planck
Institute for Psycholinguistics. He has held a faculty position in three UK universities:
the University of Bristol, the University of Birmingham, and the University of Warwick.
He is currently Professor of Psychology of Language at the University of Warwick. He
has served as the Vice President and President of the International Society of Gesture
Studies. He will serve as the Editor of the journal, Gesture, from April 2017. His research
interest includes gestures that accompany speaking and thinking processes, word
learning in children and lexical semantics. His research on gesture spans both
production and comprehension. It includes studies on patients and children. He has
used various research methods: experimental studies with conventional behavioural
measures and neurophysiological measures, field-work based observational studies with
qualitative and quantitative analyses.
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June 22nd 2:00-3:00 pm
Deictic gestures
comprehension

for

discourse

cohesion:

Mechanisms

for

production

and

I will discuss how people produce and comprehend “abstract deictic gestures” (McNeill,
1992) that people produce during spoken discourse. These gestures indicate seemingly
empty locations in the gesture space.
They assign a certain concept to a location and they can refer back to the same location
when the same concept is mentioned again in the spoken discourse. In this sense, they
create cohesion in discourse. I will talk about experimental studies that investigated how
people produce and comprehend such abstract deictic gestures. I will discuss
implications of these findings on theories of multi-modal language processing.
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Virginia Volterra
Keynote Speakers
(Institute of Cognitive Sciences and
Technologies, CNR Rome, Italy)

Virginia Volterra, formerly Director of the Institute of Cognitive Science and
Technologies of CNR (1998-2001), is currently associated to the same Institute and
Honorary Fellow of University College London. Throughout her career, she collaborated
widely with researchers across the world exploring language development in typically
and atypically developing children, providing major insight on the role of gesture in early
language acquisition and in the evolution of human language. She pioneered sign
language research in Italy.
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June 23rd 09:00-10:00 pm
Searching the roots of words and signs in children early action and gestures
My contribution will focus on developmental evidence on continuity from action, to
gesture to sign and word. In language acquisition, linguistic labels become inextricably
linked to motor programs through highly frequent co-occurrence. When we use a word
we re-construct in some form the sensory and motor information we experienced with
the referent. The motor programs are both the infant’s own motor programs, through
their own interaction with objects, as well as the observed motor programs in caregivers.
Different representational techniques used by young children make visible different
types of embodied practices.
The present talk offers a review of old and recent studies carried on mainly in our
Laboratory (LACAM, ISTC, CNR). In particular more recently, we made an effort to
consider all symbolic representational techniques in the manual modality considered by
different traditions of studies (often using different terminologies): research on children
gestures in spontaneous communication with caregivers, research based on elicited
pantomime and research on various Sign Languages.
The four main symbolic representational techniques identified are: own-body (i.e.
depictions of the movements of an animate agent, such as swimming, not involving an
object or the representation of an object); hand-as-hand (i.e. including gestures in which
the hand acts as a hand, portraying how an object is held or manipulated as well as the
motions associated with using the object); hand-as-object (i.e. including gestures in
which the hand acts as the object itself); size-and-shape (i.e. including gestures depicting
the size or shape of an object or tracing the path of movement or a shape of an object).
We found that all four representational strategies observed in studies of adult gesture
and sign research are already present in the representational gestures of two-year-old
hearing children from different cultural groups coming from high gesture cultures as
well as from low gesture cultures. Despite cultural and linguistic differences in frequency
of use, techniques for depicting information about objects and events make visible
different types of embodied practices and suggest that organizational techniques in the
manual modality have a shared cognitive basis, which is recruited by both language and
gestural systems.
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Beyza Sümer
Koç University, Turkey
Clara Grabitz
Donders Institute for Brain, Cognition, and Behaviour, Radboud University, The
Netherlands
Aylin Küntay
Koç University, Turkey
June 21st – Unable to attend, please note subsequent presentations have
been adjusted
Early produced signs are iconic: Evidence from Turkish Sign Language
Iconicity is a distinctive feature of sign languages, which are rich in motivated formmeaning mappings – unlike spoken languages where arbitrary links dominate.
However, recent evidence has shown that iconicity is a more pervasive feature of spoken
languages than previously thought (e.g., Perniss et al., 2010; Dingemanse et al., 2015)
and it aids early language development for speaking children (e.g., Imai et al., 2008;
Massaro & Perlman, 2017). The effects of iconicity on sign language acquisition have so
far only been studied in a handful of studies, which yielded some mixed results: Orlansky
& Bonvillan (1984) did not find an overrepresentation of iconic signs in the first 10 words
by children acquiring American Sign Language [ASL] while Thompson et al. (2012)
pointed out that iconicity facilitates sign learning from early development in British Sign
Language [BSL]. Further support for the facilitating effect of iconicity has recently been
shown for ASL, as well (Caselli & Pyers, in press). Investigating the effects of iconicity in
sign language acquisition provides further evidence for this “modality-free” role of iconic
forms in this domain of language development. Here we aim to add into growing
literature on the role of iconicity in early sign language acquisition in less-studied
language: Turkish Sign Language [TID].
We used parental reports from a version of the MacArthur Bates Communicative
Development Inventory (Fenson et al., 1994) adapted for TID (TID_CDI), which
includes 500 signs. Our analysis sample consisted of 27 deaf children of deaf parents
and 16 hearing children of deaf parents (i.e., CODAs). Where possible, parents
participated in data collection at two separate time points, with a 3-month interval, thus
increasing our data set to a total of 57. Ratings of iconicity (4 TID signers) and familiarity
(5 TID signers) were available for 104 signs from TID_CDI on a scale of 1 (not iconic) to
7 (highly iconic). Based on Thompson et al.,´s (2012), we predict that the modality of a
language modulates language acquisition and that iconicity facilitates early language
development.
We excluded data points outside the Mean plus Standard Deviation found for ASL norms
(Anderson & Reilly, 2002) for the child’s age range. Thus, 51 data points were included
in our analyses. Each sign was on average produced by 44% of children (M = 0.44, SD =
0.18). Spearman’s correlation between age and subset productive sign score was
significant (rs = .54, p < .001). The data were entered into simultaneous multiple
regression analysis, using the percentage of children producing a sign as dependent
variable and iconicity, familiarity and complexity as predictors. The results for the model
indicate that the predictors explained 17% R2 = .17, F(3,100) = 7.84, p < .001. Both
iconicity β = .31, t(100) = 3.38, p = .001 and familiarity β = .25, t(100) = 2.78, p = .006,
but not phonological complexity, significantly predicted the percentage of children
producing a sign. Reinforcing Thompson et al.´s (2012) findings, we provide further evidence
17

regarding the facilitating role of iconicity in early sign learning by signing children, and also
converge with what previous studies with speaking children have found so far.
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Rose Stamp
University of Haifa, Israel
Wendy Sandler
University of Haifa, Israel
June 21st 3:00-3:30 pm
The Emergence of Reference Shift Devices in Three Young Sign Languages
One important aspect of language, signed and spoken, is the marking of discourse
referents throughout a narrative. The phenomenon of referential shift in sign languages
is defined as a shift between narrator and character roles, and between multiple
character roles. In addition to pointing signs that convey pronominal reference,
established sign languages track referents with a complex system of conventionalized
changes in body and head position, eye gaze, and facial expressions (e.g., EngbergPedersen, 1993). Our comparative study on three young sign languages reveals how the
intricate system of bodily reference
tracking emerges.
The only study to date that has investigated the emergence of referential shift devices in
a sign language was conducted on Nicaraguan Sign Language (Kocab et al, 2015). They
categorized referential shift devices into two types: lexical (‘lexical label’, ‘point-tochest’) and spatial, (‘body shift’, ‘point-to-space’, ‘spatially-modulated lexical label’).
They found that later stages of the language (i.e., the language of younger signers) used
more spatial devices in their narratives compared to earlier stages (i.e., older signers),
suggesting that the
use of spatial devices is becoming increasingly conventionalized in NSL.
Our study investigates the development of referential shift by comparing signers of
different ages in three young sign languages: Israeli Sign Language (ISL), Al Sayyid
Bedouin Sign Language (ABSL), and Kfar Qasem Sign Language (KQSL) – each under
100 years old. Using a task designed to specifically elicit examples of referential shift
(Kocab et al., 2015), participants were asked to retell the actions in six short vignettes to
their interlocutor.
Several referential shift devices were identified, including those categorized by Kocab et
al. (2015), as well as additional devices - for example, signers partition their bodies so
that each half represents the movements of one referent, termed here as ‘body
segmentation’ (Ergin et al., 2017). In our study, we reanalyze Kocab et al.’s
categorization of referential shift devices and consider the contribution of the body in
the development of reference shift devices.
Multivariate analyses of 940 tokens taken from 31 deaf signers revealed two main
predictors of referential shift devices: age (range: 18-73, as a continuous variable) and
language. Younger signers and signers of ISL (a more established sign language
compared to KQSL and ABSL) used significantly higher numbers of body segmentation.
In contrast, older signers and signers of KQSL used significantly higher numbers of
point-to-chest, which is used by signers to take on the role of the character. Our results
fall in line with previous studies on the use of the body and consolidate a recent finding
19

that shows that younger signers segment their bodies to enable the production of
multiple simultaneous movements, while the language of older signers is characterized
by more holistic use of the body (Stamp & Sandler, 2016). Our findings suggest that
referential shift devices become increasingly complex as a sign language develops and
that the body is integral in the development of complexity.
References
• Ergin, R., Senghas, A., Jackendoff, R. & Gleitman, L., 2017. Reciprocal and symmetrical
predicates in an emerging sign language. The 91st Annual Meeting of the Linguistic
Society of America. Austin, USA.
• Engberg-Pedersen, E., 1993. Space in Danish Sign Language : The semantics and
morphosyntax of the use of space in a visual language, Hamburg, Signum-Press.
• Kocab, A., Pyers, J., & Senghas, A. 2015. Referential shift in Nicaraguan Sign Language:
A transition from lexical to spatial devices. Frontiers in Psychology 5(1540), pp. 1-13.
• Stamp, R. & Sandler, W. 2016. The Grammar of the Body and the Emergence of
Complexity in Sign Languages. Presented at the EvoLang Conference Series, New
Orleans.
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Cornelia Müller
European University Frankfurt (Oder), Faculty of Social and Cultural Sciences
June 21st 2:30-3:00 pm
Gestures as „as-if actions“
Schematization and specificity in processes of gestural meaning making and change
This talk addresses the topic of the conference from the point of view how forms and
meaning of gestures emerge from manual actions of the hands. Taking a cognitivesemiotic and embodiment perspective, it is argued that mimed actions involve
schematization of forms as well as of meaning. At the same time they are specified in
use. Hand-gestures very often involve schematization of mundane actions, movements
or objects ([author] in press) some of which develop ontogenetically as experientially
rich mimetic schemas (Zlatev 2014).
Considering gestures as “as-if actions” highlights that already the miming of an action
implies a schematization of a movement pattern that a full-fledged practical action
would involve. This is a basic semiotic principle of gesture formation: Gestures are
grounded in actions of the hand that can be described as a small set of manual
techniques): hands act, mold, draw, represent. Examples are: acting as-if opening a
window or as-if throwing away a dismissed topic of talk; acting as-if molding the shape
of a picture or of a theoretical frame; acting as-if outlining the shape of a bench or the
metaphorical course of a relationship; acting as-if the hand was a piece of paper or an
iron curtain ([author] 2013, 2014). Only the first three techniques are grounded in
manual actions, the fourth one is based on visual similarity e.g., the hand takes the
shape of an object (alluding to object classifiers in sign languages). Schematicity and
specificity address different facets in an embodied process of gestural meaning making:
Miming actions involves schematization. Schematic actions involve a schematic
meaning (e.g., the meaning of the gestural form: a rectangular shape, throwing sthg.).
Interacting dynamically with its interactive context it becomes specified (e.g., a
rectangular picture frame, a theoretical framework, throwing an imagined ball, or
dismissing sthg by throwing it away); when gestures undergo conventionalization
specificity declines again and the meaning becomes more schematic (e.g., a throwing
away gesture becomes a dismissive recurrent gesture with a modal function) (Bressem
& [author] 2014).
Regarding gestures as as-if actions thus reveals schematization and specificity appear as
properties of both gestural forms and gestural meanings. In conventionalization
processes rich contextualized meaning becomes schematized again – only to be ready
for further specifications in language use.
References
[author] (2010). Wie Gesten bedeuten. Eine kognitiv-linguistische und
sequenzanalytische Perspektive. In Sprache und Gestik. Sonderheft der Zeitschrift
Sprache und Literatur, 41(1), 37-68.
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[author] (2014) Gestural modes of representation as techniques of depiction. In
[author], et al. (eds), Body - Language - Communication. An International Handbook on
Multimodality in Human Interaction (Vol. 2, pp. 1687-1702). Berlin: De Gruyter.
[author] (in press) From mimesis to meaning: A systematics of gestural mimesis for
concrete and abstract referential gestures. In J. Zlatev, G. Sonesson, & P. Konderak
(eds.), Meaning, mind and communication: Explorations in cognitive semiotics.
Frankfurt/ Main: Lang.
Zlatev, J. (2014). Human uniqueness, bodily mimesis and the evolution of language,
Humana.Mente. Journal of Philosophical Studies, 27, 197-219.
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Samira Bakeer
University of Nottingham
June 21st 4:45-5:15 pm
On the multimodality of Discourse markers in learner language
While research on Discourse Markers (DMs) has long been a central issue in Second
Language Acquisition (Aijmer 2011, Müller 2005), adopting a multimodal approach to
the analysis of these items in learner language is still a developing area of research.
Acknowledging that gestures and speech strengthen each other in conversation (McNeill
1985), the objective of the present study is to provide a model for analysing DMs in
Second Language (L2) learners’ speech that takes into account not only the pragmatic
functions of DMs and its relation to turn-management, but also the role of co-verbal
cues (gaze direction, hand and head movements and body posture). The study is drawn
upon a growing body of research that incorporates multimodality into the analysis of
talk-in-interaction (Bezemer and Jewitt 2010, Jewitt 2009, Kress 2010 ). It is also
informed by Corpus Linguistics (CL) and Conversation Analysis (CA) as methodological
stances. The data analysed is taken from the Multi-Modal Corpus of Arabic Learners of
English (MCALE) which is constructed from dyadic face-to-face interactions between
Arabic doctoral students and their supervisors. To take all feasibly correlating modes
into account, four video-recording sessions (4.45 hours of speech, 28733 words) have
been transcribed and annotated at several levels: verbal level (turn transitions types
after Gravano and Hirschberg (2011), turn timing after Levinson and Torreira (2015),
DM functions after Fung and Carter (2007); gestural level (gesture phases after Kendon
(2004), gesture function after Kendon (2004) and Colletta et al (2009), gesture-speech
relation after Colletta (2004); and prosodic level (intonation phrases, intensity and pitch
accents). The qualitative analyses of the data, reinforced by statistical tests, demonstrate
high frequency of DMs’ functions among L2 learners which extend the well-known
classifications of textual and interpersonal functions. The findings also verify the vital
role of co-verbal cues in the disambiguation of DMs meaning which is highlighted in the
low degree of redundancy of gestures with accompanying DMs. Both gestures and
prosody often become significant clues when the same DM performs different pragmatic
functions. Taken together, these results suggest that for DMs to be fully appreciated we
need to move beyond the mono-modal analysis (lexically defined) and examine both the
role of
visual signals and prosody in conveying DMs meaning and function in interaction.
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Silent gestures speak
Background & Aim
As the result of brain damage, people with aphasia (PWA) have language difficulties
(Goodglass, 1993). Consequently, their communication can be greatly affected. This
raises the question of whether gestures could convey information missing in their
speech. Although it is known that PWA spontaneously use gestures when they speak
(e.g. Sekine & Rose, 2013), it remains largely unknown to what degree PWA can
consciously compensate for information missing in speech using gestures. In a previous
study, we have shown that PWA use pantomime, or silent gestures, i.e. gesture in
absence of speech, differently from non-brain damaged people (NBDP) (van Nispen et
al., 2016). The present study evaluated the comprehensibility of PWA’s pantomimes and
explored whether they can compensate for information PWA are unable to convey in
speech.
Methods & Procedures
We analysed the pantomimes NBDP (n=20) and PWA (n=38) used to depict 30 items
(object, plants and animals) from the Boston Naming Task (Kaplan et al., 1983). In the
absence of any measures on gesture comprehensibility, we designed two judgment tasks:
forced-choice or open-ended questions. To determine how much information these
pantomimes conveyed judges (n=273) performed one of the two judgment tasks.
Furthermore, we compared the information conveyed in pantomime to the information
conveyed in speech. We also looked into factors influencing pantomime’s
comprehensibility.
Results
Comprehensibility scores for PWA’s pantomimes were lower (73.2% correct) than for
those used by NBDP (95.7% correct), in the forced-choice score F(1,56)=33.30, p<.001,
and open-ended score (PWA = 10.2% and NBDP = 25.5%), F(1,56)=56.95, p<.001.
Furthermore, we found slight differences between people able to use only one, their right
hand, or both hands, both for NBDP and PWA (forced-choice score F(1,56)=3.83,
p<.001, and open-ended score F(1,56)=9.34, p<.001). Objects for which individuals
depicted its use were best understood. It is important to note that all PWA were able to
convey information in pantomime that they could not convey in speech. Individuals
conveyed information in pantomime which they were unable to convey in speech for 2
up to 27 out of 30 items.
Conclusion & Implications:
In the absence of any convention on the meaning of the pantomimes conveyed, our
judgement studies showed to be effective in revealing the information these gestures
convey. In doing so, this is one of the first studies to reveal the comprehensibility of
pantomimes, both for NBDP and PWA. Pantomimes, even though sometimes impaired,
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conveyed information that PWA cannot convey in speech. These findings highlight the
potential benefit of pantomime for people with communication difficulties.
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Buoys as coherence markers in Finland-Swedish Sign Language
Through an analysis of a selection of functions of the non-dominant hand in FinlandSwedish Sign Language (FinSSL) discourse, I show how buoys create discourse
coherence. I use construction grammar analysis to describe the parameters and values
of the list buoy where the different parameters of a sign are the phonetic parts of the
sign: handshape, orientation, movement, place, and gesture-like, non-manual,
elements. I concentrate on handshape, orientation, and gaze in this presentation.
Buoys in signed languages have different functions; many of these functions
correspond to what has been discussed as pragmatic particles and discourse markers
in spoken languages. For an overview of buoys and different buoy types in signed
languages, see Liddell (2003) and Nilsson (2007).
Buoys mark different aspects of discourse (coherence, interaction, engagement) and
they are vital for an understanding of the relationship between different parts of
signed discourse and of signed utterances. Since not every buoy type has a specific
form, generalizations are challenging and complex. However, generalized functions
can be found as well as the possible variation within each type. I concentrate on the
list buoy that has a relatively specific form and that indicates coherence (Siltaloppi
2016). I analyze the different forms of list buoys in situations where they have the
function of listing hobbies and other personal information in discourse, and I use
constructionally motivated parameters to describe the form and function of these.
Since there is no long tradition for describing signed languages with construction
grammatical tools (but see Lepic (2015)), the present study will thus add to and help
shape this beginning tradition.
Finland-Swedish Sign Language is an endangered language with only approximately
90 native deaf language users, and thus in need of revitalization actions. One of the
actions needed is to document the grammar of FinSSL, piece by piece. The present
study is a part of this action. The material for this study is video data from the Corpus
project for the Finland’s Sign Languages (Sign Language Centre, University of
Jyväskylä), and consists of 10 signed discourses with two informants each.
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The role of Highly Iconic Structures for deictic-anaphoric operations in Italian Sign
Language (LIS)
When reference is made to persons, entities and events that are not present in the
context of utterance, different procedures can be used in Sign Languages. For
example, standard manual sign for the referent (lexical units, LU) can be deictically
linked to a particular point or ‘locus’ in the signing space; eye-gaze alone may also be
used to specify a locus in space. The marked position in space can then be used for the
anaphoric reference to the same referent. However, anaphoric references can also be
done by using complex manual and non-manual units, which exhibit highly iconic
features and are marked by specific eye-gaze patterns, which distinguish them from
LU (Cuxac, 2000). These highly iconic structures (HIS) allow deictic-anaphoric
reference operations in a multilinear fashion that appears to be unique of SLs. These
units can be combined among themselves, and/or with lexical units, to simultaneously
encode information on different referents. Previous studies show that HIS are used
considerably more than pointing or LUs for anaphoric reference in a narrative context
in different Sign Languages (Antinoro Pizzuto et al., 2008; Cuxac & Sallandre, 2007).
The aim of this study is to investigate the relation between the deictic-anaphoric
operation and the use of LUs compared to various types of HIS in Italian Sign language
(LIS) due to developmental stage and context of narration.
Ten deaf adults and ten pre-school and school age deaf children have been asked to
watch an extract of a wordless cartoon, taken from the series “Tom and Jerry” and to
retell the story depicted (constrained narrative). Narratives were videotaped for later
analysis. A procedure to transcribe, annotate and code signed data relying on Elan
software, has been defined and used. We first coded signs in regard to whether they
referred to introduction, maintenance or re-introduction of the referent. Then we
divided signs in pointing, LUs and HIS according to typology of HIS developed by
Cuxac (2000): Personal Transfer; Transfer of Size and Shape; Situational Transfers;
Double Transfer. Finally, we coded the eye-gaze of the signers in respect to the
location: both hands, dominant hand, not dominant hand, interlocutor, neutral space
character viewpoint, neutral space observer viewpoint.
For the first introduction of the referent LUs are the most preferred while anaphoric
reference and re-introduction in discourse of referents, were performed primarily via
HIS. HIS use progressively increases with age in respect to pointing and LU. The type
of narrative context (i.e. cartoon episodes) influence the choice of HIS’ type by both
children and adults. The simultaneous use of both manual and non-manual
parameters (e.g. eye-gaze) is acquired late by deaf children.
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Overall, our findings clearly indicate the relevance of iconicity in discourse cohesion
in LIS due to the pervasive use of HIS. These elements cannot be indeed discounted
as ‘non-linguistic’ or ‘partially linguistic’ “simply because it is difficult to ‘assimilate’
them to what are considered ‘typical’ spoken language structures (Antinoro Pizzuto et
al., 2010).
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Children convey as much information in gestures as they do in pantomimes
One argument about the evolutionary origins of speech is hand/arm movements, that
could have eventually become co-speech gestures (e.g., Armstrong, Stokoe, & Wilcox,
1995). In a recent paper on the evolution of speech, McNeill (2014) claimed that
pantomime could not have been the source of co-speech gestures because from
childhood on, gestures are schematic representations while pantomimes represent the
event as a whole. One reason that pantomimes might convey a more complete
representation than gestures is the context of usage. That is, by definition, co-speech
gestures occur with speech, therefore the co-occurring language could carry some of
the meaning.
The purpose of the present study was to test whether preschool children represent
more information in pantomimes than in co-speech gestures. To operationalize “more
information”, we focused on whether children’s hands represented the object itself in
addition to the action performed with a tool (i.e., body-part-as-object or BPO) or
showed the handshape of holding the tool while performing the action. Previous
research has shown that three-year old children produce many BPOs while
pantomiming and that BPOs decrease with age (O’Reilly, 1995). If children convey
more information in pantomime than in gestures, they should produce more BPOs
while pantomiming than while gesturing.
To test this hypothesis, children’s pantomimes of tool use were compared to their cospeech gestures (while storytelling) depicting these same tools.
67 children between three and five years participated in this study, with 43 producing
both pantomimes and gestures (the other 24 produced only pantomimes). The
children were approximately equally distributed between three age groups: 3-, 4-, and
5-year olds. They were asked pantomime the use of 16 different tools. To elicit
gestures, we told children four stories that involved the target tools and asked them to
tell the stories back to a stuffed animal. The children produced fewer co-speech
gestures than pantomimes so we compared percentages of BPOs (out of both BPOs
and imagined objects) for each kind of hand movement.
The results showed that same developmental trend for BPOs with pantomimes as in
previous work (e.g., O’Reilly, 1995), with younger children producing more than older
children. However, there was no difference between the percentage of BPOs in
pantomime and BPOs in co-speech gesture at any age and no interactions with age.
These results suggest that children’s production of BPOs is not dependent on whether
co-occurring speech conveys some of the message or not.
One unexpected result was that there were large item effects, with some items eliciting
far more BPOs than others. We correlated the percentage of children who produced a
BPO for each item with the items from previous studies, showing very high positive
correlations. This result suggests that there are some particular items that consistently
elicit BPOs. We discuss possible reasons for the item effects.
In any case, these results are inconsistent with McNeill’s (2014) claim that young
children convey more information in pantomime than in gestures. At least on this
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measure of the amount of information, children convey equal amounts in both
pantomime and gestures.
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What’s in a pronoun? Perspectives from oral and sign languages
Whilst not all languages support a tripartite distinction strong – weak – clitic as in
Cardinaletti and Starke (1999), oral languages often mark a distinction between at
least two classes of pronominal forms, strong and clitic. Sign languages also support
such distinction, as it has been shown, for instance, for the Italian Sign Language
(LIS). Is there such a distinction in Quebec Sign Language (LSQ)? What are the
features expressed by pronouns in LSQ and how do they relate to the pronominal, and
more generally, the D-related features found in oral pronominal forms (cf. Lyons,
1999), and to the semantic, syntactic and prosodic properties found in sign
pronominal forms?
We investigate the possibility that ‘identifiability’ is a distinctive feature of pronominal
forms in both oral and sign languages. We have previously investigated how Romance
pronominal expressions - both weak and strong - share referentiality/identifiability
features, based on Lambrecht’s (1994) cognitive notion of “identifiability”, a notion
that has correlations to the grammatical notion of definiteness and the pragmatic
notion of presupposition. These features can be expressed either as a clitic (i.e. the
head of a leftperiphery functional projection), or as a strong pronoun (i.e. the specifier
of the same projection), depending on the intention of the speaker: the clitic is less
emphatic – pragmatically and phonetically – than the full pronoun. This approach
capitalizes on the similarities rather than the differences between clitics and strong
pronouns by emphasising the role of clitics as discourse-related elements that differ
mainly at PF from their stronger pronominal counterpart. Thus, syntax has the role of
placing a functional constituent (i.e. a pronoun) in the functional domain, in the
vicinity of the event predicate, but it is the pragmatics/information discourse interface
that is responsible for the choice between the PFdistinct clitics and strong pronouns.
Data from sign languages seem to confirm this view, as the locus assigned for
expressing referentiality may subsume all types of pronominals. Traditionally, sign
languages assign loci – positions in the signing space – to nominal elements, both
definite and indefinite. Loci are proposed to be overt realizations of referential indices,
rather than the spell-out of morpho-syntactic features (Lillo-Martin and Klima 1990).
While the existence of pronominal categories has been shown for sign languages such
as American Sign Language (ASL) British Sign Language (BSL) and Italian Sign
Language (LIS), we investigate LSQ in order to determine if a unification of the types
of pronouns can be maintained, or a distinction is rather necessary. We draw
conclusions on the means of expressing identifiability features in oral and sign
languages.
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Gestures of the Abstract: Do speakers use space consistently and contrastively when
gesturing about abstract concepts?
When talking about concrete referents, speakers appear to gesture so that objectgesture location mappings are consistent (Perniss & Özyürek, 2015). That is, if talking
about cats and mice, speakers will gesture in one location when talking about cats, in
another when talking about mice, and those locations will be used for future reference
to those referents. Consistency (use of the same location for the same referent) may
have both cognitive (Ping & Goldin-Meadow, 2010) and communicative benefits
(Perniss & Özyürek, 2015; Stec & Huiskes, 2014). Do such patterns also hold when the
referent of a gesture is abstract? That is, when talking about an idea rather than a
concrete object, do speakers assign the idea to a location and use that location in a
referentially consistent way? Individual examples of consistent gesture use for
abstract referents are common (see, e.g., Chui, 2011), as well as systematicity within
semantic domains (see, e.g. Cooperrider & Núñez, 2009). Further, there is reason to
believe that comprehenders are sensitive to inconsistent uses of space and reference
(Gunter, Weinbrenner, & Holle, 2015). However, we still know relatively little about
the extent to which speakers use gesture space consistently. Furthermore, contrastive
gesture use has also been reported (Hinnell & Rice, 2016), wherein speakers change
hands or spaces along with contrastive speech. Contrast may act as a counter-pressure
to consistency. This study uses a controlled elicitation task to explore whether
speakers use space in a consistent way (assign spaces to ideas and use those space for
those ideas) and whether they use space in a contrastive way (assign different spaces
to different ideas when using contrastive speech). Nineteen participants (13 women,
mean age 20.11, range 18-26) from a private US university answered two questions
designed to elicit contrastive abstract discourse. Gesture hand, location on the
horizontal axis, and referent in corresponding speech were coded. We also coded
contrast in speech. Participants’ overall tendency to use the same hand (t (17) = 13.12,
p = .001, 95% CI [.31, .43], d = 2.53) and same location when referring to an entity
was higher than expected frequency (t (17) = 7.47, p = .001, 95% CI [.27, .47], d= 1.69).
When comparing pairs of gestures produced with contrastive speech to pairs of
gestures produced with non-contrastive speech, we found a greater tendency to
produce gestures with different hands for contrastive speech: (t (17) = 4.19, p = .001,
95% CI [.27, .82], d = 1.42). These findings suggest that speakers do produce spatially
consistent and contrastive gestures. They may indeed be using spatial resources to
assist with abstract thinking, and/or to help interlocutors with reference tracking.
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Bimodal cohesion and catchments: cross-linguistic differences in gestures referring
to the same entities in sustained discourse
For communication to be successful, speakers must refer to entities coherently across
discourse, differentiating between entities introduced for the first time, maintained
across longer stretches, and reintroduced after a gap (Givón, 1983). Languages differ
in the way they achieve this in speech. Unfortunately, very little is still known about
the contribution of co-speech gesture. A few studies show that gestures closely mirror
the information flow in speech, for instance occurring with new information rather
than old (Gullberg, 2006). Much of the previous work has focused on the
presence/absence of individual gestures, so it remains largely unknown whether
gestures linked to the same entity or event show recurrent gestural properties over the
flow of discourse, a phenomenon called catchments (McNeill 1992). Therefore, this
study aims to investigate whether and how speech and gestural properties are
coordinated over the flow of sustained discourse, and whether there are any
crosslinguistic differences in how this is done.
We asked 16 Italian and 16 Dutch native speakers to describe to a naïve addressee how
to solve two games (the Tower of Hanoi, and Camelot, a game of arranging blocks to
create a path for a prince to reach a princess). The speech analysis identified and
annotated all referents mentioned more than once. The gesture analysis focused on
strings of gestures related to the same referent. Gestures were coded for 1) handedness
(right hand, left hand, or both), 2) space (centre, right, left), and 3) handshape (e.g.
grappolo, ring, open hand).
Preliminary results suggest that there are significant differences both between
languages and between tasks. Crosslinguistically, gestures referring to the same
entities are more frequently performed with the same hand in Italian than in Dutch,
whereas Dutch speakers are more consistent in the use of the handshape and space
than Italians. Concerning the task differences, gestures are more frequently
performed in the same place in the description of the Tower of Hanoi than in Camelot.
The findings show that catchments in gestures are achieved differently depending on
participants' language and on the nature of the task. A such, they indicate a need to
expand current models of speech-gesture production (e.g., Kita & Özyürek 2003) to
accommodate speech-gesture integration also at a discourse level.
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Self-production of hand gesture facilitates word learning in patients with amnesia
Co-speech hand gesture facilitates learning and memory for information being
communicated both when gesture is viewed (Kelly, McDevitt, & Esch, 2009) and when
it is produced (Macedonia & Kriegstein, 2012). Nevertheless, the cognitive and neural
mechanisms by which gesture affects memory systems remain unclear. We
investigated two alternatives directly related to properties of gesture. Imagistic and
iconic information from gesture may contribute to declarative memory
representations, implicating the hippocampus and surrounding medial temporal lobe
as being instrumental in gesture’s effects on memory. Alternatively, it is possible that
the motor information in gesture is critical for learning and memory, leading to the
creation of a procedural memory representation. This would implicate areas beyond
the hippocampus. We investigated these alternatives by examining the effects of
viewing and producing gesture on word learning in patients with brain damage and
healthy comparisons. This design allows us to directly test the relationship between
characteristics of learning and specific systems of memory.
We tested three participant groups: 4 patients with bilateral hippocampal damage and
severe declarative memory impairment and intact procedural memory, 4 patients with
bilateral ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC) damage and no memory
impairment, and 18 healthy comparison participants. Patients with hippocampal
amnesia typically show significant impairment in their ability to acquire new wordobject mappings (Warren & Duff, 2014), making them an ideal group for testing
whether and how gesture affects learning.
Participants were presented with novel word forms that were mapped to known
objects in three conditions: while producing an iconic gesture, while viewing an iconic
gesture, or while hearing the label without gesture. After a half-hour delay,
participants were tested on production of the verbal labels from pictures and were
subsequently tested on identification of the object from a set of four objects when
given the verbal label. Both the patients with vmPFC damage and the healthy
comparisons performed well above chance at both the word production and object
identification regardless of whether gesture was present at encoding. The patients
with hippocampal amnesia were unable to recall the words when given a picture.
However, if it they had produced a gesture with the label at encoding, they could
correctly choose an object after hearing its label. When patients only viewed the
gesture at encoding and when they had been exposed to the word without gesture,
patients were not able to choose an object after hearing its label. Despite a clear
impairment at identifying objects relative to the vmPFC and healthy comparison
groups, patients with hippocampal amnesia and severe declarative memory
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impairment performed at above chance levels for words that they had previously
gestured with at encoding.
Gesture production appears to engage non-declarative memory in support of learning.
Patients with amnesia benefitted from gesture production in the absence of an intact
declarative memory system. Gesture production offers a promising avenue for
improving learning outcomes in patients with declarative memory impairment. More
generally, action may serve as a critical component underlying the facilitative effect
on memory seen with gesture production.
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Pointing in gesture and sign: Sources of commonality and difference
Why do gestures and signs take the forms that they do? Biomechanics, functional
pressures, and processes such as grammaticalization have all been proposed to shape
communication in the manual modality, but the interplay of these forces is not well
understood. The case of pointing—which is ubiquitous in both spoken and signed
communication—offers a special opportunity to examine how these forces can give
rise to both commonalities and differences of form. In previous work, we analyzed
speakers’ and signers’ points to self (akin to 1st person pronouns), addressee (2nd
person), and third parties (3rd person) in two corpora of open-ended conversations,
and found evidence for commonalities but also differences between signers’ and
speakers’ points (Fenlon, Keane, Cooperrider, Brentari, & Goldin-Meadow, 2016). For
example, signers’ points were shorter in duration and more likely to contain an
extended index finger (‘1 family handshape’) than gesturers’ points.
Building on these findings, we conducted a follow-up study to assess the generality of
the patterns observed in our corpus study, and to follow up on other generalizations
about speakers’ and signers’ points; in particular, to determine whether points
produced to convey focal information are bigger (more arm extension) than points
conveying non-focal information (previously found in gesturers, Enfield, Kita, & de
Ruiter, 2007), and whether points referring to locations are bigger than points
referring to objects or people (previously found in signers, Coppola & Senghas, 2010).
Our study used a novel communication task in which a participant, the director, first
watched an actor perform a skit involving different locations (i.e., chairs in a grid) and
objects at those locations (e.g., a cup on a chair). After each skit, a second participant
entered the room and was given questions to ask the director. The questions were
designed to elicit utterances in which information would be: either focal (e.g., “Where
did…?”) or not (e.g., “Please explain…”); and about either locations or objects. Twelve
English speakers and 12 ASL signers participated, each serving as director for four
skits, and produced a total of more than 1400 points.
Consistent with our prior findings, signers’ points were shorter in duration and more
likely to contain 1-family handshapes than speakers’ points. Signers’ points were also
smaller than speakers’ points overall, but, in both groups, points prompted by focal
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questions were bigger than points prompted by non-focal questions (although points
prompted by location questions were no bigger than points prompted by object
questions in either group). More fine-grained analysis of the specific utterance types
in which points were embedded is ongoing. Together, these results corroborate several
broad differences between pointing in gesture and sign, while also providing evidence
that points vary in similar ways in response to similar functional pressures in both
groups. More generally, the findings shed new light on the interplay of forces shaping
communication in the manual modality.
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Space, time, and gaze: how kinematic modulation and eye-gaze optimize
communicative interactions
Actions may be used to directly act on the world around us, or as a means of
communication. Ostensive cues are linked to communicative signaling and kinematic
modulation is suggested to disambiguate semantics. No previous studies, however,
have investigated how gaze and kinematic modulation together optimize
communicative interactions in production and comprehension of communicative
manual acts. Here we investigate which kinematic and gaze features characterize
communicative manual acts, and how these features contribute to the initiation and
optimization of the interaction.
In three studies, we addressed the following questions. Which features characterize
communicative acts? What is the role of these features in signaling the intent to
communicate? How do these features support semantic disambiguation? In the first
experiment, we asked 40 participants to perform 31 pairs of object-directed actions
and representational gestures in either a communicative or non-communicative
context. Data were collected using motion capture technology (Kinect) for kinematics
and video recording for eye-gaze. Using in-house developed kinematic feature
calculations, we investigated which features (eg. Utilization of space, punctuality, and
velocity) are naturally modulated in a communicative compared to a noncommunicative context in actions and gestures over 31 different acts. In Experiment
II, we asked whether naïve participants could classify an act as being communicative,
and which features contribute to their classification accuracy. In Experiment III, we
test which kinematic features support participants’ semantic comprehension of an act,
and how these features interact with eye-gaze.
During production, we found that a communicative context modulates the space-time
dimensions of action and gesture kinematics, causing an increased utilization of space
and punctuality at the cost of a longer duration, and elicits an increase in eye-contact.
Experiment II found that eye-contact is the primary cue for recognizing
communicative intent, but that modulation of space and punctuality also influence the
perception of communicative intent if eye-gaze is blocked. Experiment III showed that
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modulation of space and punctuality contribute to more efficient semantic
comprehension, and although eye-contact did not directly affect comprehension, it
did alter the contribution of kinematic features.
These studies are the first to systematically test how the kinematic modulation that
arises from a communicative context can support efficient initiation of an interaction
and clarification of semantic content. By utilizing novel motion-tracking techniques
and a multimodal approach, our findings can be generalized across many manual acts,
and show the overlap between action and gesture. Our results indicate that eyecontact initiates the communicative interaction, while communicative modulation of
kinematics optimizes the balance between time and the visual semantic information
presented, helping the addressee to efficiently disambiguate the meaning of the
movement. We additionally provide
evidence for the first time that, in the absence of eye-gaze cues, kinematic modulation
effectively signals communicative intent. In sum, our findings expand our
understanding of communicative interactions within both production and
comprehension of multimodal manual acts.
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The impact of Language Input and Theory of Mind Abilities on Deaf Childrens’
Narratives in German Sign Language
The development of narrative competences of children does not depend only on
language acquisition but also on social and cognitive competences, e.g. the
development of a theory of mind. As the development of narrative competences
depends on discursive interaction between child and adult (cf. Hausendorf &
Quasthoff 1996), we assume that low interactive experiences do not only cause
language problems but also cognitive difficulties. These difficulties impede the
processing of the event to be narrated as well as an adequate orientation towards the
interaction partner. Deficits in signed narrations of deaf children with hearing parents
who have only limited access to spoken as well as signed languages, suggest a relation
between these areas (Becker 2009).
We investigated the differences regarding the narrative competences between
children with limited access to German Sign Language (DGS), i.e. deaf children of
hearing parents (DoH), and children who are native signers (DoD); furthermore, we
examined which kind of problems in signed narrations is rooted on the linguistic plane
and which kind is part of the cognitive plane. A third aim of our research regarded the
path of acquisition: does the experience of limited interaction delay the acquisition of
narrative competences or does it deviate the course of acquisition?
We designed a cross-sectional study with five different age cohorts, in total 60 subjects
(aged from 5 to 17 years, 32 DoH, control group: 28 DoD).
On the one hand we collected narrative data (personal experience narratives of
mishaps that we staged in the classrooms); on the other hand, we carried out tests
concerning different domains of theory of mind abilities (following Peterson, Wellman
& Liu 2005), and we tested the knowledge of mental lexemes (in DGS and spoken
German) and signed complement clause syntax. These data are analysed and related
to each other as well as to the narrative data.
We did not find any direct impact of lower interaction experiences on narrative
competences, but we found that the development of theory of mind abilities is affected
by the extent of language input. When children present poorer theory of mind abilities,
they present poorer narrative competences as well, but only on the global-semantic
and global-structural domain, not on the global-formal and local-formal domains.
Particularly, when the children have to adapt their narrations according to the needs
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of their addressee, we find major problems (information structure). Some children
present deficits in both domains even at the age of 14 or 17. As for the theory of mind
abilities, we found that the level of knowledge access presents the most significant
threshold towards better narrative competences.
The path of acquisition of narrative competences is equal for both groups, but the DoH
present a delayed development in theory of mind competences.
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Multimodality in action: how functional actions influence language acquisition in
infant siblings of children with autism”
Infants’ ability to grasp tools in ways which facilitate functional actions (e.g., using a
spoon to eat), is gradually achieved and is essential for autonomy in relevant tasks.
Research highlights that functional actions with objects preceed multimodal
communication, i.e., comprehension/production of gestures and words for objects
and
actions [1,2]. Interestingly, recent studies show that infants with an older sibling with
autism (i.e., at high genetic risk for autism), display impairments in fine motor skills
and object exploration, with cascading effects on later communication [3]. However,
only a few studies have analyzed grasp types and functional actions in this population,
none of them considering how functional actions relate to language acquisition.
This study reports data on 41 high-risk siblings: 15 infants with no delay (HR-ND),
15 infants with language delay (LD) and 11 infants diagnosed with ASD at age 36
months (HR-ASD). As part of a larger longitudinal study, infants were videotaped at
home for 45 min sessions at 10, 12, 18 and 24 months. Within home-visits, infants sat
at a table and were given the opportunity to grasp and use a spoon positioned in front
of them together with a small bowl for 1 min. Spontaneous behavior was video-taped
and later coded using traditional annotation systems analyzing: (1) whether infants
produced at least one spoon grasp; (2) in all cases in which the spoon was grasped at
least once, whether it ‘facilitated’ functional tool use; (3) in all cases in which at least
one spoon grasp was produced, the number of infants that produced a ‘functional’
action. Grasps were considered ‘facilitating’ spoon use based on previous
classification systems [4]. Actions were classified as ‘functional’ if the spoon was
either dipped in the bowl or placed in the bowl and brought to the mouth as in
feeding; all other actions were classified as ‘other’. Analyses focused on group
differences in grasp production, number of infants producing a facilitating grasp,
number of infants producing a functional action and whether functional actions
produced at 10 months predicted word comprehension at 12 months and word
production at 24 months as measured by the MacArthur–Bates Communicative
Development Inventory.
Analyses showed: (1) no differences in numbers of infants grasping the spoon (all ps
>.05); (2) significant difference at 24 months in the numbers of infants producing a
facilitating grasp between HR-ASD and HR-ND (p=.047); (3) significant difference at
10 months in the numbers of infants producing a functional action between HR-ASD
and HR-ND (p = .007); (4) production of functional actions at 10 months was
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significantly predictive of 12 month words understood (p = .045) and 24 month words
produced (p = .001).
While overall production of grasping behavior did not differ between groups, data
seem to indicate differences in and grasp types and later onset of functional action
production in HR-ASD infants. Functional action production also predicted later
vocabulary growth. Late onset of functional actions may hinder their role in
supporting infant-caregiver interactions, leading to cascading effects on later
language
in ASD.
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The Action Knowledge Graph
Action ontologies
Action ontologies are formal representations of actions and their types, typically
including constraints on their participants, relations among actions, attitudes towards
them, etc.
Existing action ontologies have been variously defined as axiomatic theories, linguistic
taxonomies, data schemata, visual categories, workflow patterns, etc. Nowadays they
include large data that can be automatically queried or analysed, and empirical
research can be performed on them.
Contribution
The resource and results presented deal with the integration of such ontologies and
data as a subset of a huge multimodal linguistic-factual-visual knowledge graph called
Framester. We report on the lessons learnt during its development, the functionalities
it offers, and some examples of the early analyses that we performed on the action
subset of Framester.
The Framester knowledge graph
A knowledge graph is a knowledge base represented in the form of a mathematical
graph, typically directed (edges have a direction), fully labeled (nodes and edges are
labeled), multi-graphs (two nodes can be connected by multiple edges).
Framester is a formal knowledge graphs, which means that its nodes, edges, and
special graph patterns feature a formal logical semantics, and can be queried and
reasoned by using knowledge representation formalisms.
Framester is also a Web resource, since it is encoded in the RDF/OWL languages, and
can be queried via SPARQL, which are all natively defined for the Web: each element
of the knowledge graph can be accessed through a web interface, or exploited
programmatically through a web service.
Framester integrates many different knowledge graphs, either by directly aligning
them to a core ontology of conceptual frames, or by firstly reengineering them from
various legacy non-knowledge graph formats to a formal knowledge graphs. Those
include linguistic resources (FrameNet, VerbNet, PropBank, WordNet, BabelNet,
SentiWordNet, DepecheMood, etc.), common sense crowdsourced resources
(Wikipedia, ConceptNet, YAGO, NELL, DBpedia, Wikidata, etc.), general schemata
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(DOLCE+DnS, OntoWordNet, schema.org, OntoLex-Lemon, etc.), visual resources
(ImageNet, visual dictionaries), automatically learnt resources (DeepKnowNet,
various word and sense embeddings), action-oriented resources (HowLinks,
affordance lexicon). Framester currently includes more than 50 million knowledge
triples.
Framester semantics is based on a novel treatment of conceptual frames and their
projections as multigrade predicates (relations with a variable, open-ended arity, with
both an intensional and an extensional semantics). Framester semantics allows to
jointly represent and reason over the semiotically-heterogeneous knowledge graphs
integrated in Framester.
The Action Knowledge Graph
The novel frame-based knowledge graph provided by Framester is naturally inclined
to event types (frames) and their occurrences (event observations or reports). Actions
are considered as a subclass of events with an embodied nature.
The Action Knowledge Graph emerges as a subset of Framester, reusing knowledge
from most of its component graphs, and is able to provide important background
knowledge to make research on embodied actions.
Examples include creating specialised knowledge graphs for specific action types,
applying deep learning to factual, visual, or sentiment-oriented corpora, discovering
new frames out of compositions observed in text, images, or the graph itself, etc.
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Italians do better than English speaking children in early naming and gesture
productions
We assessed the contribution of gesture productions to lexical comprehension and
production to disentangle the confound that exists in children growing in different
cultures and exposed to similar or different languages. We recruited thirty-five British
English, 30 Australian English, and 22 Italian monolingual children aged 24-30
months (extracted from larger existing dataset). Australian and British lexicons share
the same English language heritage, but are remotely distant and culturally distinct.
Furthermore, their frequency and diversity of use of gestures is not particularly
known. On the other hand, Italian is a Romance language, and Italian culture is well
known for its rich gesture vocabulary and different from Australian English and
British English cultures.
Children were videotaped while performing a structured lexical naming task that
targeted their comprehension and production of nouns and predicates (Bello et al.,
2012). Their accuracy, error rates, and no responses were analysed. The frequencies
of spontaneous pointing and representational gestures were also coded. The types of
gestures were further classified as unimodal (i.e., gesture only) versus bimodal (i.e.,
gesture + speech) productions. Finally, the bimodal representational gestures were
classified as equivalent, complementary or supplementary to the word.
The accuracy of spoken responses of the Italian children was significantly higher than
the other groups in all lexical measures.
Italian children also produced significantly more representational gestures than the
other groups, with greatest difference for predicate targets, and when the gestures
were produced in combination with the spoken word than when produced alone.
Moreover, for the noun targets Italian children produced more representational
gestures than the other groups, but this difference was only significantly different
from the Australian sample. Italian children used representational gestures to
reinforce the meaning of the words. Indeed when we controlled for the occurrences of
gestures and obtained the proportion of types of bimodal representational gestures
per child, the Italian children produced significantly more gestures that were in
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accordance with the correct produced word. Further, representational gestures were
positively associated with the correct comprehension and production vocabulary
scores.
Finally, Italian children also pointed more frequently than the British English
children, but not the Australian children.
In conclusion, for the gesture productions, there is a biological predisposition to
produce gestures in a naming task but the frequency and the type of gestures produced
are influenced by the culture rather than by the language. Representational gestures
seem to have a role to the support of the word learning.
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The 'Extra-linguistic' side of language development: Eye-gaze in deictic
communication.
According to the Usage-base approach (Tomasello, 2003), the capacity that children
show in detecting universals of linguistic structures, such as hearing and (re-)
constructing single pieces of language in abstract constructions, combines with
general cognitive mechanisms shared by other cognitive processes. During the early
stages of language acquisition, and while progressing from following to conducting
and sharing attention, infants adopt different strategies to perceive and convey
communicative intents: verbal and nonverbal tools co-occur in their first intentional
linguistics interactions (cf. Kendon, 2014). Notwithstanding, even though gestures
and verbal production show fine-graded characterizations, the eye-gaze contact falls
in the broad domain of joint attention (Carpenter et al., 1998; Stukenbrock, 2014).
Following these preliminary observations, the present study investigates early
interactions where infants share a stable perception of the adult as their 'other'
communicative partner, together with a more complex perception of their
surrounding space. Therefore, in order to disclose the patterns of peri-personal and
extra-personal space distribution across verbal and nonverbal linguistic strategies, the
focus is on the communicative acts conveyed by deictic expressions and on the role of
the eye-gaze contact before and after a deictic event. Once disclosed the patterns od
occurrance of eye-gaze synchorny, the focus moves on whether the spatial information
is re-planned and re-organized among the three strategies on a longitudinal level. Ten
Italian monolingual infants (19-33 months), with typical language development, have
been videotaped during semi-piloted and spontaneous interactions with their main
tutor (24915sec). Specific attention has been reserved to the acquisition of nominal
demonstratives and adverbs, such as 'questo/a' (this), 'quello/a' (that), 'questi/e'
(these), 'quelli/e' (those), 'qui/a' (here), lì/à (there) and combinatory construction,
such as 'questo qui' (this here) and 'quello lì' (that there).
The preliminary behavioural analysis, focusing on the two consecutive semi-piloted
book-reading sessions (12962sec), called attention to specific patterns of spatial
information distribution among verbal, gestural and eye-gaze modality. It has been
found that (a) a consistent intersection between verbal and gestural components and
a predominant slightly subsequent infant eye-gaze contact mark the interactions
initiated by the adult. No consistency has been found when infants were involved in
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an initiating interaction; (b) a redistribution of the deictic information conveyed by
multimodal constructions characterizes verbal, gestural and eye-gaze across the
second book-reading session, regardless of whether the infant was involved in an
initiating or in a responding interaction.
The expected results on a longitudinal basis match a progression from a 'Multimodal
Alignment', a first stage where verbal and nonverbal components present a
complementary underlying relation, to an 'Information Transfer' situation, where
specific pieces of information are re-distributed among the three communicative
strategies.
Thus, the presented results, aiming at giving a preliminary finer-graded
characterization of the eye-gaze contact during early manifestations of engaged
communication, seem to improve the validity of a multimodal analysis in language
acquisition. Moreover, they could give new hints on deictic acquisition on spatial
conceptualization, both on a typical and on an atypical basis, as well as on spoken and
on signed languages.
References
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Development of communication skills and their predictors in Autism
Gesture and language correlate and scaffold each other throughout infant
development. Despite the vast amount of evidence showing that these communication
skills are impaired in Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASD), very little is known about
how these phenomena evolve throughout the development of infants with ASD, how
they correlate and what other factors are involved at different stages in the acquisition
of verbal and non-verbal deictic communication. The aim of the present study is to
test whether gesture and language in children with ASD follow the same
developmental trajectories as in typically developing (TD) children and to establish
whether motor control and imitation skills can predict the development of these
communication abilities. To do so, the verbal and non-verbal development of young
children (age range 1-5 years old) with ASD (n=14), children at high risk for ASD
(n=14) and typically developing children (n=26) matched on cognitive development
and chronological age, will be monitored during a one year period in a longitudinal
study. The design will include three stages conformed of three gesture elicitation tasks
(to assess the production of declarative, imperative and informative gestures), an
imitation battery (to assess imitation skills) and two standardized tests: the
MacArthur-Bates CDI (to assess language and gesture development) and the motor
subscale of the Merrill Palmer-Revised (to assess motor control). In addition,
measures of deictic language will be collected. Expected results will show: 1.-the
higher the number of points at stage I in the gesture elicitation tasks, the broader the
vocabulary size at stage III; thus indicating a correlation between the development of
gesture and language, 2.-the higher the scores at the MR-P motor subscale and the
imitation battery, the higher the gesture rates and vocabulary size at stage III and 3.a differential gesture trajectory in children with ASD compared with TD children;
showing that gestures can be used to screen for early signs of ASD. The at risk children
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are expected to display a slightly different trajectory, depending on the final outcome:
an ASD diagnosis, an LI diagnosis or no diagnosis.
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Effect of distance and ownership on the use of demonstratives in development.

Demonstrative words ('this' and 'that' in English) are among the firsts utterances of
infants. In combination with deictic pointing, they function to establish joint attention
[1]. However, very little is known about the acquisition of the demonstratives [2].
Experiments in adults have shown that the demonstrative choice is mainly influenced
by the distance between object and speaker (i.e., 'this' is used more often to refer to
objects in the near space and 'that' for objects further away), but is also affected by
other properties of the object such as ownership [3]. These findings reveal an
interaction between linguistic and non-linguistic cognitive processes which is relevant
to study from a developmental perspective.
The aim of our research is to investigate the acquisition and the use of demonstratives
in children, more specifically, whether distance and ownership influence the
demonstrative production in children as they do in adults.
Method: The participants were 21 seven-year-old children and 26 adults. Objects were
placed on a table and participants were induced to refer to them using 'this' or 'that'.
Object distance from the participant was varied and objects either belonged to the
participant or not. The design was a 4 (location) x 2 (ownership) x 2 (group).
Results: In the adult group, we replicated the previous effects of the distance on the
demonstrative choice. However, although children produced 'this' and 'that' in the
same overall proportion as adults, choice was not affected by the distance of the object.
No effect of ownership was found in either group.
Findings indicate that seven-year-olds have not yet achieved mature use of
demonstratives. Further research will test older children to identify when adult
performance is achieved.
References
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Deictic communication in right-brain stroke patients.

USN (Unilateral Spatial Neglect) is a severe cognitive multi-component syndrome
than can manifest itself differently according to the spatial extent tested; classically
defined as an inability to detect or even respond to stimuli on the contralesional side
of the space (Vallar, 1993, Berti et al., 2001). Several studies have shown pointing
movement deficits in neglect patients, but there is no study about demonstratives use
(Rossit, et al, 2008).
The aim of this study is to connect deictic communication, including pointing gestures
and demonstratives use, to neglect syndrome. To study deictic communication
Coventry and colleagues developed a simple ‘memory game’ task to study deictic
communication by eliciting the use of demonstratives (this and that) (Coventry et al.,
2008). A modified version of this task will be use in this study, in addition to the
measure of the central personal and extrapersonal space, left and right visual field
measures (extrapersonal and personal space) will be added with a total of 12 different
positions. This study is structured in two phases: the first one is aims to assess the
presence of neglect (such as Behavioural Inattention Test, personal neglect test and
complex visual search) and related deficits (such as test for hemianopia, extinction
and spatial memory); the second one includes two experimental lab-based sessions
designed to point out differences in near and far space processing (cancellation and
landmark task in the near and far space), demonstrative use and spatial memory
deficits (using a modified version of the ‘memory game’ task), immediately and
memory guided pointing impairment and differences in pointing and reaching bias. A
total of 50 patients will be tested (25 with neglect and 25 without), group’s results will
be compared using ANOVA and MRI scan will be analysed with MRIcron to find a
connection between deictic communication deficits and brain lesion site.
References
1. Berti A., Smania N., Allport A. (2001). Coding of far and near space in neglect
patients. Neuroimage. 14, S98-S102.
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Demonstrative Typology

The term deixis is used in linguistics for the principle that some words derive their
meaning from their context of utterance. Demonstratives (e.g. English this/that,
here/there) are deictic, because they provide information about the location of a
referent relative to the speaker. Demonstratives appear to be a truly universal feature
of the world’s languages. A lot of variation exists, however, in their formal, semantic,
and syntactic properties, as was shown by Diessel (1999). This study explores this
variation and provides quantified data based on a sample of 200 languages. It focuses
on the amount of distance contrasts that demonstratives encode, the orientation of
these contrasts (person-oriented when the medial location is near the addressee,
distance-oriented when it is at a medial distance from the speaker), and the position
of the demonstrative determiner. Moreover, it shows that these features correlate
significantly with the geographical areas proposed by Dryer (1992).
Firstly, results showed that demonstratives more often encode two distances (e.g.
English this ‘here’ and that ‘that far away’) (56%) than three distances (e.g. Spanish
este ‘this’, ese ‘that at a medial distance’, and aquel ‘that far away’) (37%). Moreover,
the amount of distances correlates significantly (p = 0.003) with specific geographical
areas. Eurasia shows a preference for two-way systems (75% against 25%), and so do
Southeast Asia and Oceania (56% against 30%) and North America (51% against
30%). Demonstrative systems with four or more contrasts do not occur in Africa,
Eurasia, or Australia and New Guinea, but make up 15% of the systems in North
America, 13% of the systems in Southeast Asia and Oceania, and 8% of the systems in
South America.
Secondly, contrasts are slightly more often person-oriented (52%) than distanceoriented (48%) and there is a significant (p = 0.02) correlation between their
orientation and their geographical area; strong preferences for a specific orientation
exist in Eurasia (28% person-oriented against 72% distance-oriented) and Southeast
Asia and Oceania (83% person-oriented against 17% distance-oriented).
Thirdly, demonstrative determiners prefer a position in front of their head noun (49%
against 40% post-head and 10% with no preference). Again, a significant (p = 0.01)
correlation exists between the position of the determiner and some geographical
areas. A preference for the demonstrative to precede its head noun exists in Eurasia
(72% against 22% post-head and 6% no preference), North America (81% against 13%
post-head and 6% no preference), and South America (85% against 15% no
preference). In Africa and Southeast Asia and Oceania, demonstratives usually occur
post-head (78% and 71% respectively), whereas demonstrative noun phrases in
Australia and New Guinea show no clear preference (43% following against 47%
preceding and 10% no preference).
Finally, this study suggests several new grammaticalization pathways for
demonstratives. It is well known that demonstratives develop into various
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grammatical markers, e.g. definite articles (see Himmelmann (1997)), relative
pronouns, etc. (see Diessel (1999)). This study suggests that they develop into a range
of other markers as well and it considers, amongst others, aspectual markers,
quantifiers, and reciprocal markers.
References
Diessel, H., 1999, Demonstratives: Form, Function, and Grammaticalization, John
Benjamins, Amsterdam.
Dryer, M., 1992, ‘The Greenbergian Word Order Correlations’, Language 68(1), 81138.
Himmelmann, N., 1997, Deiktikon, Artikel, Nominalphrase. Zur Emergenz
syntaktischer Struktur, Narr, Tübingen.
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Here and there around the brain: The role of extra-linguistic spatial representations
in the comprehension of spatial deictics

Spatial deixis is a fundamental building block of human communication. Words like
this and that allow interlocutors to establish joint attention on intended referents in
the environment, which stands at the core of complex cultural phenomena.
Interestingly, the processing of such expressions relies on a deep intertwining between
linguistic and spatial computations. In terms of neural implementation, this hints at
potential overlaps between resources involved in spatial deixis and non-linguistic
areas involved in visuomotor representations of space (Kemmerer, 2006). Along the
lines of this overarching hypothesis, we conducted an fMRI study to elucidate the
neural architecture underlying such phenomena.
Our study aimed at investigating a) whether any overlap can be observed between
neural substrates of spatial deixis and areas involved in processing non-deictic spatial
expressions; b) which (if any) areas responsible for non-linguistic spatial cognition are
involved in the processing of spatial deictics; c) the extent of overlap with temporal
areas involved in processing other types of context-dependent referential expression
(e.g. pronouns);
Based on previous studies, we expected to observe: a) overlaps between neural
resources for spatial deictics and for other spatial expressions, namely left AG and
SMG (Kemmerer, 2006) in the IPL; b) involvement of bilateral parietal and parietooccipital areas responsible for spatial judgements and mental navigation; c)
involvement of temporal regions, namely left posterior STG and MTG, which
contribute to referencing via pronouns, visual cues and pointing (Peeters et al., 2017).
Danish native speakers listened to a dialogue between two synthesized voices, with
occurrences of spatial deictics being equally distributed between voices. Each voice
was recorded on a separate audio channel and projected onto a different auditory
hemifield, so to simulate a 3D setting. In contrast with traditional psycholinguistics
tasks and monologues, synthesized dialogues allow to preserve ecologically valid
contexts for the occurrence of spatial deictics, while still maintaining experimental
control on linguistic and paralinguistic features of the text. A fast multi-band EPI
acquisition protocol allowed to captured small variations in BOLD signal at word
resolution.
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Pilot data from two participants are in line with our predictions. Spatial deictics
correlate with increased activation in left IPL (putatively AG). Moreover, increased
activation can be observed bilaterally in posterior parietal regions, spanning across
SPL and parieto-occipital junctions (Zaehle et al., 2007). Additionally, increased
activation is observed in left posterior STG and MTG, extending parietally towards
SMG. Data also hint at activation in FEF, involved in constructing spatial frames of
reference (Wallentin, 2012).
Further contrasts suggest that different representations might support proximal and
distal deictics. Proximal demonstratives correlate with increased activation in left IPL
and right SPL, along the medial part of the post-central gyrus. Conversely, distal forms
determine increases in activation in left posterior SPL, in the vicinity of the posterior
part of IPS and parieto-occipital sulcus.
Data provide evidence for distributed representation of spatial deictics, involving both
areas previously associated to non-deictic spatial expressions and to non-linguistic
spatial cognition. However, further research is still needed in order to shed light on
the specific nature of underlying spatial computations.
References
Kemmerer, D. (2006). The semantics of space: Integrating linguistic typology and
cognitive neuroscience. Neuropsychologia, 44(9), 1607-1621.
Peeters, D., Snijders, T. M., Hagoort, P., & Özyürek, A. (2017). Linking language to the
visual world: Neural correlates of comprehending verbal reference to objects through
pointing and visual cues. Neuropsychologia, 95, 21-29.
Wallentin, M. (2012). The role of the brain’s frontal eye fields in constructing frame of
reference. Cognitive processing, 13(1), 359-363.
Zaehle, T., Jordan, K., Wüstenberg, T., Baudewig, J., Dechent, P., & Mast, F. W.
(2007). The neural basis of the egocentric and allocentric spatial frame of
reference. Brain research, 1137, 92-103.
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Multireference in Italian sign language using constructed action in linguistic and
non-linguistic contexts

Given the spatial property of signed languages, deictic reference is crucial when
encoding complex situations. This is a demanding task given that it is necessary to
encode information efficiently in regard to who does what to whom by locating
referents and their actions in space and marking their relative position to each other.
Unlike commonly thought, signed languages can express meaning not only through
lexical items but also through more iconic features like classifiers (see Schembri, 2003
for the review) and constructed action (CA, see Jenzen, 2004 for a review). Some
theories, for example the one of Cuxac (2000) consider all communicative strategies
equally linguistic. The linguistic status of CA, however, is a hotly debated topic in sign
language research field and is more often than not considered gestural rather than
linguistic (Quinto-Pozos, 2007).
Given the multilinear property of signed languages and these different communicative
strategies available to the signers an utterance can be constructed in such a way that
the richness of the information can be encoded simultaneously, often involving the
use of CA. Cormier et al (2013) note that while there is research on use of different
communicative strategies, they are rarely considered together. This aspect is crucial
when dealing with encoding multiple referents simultaneously. Thus, the aim of the
study is to explore the use of CA in simultaneous constructions. Given the
controversial linguistic status of CA, the other aim of the study is to tap into possible
linguistic properties of CA by comparing its use in linguistic versus non-linguistic
contexts.
We address these questions by means of multiple quantitative analyses conducted on
a corpus of picture descriptions collected from deaf participants. All picture sets are
described twice, once to another deaf participant (linguistic context) and once to a
hearing participant (non-linguistic context). Data will be coded for the length of
encoding, communicative strategy of encoding referents, quantity and types of
simultaneous constructions, and use of non-manual parameters within CA.
There are two aspects of CA within simultaneous constructions that we are interested
in: the difficulty/richness of the message that has to be encoded and space. In regard
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to the difficulty of the message, the easiest scenario would be referring to two referents
in space, for example, a picture of a man holding a dog. Then the referents involved in
an action – e.g., a man holding the dog and brushing it. Finally, the most demanding
scenario would be both referents involved each in a reciprocal action, e.g., a man
holding and brushing the dog while the dog is licking the man’s cheek. On top of this
increasing motoric difficulty, we add the expressive difficulty, i.e., emotional states of
the referents.
Signs are usually articulated in the central signing space. Even actions that take place
in peripheral space, e.g., a man reaching for the bottle that is located on the ground is
most likely to be encoded by only slightly bending the torso down. However, it is less
clear how relative distances impact alterations in CA and how they differ in nonlinguistic context. Thus, by comparing use of CA when encoding various relative
positions of objects will provide a clearer picture of how CA is used for deictic
reference.
Such stimuli will allow not only to disentangle the differences between use of CA in
linguistic versus non-linguistic contexts but also see the role of motoric and
expressive constraints in simultaneous constructions. We expect to have first
preliminary results by the date of the conference.
References
•Cormier, K., Smith, S., & Sevcikova, Z. (2013). Predicate structures, gesture, and
simultaneity in the representation of action in British Sign Language: Evidence from
deaf children and adults. Journal of deaf studies and deaf education, 18(3), 370-390.
•Cuxac, C. (2000). Compositionnalité sublexicale morphémique-iconique en langue
des signes française. Recherches linguistiques de Vincennes, (29), 55-72.
•Janzen, T. (2004). Space rotation, perspective shift, and verb morphology in ASL.
Cognitive Linguistics, 15(2), 149-174.
•Quinto-Pozos, D. (2007). Can constructed action be considered obligatory?. Lingua,
117(7), 1285-1314.
•Schembri, A. (2003). Rethinking “classifiers” in signed languages. Perspectives on
classifier constructions in sign languages, 3-34.
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Compositionality via Gestures: Applications in Robot Language Learning

Research in child language acquisition has shown that gestures are the harbinger of
language [1]. First, children start using deictic gestures, followed by representational
gestures and single-element utterances. Additionally, gestures play an important role
in the transition from single words to multi-words [2]. From developmental
psychology research, there are three modalities of gestures: (1) equivalent (the
representational gesture and saying "bye"), (2) complementary (pointing to a cup and
saying "cup") and (3) supplementary (pointing to a flower and saying "beautiful").
However, since developmental psychology experiments have illustrated correlations
with respect to the infant's language measures in two modalities (in the
complementary mode with vocabulary size and in the supplementary mode with the
appearance of the two-word combination), only these will be implemented here.
This project focuses on the design and implementation of an algorithm which
replicates the gesture-word combination stage in infants before and when
transitioning to multi-word utterances. The aim is to use the aforementioned
experiments to improve the language acquisition mechanism of a humanoid robot (a
robot which has a frame with similar features and functionality to the human body)
by integrating gestures in the learning process. The iCub robotic platform used is built
similar to a 3.5 year old infant and encompasses numerous sensors for multimodal
interaction (communication through, amongst others, speech, gestures, and touch).
The model comprises an artificial recurrent neural network (the long short-term
memory architecture [3]), inspired by biological networks, for language learning and
for generating gestures. The inputs to the network are the words or phrases uttered
and gestures performed by a caregiver, together with the features for the objects. The
methodology that will be adopted to train the system will be the following. For
training, a dataset made up of the complementary and supplementary modalities with
basic vocabulary, two-word and multi-word combinations will be fed to the network.
During the experiment, a human will interact with the robot to teach it and increase
its vocabulary. Furthermore, the system will be analysed to determine whether
humans including gestures in human-robot interaction do help the robot transition
from single to multi-word vocal utterances in a more accelerated way. The iCub will
start showing comprehension of gesture-language combinations, followed by
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replicating these combinations. This will show different stages in the iCub's language
development.
Throughout this project, validation of the model will be carried out by analysing
whether gestures have a positive impact on language acquisition. Moreover, as
development progresses, the use of gestures should decrease as the robot shows a
preference for using more vocal utterances. As a result, this project will address
some of the open robotics challenges, such as improved language learning
capabilities and the integration of gestures in human-robot interaction, which are
still in their infancy when it comes to robotic platforms.
References
[1] O. Capirci & V. Volterra, "Gesture and speech: the emergence and development of
a strong and changing partnership", Gesture, 8(1):22 - 44, 2008.
[2] O. Capirci, J.M. Iverson, E. Pizzuto & V. Volterra, "Communicative gestures
during the transition to two-word speech", Journal of Child Language, 23, 645 - 673,
1996.
[3] S. Hochreiter & J. Schmidhuber, "Long short-term memory", Neural
Computation, 1997.
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Developmental robotics architecture for the co-development of demonstratives and
gestures in human-robot cooperation

Intuitively simple tasks for humans such as jointly attending to a particular object and
referring to it during communication can be very challenging for artificial cognitive
systems. One of the main reason is that we have not yet found a complete solution for
the symbol grounding problem [1], (i.e. the challenge of understanding how our brain
is capable of internally representing external physical entities and abstract concepts).
Taking inspiration from developmental psychology studies to develop autonomous
artificial systems may help to tackle this challenge.
Our project addresses the underlying mechanisms of the acquisition of
demonstratives and their link to the children’s usage of pointing gestures. The main
aim is to develop a developmental robotics architecture for iCub humanoid robotic
platform. In this way, the robot can autonomously learn, represent and use the
implicit knowledge structures (e.g. proximity contrast, interlocutor’s joint attention)
underlying exophoric usage of demonstratives in human-robot interaction scenarios.
This project will first focus on how pointing gestures can direct infants’ attention to
visual cues since the exophoric demonstratives are usually accompanied with pointing
gestures. In developmental psychology, it has been shown that a dynamical pointing
gesture can promote an attentional shift even in very young infants (i.e. 4.5-monthold) [2]. The same study showed that, when the pointing hand was static or the
movement direction of the hand was opposite to the location where the visual cue will
appear, pointing did not cause a visual cueing effect. Similar experimental protocol
was used by Daum et al. [3], where the pointing stimulus was always static but this
time presented together with an acoustic stimulus. They compared the effects of 4
different acoustic stimuli (i.e. communicative speech “There!”, reversed speech
“erehT”, artificial sound, no sound) on cueing effect in 10-month-olds and 12-montholds. They showed that pointing gestures covertly affect the attention direction in 12month-olds unless they were presented with a communicative signal. However, when
the communicativeness of the signal decreased from communicative speech to no
sound conditions, the observed cueing effect also decreased respectively.
Furthermore,10-month-olds did not indicate any effect of pointing gestures (static) on
covert attention in the communicative speech condition.
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Our first cognitive robotics model will aim to interpret the contribution of the hand
movements and the communicative speech to the comprehension of the pointing
gesture. To detect and understand the pointing direction, first, a variation of Nagai’s
model will be implemented [4]. Her model involves two feed-forward artificial
neural networks responsible of detecting edges and motion flows in captured images
by robot’s cameras. Using these visual inputs, her model learns autonomously the
intended direction of a deictic gesture and direct robot’s head to the pointed
location. Since time is not an inherent property of this network, it is impossible to
compare RTs for different conditions. With our study, this model will be extended in
terms of time dynamics with a biologically plausible perceptual rivalry mechanism,
thus RT results obtained from aforementioned experiments can be comparable with
our model’s outputs. Furthermore, another neural network will be combined to
process the speech input.
References
1] Cangelosi, A. (2011). Solutions and Open Challenges for the Symbol Grounding
Problem. International Journal of Signs and Semiotic Systems (IJSSS), 1(1), 49-54.
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426-435.
[3] Daum, M. M., Ulber, J., & Gredebäck, G. (2013). The development of pointing
perception in infancy: Effects of communicative signals on covert shifts of attention.
Developmental psychology, 49(10), 1898.
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human infants. In Robot and Human Interactive Communication, 2005. ROMAN
2005. IEEE International Workshop on (pp. 217-222). IEEE.
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Understanding Information in Human Gestures for Facilitating Deictic Remote
Communication

Deictic information has a significant role in everyday communication. It is well-known
gestures are an important modality of deictic communication and often essential to
understanding our communication partner – be it a human or a computer. In face-toface communication, we frequently use deictic gestures, such as pointing, to express
or describe the location or shape of an object. Without properly perceiving the
pointing gesture, it is difficult or impossible for the other person to correctly identify
what the speaker means and to thus react appropriately.
Nowadays mobile technology enables us to communicate remotely at any time and in
almost any location. While this facilitates bridging arbitrary distances, this type of
communication is subject to significant limitations, in particular concerning deictic
expressions. In the case of a common audio-only connection, any gestural information
gets lost. There is also no joint perception of the environment each communication
partner is located in – neither side knows which entities are located where with respect
to the other party. Consequently, deictic expressions like demonstratives such as
“there” or “here” cannot be used well as it is required to describe a spatial context.
In this work, we focus on the encoding, transmitting, decoding, and feedback phases
of the communication process. First, by understanding how people intuitively and
naturally envision remote pointing gestures using mobile devices and identifying the
key aspect in population behaviour and their specific issues. Second, suggesting and
evaluating different interfaces and technological solutions for enabling remote
pointing. And, third, to explore and understand how people perceive spatial
information from deictic gestures and evaluating different ways of communicating
spatial information present in deictic gestures. Our contributions aim to address the
existing gap in remote communication by facilitating the technology assisted
transmission of deictic spatial information.
References
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Motion Capture in Gesture and Sign Language Studies
Currently, the majority of the research on sign languages and cospeech gestures relies on manually recorded and/or annotated data. These manual d
ata collection, annotation and analysis procedures are often slow and tedious, as well
as involving many subjective judgments. Additionally, because of the difficulties in
working with the data, the amount of data that researchers rely on for their analyses
is usually smaller than ideal. Motion capture is a versatile, highresolution data source that sign and gesture researchers can use to overcome these is
sues and enable objective, precise, quantitative, and statistical inquiry. However, ado
pting this technology (as with using other instrumented measures) has its own set of
issues, including the high cost and expertise barriers to entry, tradeoffs between convenience and accuracy, and the need for tools to help explore and an
alyse multimodal data.
In our current research, we are designing and developing motion capture tools to sup
port research on sign languages and cospeech hand gestures, with the aims of making quantitative inquiry more accessible
and supporting qualitative inquiry through datadriven insights. To this end, we present preliminary results from a review of the liter
ature in sign and gesture studies where motion capture has been used as a data sourc
e. We report on the questions that researchers have attempted to answer using motio
n data; the applications that motivate these questions; as well as technical and metho
dological considerations, issues, and contributions. Based on this review, we propose
directions for developing better motion capture tools for sign and gesture researcher
s, highlighting how a design approach and exploiting recent advances in machine lea
rning and user interface technologies can contribute to the field.
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iCub Hand Development for Deictic and Gestural Interactions
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Architects' spontaneous hand gestures augment floor plans for user anticipation
Architects need to think about geometrical and functional features and relations
simultaneously (Suwa & Tversky, 1996). During design, graphic representations are
essential to facilitate insight, inference, and problem-solving. External media only partly
present the relevant aspects of a task. This requires designers to imagine and infer other
features absent in the medium. While design thinking has been studied primarily based on
verbal design protocols and paper-based sketches, this study observes gesture during design
activity, to investigate what information architects read off external design media and how
this relates to their thoughts.
For non-design contexts, Ping and Goldin-Meadow (2010) show that gesture plays a
supportive role when thinking about non-present objects. As a predominant twodimensional graphical representation, an architectural plan gives architects visual access to
key aspects of the overall configuration. Perhaps its greatest limitation is the inherent
orientation of the view, i.e. from above. This presents the major geometrical and functional
organization. Concurrently, however, it can be hard to imagine the experience of being
immersed (egocentrically) in the final form. From Ping and Golding-Meadow’s (2012)
observations we expect gesture to complement and partly compensate for that limitation,
especially when user-centered aspects are involved in a design activity.
This work builds on an earlier study by Brösamle (2013). Architectural design experts
commented on incomplete plans of realistic building examples and developed circulation
systems in a 30-minute design task. Detailed graphical transcripts capture the participants’
drawing and gestures, together with their verbal utterances.
For this study, we devised two coding steps: (1) designers’ intention based on speech, and
(2) the referent for each gesture. The first step divides the verbal protocol into segments,
each having exactly one coherent design topic or design intention. We determine for each
topic whether it has a geometrical or a functional focus.
For the second step, each gesture’s referent is coded into one of four categories, adapted (for
gesture activity) from Suwa and Tversky (1997). Based on verbal data, they classify attended
information and thought into “depicted elements”, “spatial relations”, “functions”, and
“knowledge”. The major dichotomy here is between visual information and non-visual
information.
Regarding the referent’s type, our preliminary analysis reveals a clear distinction between
functional design topic as opposed to predominantly geometric reasoning. For the former,
the produced gestures predominantly refer to non-visual information, like user paths or
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direction of light. Contrarily, observed gestures mostly refer to visually present information
when the architect focused on geometrical aspects.
The present scheme has confirmed that architects’ design intentions and gestures can be
systematically detected and linked to two different aspects of design thinking. Thus, gesture
primarily refers to non-visible aspects when designers focus on functional aspects. This
suggests that gesture indeed can compensate for visually unpresented information when it
is required by a certain task. From a research point of view, this suggests that gesture can
augment architects’ reasoning, especially when not explicitly present in the design medium.
Future research will develop experimental settings to confirm the connection between
design intention, external medium and gesture activity.
References
- Brösamle, M. (2013) Sketches of wayfinding design. Empirical studies of architectural
design processes, PhD Dissertation, Universität Freiburg
- Ping, R. & Goldin-Meadow, S. (2010) Gesturing saves cognitive resources when talking
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Gestures on Stage
Abstract
Research addressing nonverbal communication and research upholding the
paradigm of multimodality have both proven that gestures play a crucial role in faceto-face interaction and relate closely to the verbal message. These findings hold true
not only for the pragmatic aspects of conversation, but also for the most central
dimensions of speech ––namely, syntax and semantics (cf. Schönherr 1997, Fricke
2012). The perception of syntactic structures and semantic relationships in spoken
language is supported particularly by certain kinds of gestures, which in relation to
syntax and semantics are quite similar to certain prosodic features and often
coincide with prosodic cues. Co-occurrences of speech and gesture are thereby stable
enough to be observed when an utterance is not produced spontaneously, but
recited, as is the case with conversations on stage. In this talk, theatre data are
considered to be a special kind of natural data. From a cognitive point of view, since
the act of memorizing and reciting language differs starkly from spontaneous
utterance, the multimodal analysis of scenes on stage can provide new insights into
the relationships among speech, prosody and gesture. In this talk, scenes from
classical German plays are analyzed following the approach of interactional
linguistics (cf. Selting/Couper-Kuhlen 2001). It is shown how prosody and gesture
structure speech and foreground important information as well as elucidate
reformulations regarding their semantic and pragmatic implications. In this respect,
prosody and gesture on stage do not differ from natural conversations. This result
seems not to be very surprising, but if you keep in mind the entirely different
conditions in which prosody and gesture on stage are produced, then the similarity
between exchanges on stage and natural conversations cannot be regarded as a
matter of course.
References
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Basic Constituent Order in Serbian Sign Language: A first study
Abstract
For an undocumented (signed) language such as Serbian Sign Language (SZJ), one of
the first linguistic questions that arises relates to its basic constituent order. With a
view to answering this question, a corpus is being created consisting of data produced
by 40 Deaf (near-) native users of Serbian Sign Language. Informants are video-taped
while performing different tasks, including the well-known “Volterra et al. elicitation
task” (Volterra et al., 1984). In this task, eighteen pairs of drawings with only one
contrastive element (e.g. ‘a cat is under/on a chair’) are used to elicit sentences
describing three distinct types of states of affairs (henceforth SoA): six non-reversible
SoA, six reversible SoA and six locative SoA. The signer has the drawings before
him/her; for each pair one of the drawings is marked. The interlocutor has the same
drawings but in his/her copy, none of the drawings is marked. The signer is asked to
sign one sentence describing the drawing marked; the interlocutor is asked to indicate
which of the two drawings of each pair is being described.
In this talk, we will report on a first study based on the corpus. The study offers an
analysis of basic constituent order in SZJ in simple declarative sentences, elicited by
means of the Volterra et al. materials and produced by 15 Deaf Serbian signers
between 18 and 63 years old. Five signers acquired SZJ since birth, nine before the age
of 7, and one signer started at the age of 8. Following Johnston et al. (2007) we labelled
the arguments and determined clause boundaries using Van Valin and LaPolla’s
(1997) model of Role and Reference Grammar.
Preliminary results show that locative relations are mostly expressed by means of
depicting verbs, often involving the production of two different handshapes. Most
often, the order is location-locative element-locative relation but there are also
examples of locative element-location-locative relation. Other examples show
juxtaposition of the two locative elements involved, with no overt lexical expression of
the relation between the two.
In non-locative sentences, lexical verbs seem to come between the two arguments, and
productive predicates come at the end, but in all sentences the Agent comes first. As
in VGT, Auslan, ISL, and South African Sign Language our data include examples of
the use of SIT and STAND, resulting in different analyses of constituent order being
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possible (see Johnston et al., 2007; Vermeerbergen et al., 2007). There are also
examples of A1V order and of so-called “split sentences” where both arguments are
followed by their own verb.
As reported by Johnston et al. (2007) the analysis of this type of data is complicated
by - and needs to account for - the use of simultaneity, depicting and enacting signs,
the absence of overtly expressed arguments, verbless predications, and the
identification of clause boundaries. Due attention will be paid to all of the foregoing
issues in order to gain a better understanding of the heterogeneity of signed languages
as linguistic and gestural systems.
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The empirical verification of multiple developmental effects of non-verbal techniques
developed within the Integral Development Method for deaf and hard of hearing
children
Introduction: surdopsychological empirical findings on the difficulties deaf and hard
of hearing children face in certain areas of cognitive, conative and emotional and
social development served as a basis for the Integral Development Method for deaf
and hard of hearing children which enhances these developmental areas through
workshop activities. The method is founded on Jean Piaget’s theory of cognitive
development, Hans Furth’s papers, Lev Vygotsky’s cultural-historical theory and Hans
Cassirer’s philosophy of symbolic forms. The principles of the World Federation of the
Deaf (WFD) relating to the importance of sign language, which has been neglected for
a long time, are a wider basis for the Integral Development Method for deaf and hard
of hearing children. The effects of systematic application of non-verbal stimulation
techniques on cognitive, communication and education development were tested
during the research. Method: data were collected by means of Piaget’s test (Study n.1)
and the Communication Competence Scale (Study n.2). The sample was made of 50
subjects in study n.1 and 60 subjects in study n.2. The subjects were children with
hearing impairments aged 8 to 12 years. Results: the obtained results confirm that the
applied non-verbal techniques are effective for the enhancement and the acceleration
of the concrete operational stage with a very high efficiency coefficient (d=1.24),
promotion of verbal and global communication skills with a very high efficiency
coefficient (d=2.08) as well as the higher cohesion of verbal and non-verbal
communication skills at the level 0.01. Conclusion: the systematic application of nonverbal workshop techniques which are suitable and appropriate for deaf and hard of
hearing children with hearing impairments significantly contributes to the promotion
of different important developmental areas.
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Agent defocusing in Finnish Sign Language
Constructions, in which the agent has been defocused, have been found in some sign
languages and labeled as passive or impersonal constructions (see e.g. Janzen, O’Dea
& Shaffer 2001, Barberà & Quer 2013). Regarding Finnish Sign Language (FinSL) the
theme has not been studied previously.
The purpose of this research is to find out if there are different ways of defocusing the
agent in FinSL. Agent is seen as a volitional instigator of an action in a two-participant
clause. The notion of agent defocusing is adopted from Shibatani (1985), who claimes
that it is the primary function of a passive clause, and that if a language lacks a
morphological passive, the same function can be fulfilled in other ways.
The question is investigated using video data comprising of formal FinSL monologues.
The agent defocusing constructions were annotated with ELAN, classified in Excel,
analyzed in detail, and discussed with native signers. 45 instances of agent defocusing
constructions were identified and analyzed. Agents were identified on the basis of the
semantics of the verbal predicate. Agents were considered defocused if there was
semantically an agent in the clause, but it was non-referential: either it was not overtly
expressed (omitted) or it was expressed with a form that lacked an overt antecedent
in the preceding discourse.
The study shows that there are at least four different strategies for defocusing the
agent in FinSL. To begin with, it seems to be very common to defocus agents by simply
omitting them. In the second construction, the agent is omitted, the more patient-like
participant is associated with the signer’s body, and the indicating verbal sign
expressing the agent’s activity is directed from a semantically empty space towards
the body of the signer. The third construction uses a non-first person plural
pronominal pointing as an A argument. This pointing is non-referential, since it has
no antecedent in the preceding discourse and it doesn’t point gesturally to a visible
referent either. Finally, the first person pronominal pointing sign, the index finger
touching the signer’s body, is used non-referentially, not referring to the signer or a
referent associated with the signer’s body but to possibly anyone.
The second construction resembles the construction labelled as passive in e.g. ASL by
Janzen et. al. (2001). The constructions using non-referential pronominal pointing
resemble to R-impersonals described by Siewierska (2011). However, it is worth
questioning, how well these constructions fit the traditional definitions based on
morphology, since some elements used in these constructions can be analyzed as
gestural rather than morphological. In this presentation, the agent defocusing
strategies found in FinSL are analyzed in detail with examples and discussed from this
point of view.
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The process of definition in speech and gesture of Italian art popularizers: the use of
"cioè"
Abstract
This paper analyzes the coverbal gestures (Poggi 2006) that accompany "cioè" (that
is) in the discourse of Italian art tourist
guides and art critics.
"Cioè" is a connection element (Dardano et al. 1988) which defines a technical term
or a concept (antecedent), supposed unknown to the receiver (Lavinio 2004), by
rephrasing it in simpler words to make it more understandable.
In BADIP (Banca Dati dell'Italiano Parlato) corpus "cioè" is used in at least four
types of definition:
a. definition through synonyms
(1a.) [...] parlo piu' che altro del contatto col testo cioe' della lettura
(1a.) [...] I speak much more about the contact with text that is about reading
b. through etymology (two cases may occur: the antecedent is a word or a sentence in
another language then translated in Italian, or an Italian word explained by its
etymology)
(1b.) non deambulante cioe' non deve praticamente non potrebbe eh dovrebbe essere
in condizione di non muoversi da solo
(1b.) unable to walk that is should not practically could not eh should be in a
condition not to move alone
c. through negation of the antonym
(1c.) ognuno ha le sue idee io sul Manifesto sono uscite delle delle specie di di eh
inserti dove si parla sulle balle di guerra cose
riportate cioe' non inventate da
(1c.) everyone has his own ideas I on Manifesto a sort of eh inserts were published
talking of war lies reported things that is not
invented by
d. through explanation of (explicit or implicit) simile
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(1d.) [...] La Nazione come titolo principale ha eh Italia zavorra d' Europa cioe' un
articolo che riguarda la politica interna
(1d.) [...] The Nation (a Florentine newspaper) as a main title has eh Italy as Europe
ballast that is an article about internal politics.
The verbal strategy of paraphrasing a term or a concept by using "cioè" is frequently
used in art popularizers' discourse (tourist
guides and art critics) to attract the listeners' attention and curiosity.
The paper investigates whether art popularizers' coverbal gestures accompanying
"cioè" correspond to these same types of definition.
The coverbal gestures parallel to "cioè" were analyzed on the basis of an annotation
scheme (Poggi 2006; Nobili forthcoming) in which column 1. contains the gesture
number and time; 2. the term or concept and its verbal explanation concomitant
with the gesture; 3. the type of definition realized by "cioè"; 4. the analysis of the
gesture based on its parameters (handshape, palm orientation, location and
movement); 5. the gesture meaning.
Tab. 1 presents an example from a tourist guide talk about "The Guardian Angel" by
Pietro da Cortona (1656):
1.
n. 1 [min
01.12]

2.
[alla
Compagnia di
Gesù] cioè
appunto
all'ordine dei
gesuiti
[to Jesus's
Society] that
is, actually, to
the Jesuits

3.
a. definition
through
synonym

4.
left hand
palm-up
opened by
extending
thumb, index
and middle
finger

5.
disclose
something
making it
visible, clear

The results show a correspondence between the specific meaning of "cioè" in verbal
production and the meaning of the concomitant coverbal gesture.
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Do beat gestures help preschool children to recall and understand discourse
information?
Abstract
Though the positive effects of iconic (or representational) gestures on word recall and
comprehension by children have been clearly established, less is known about the
benefits of beat gestures (rhythmic hand/arm movements produced in alignment with
prominent prosody). The increase in word recall has been highlighted as one of the
positive effects in the use of representational gestures (e.g., So et al., 2012). With
respect to beat gestures, results remain controversial. Research has shown that
naturally produced beat gestures (accompanied by prosodic prominence) favour word
recall in a contrastive discourse by adults (Kushch & Prieto, 2016). According to So et
al. (2012), beats increase word recall by adults but not by children. Nevertheless,
another study by Igualada et al. (2017) found that beats help preschoolers to recall
words. In these two studies, children had to remember target words from a list of
items. Yet, we do not know whether preschoolers can benefit from the use of beat
gestures as pragmatic encoders of contrastive information in natural discourse.
Concerning comprehension, empirical studies have revealed that representational
and deictic gestures guide children towards the semantic content of a message, i.e.
they help children to better comprehend the discourse they are listening to. Even
though Wang & Chu (2013) presented neurophysiological evidence that beat gestures
enhance semantic process during the comprehension of speech in adults, to our
knowledge, the behavioral effects of beat gestures on language comprehension in
preschoolers have not yet been investigated.
The current study investigated (a) whether beat gestures combined with prosodic
information help children recall information in a child-directed discourse
(Experiment 1) and (b) whether the presence of beat gestures helps children
understand the content of a narrative (Experiment 2). In Experiment 1, fifty-one 4year-old children were exposed to a total of three short stories with contrastive words
presented in three conditions, namely non-prominent speech, prominence only in
speech and prominence in both speech and gesture. Results of a recall task showed
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that children remembered more words when they were presented with prosodic
prominence and beat gestures compared to either of the other two conditions. In
Experiment 2, twenty 5-year-old children were presented with six narratives either in
the no-beat or the beat condition. Results of a comprehension task demonstrated that
stories told with beat gestures were comprehended better by children. Together, these
results constitute evidence that beat gestures help preschoolers not only recall but also
comprehend discourse information.
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Strategies of representation for action verbs in Italian Sign Language
In the verbal languages, the most high frequency verbs referring to Action in everyday
communication are “general”, since they can refer to different action schemas. Is that
the same in Sign Languages (SL)? Studying action verbs in Sign Languages is very
interesting because 1) SL makes embodiment visible; 2) SL can be considered a special
window to explore the route from action perception, to concept construction, to
expression of actions; 3) it is possible to verify similarities and differences between
semantic classifications created through spoken languages and those created through
SL.
The projects IMAGACT and MODELACT have identified and represented 1010
distinct action concepts with prototypical filmed scenes. This linguistic infrastructure
have been used to investigate action verbs in spoken languages as well as in Italian
Sign Language (LIS). Sign languages give the possibility to represent an action
incorporating some of the verb arguments and/or modality of execution in a mimetic
way: as a matter of fact, different action types, labelled in English or Italian by a
general verb such as “to turn”, are represented by different specific signs.
The present study aims to investigate systematically how deaf signing children use
general and/or specific verbs to represent different actions. To investigate LIS
productions, five Italian action verbs, frequently used in children’s spoken lexicon,
have been selected (Caselli et al., 2015): prendere (to take), aprire (to open), girare (to
turn), rompere (to break) and attaccare (to attach). For each of these verbs 9 different
videos (extracted from the IMAGACT Database) referring to specific action types have
been shown to deaf signing children. Participants were 24 deaf signing children (5-10
years): 13 exposed early to LIS (first year of age) and 11 exposed later (after 36 months
of age). Children were asked to describe the action performed. All LIS productions
have been video recorded (total 882).
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In LIS, producing a «General verb» means using the same LIS verb to describe
different types of action; producing «Specific verbs» means that the child performs a
different verb according to how the action is performed, which is the object involved
in the action, its affordances, and/or representing other semantic features.
Children produced a specific verb in most cases - 72.26% - and a general verb in only
12.10% of cases (and mainly with one of the action proposed: prendere (to take)).
Moreover, 6.96% of participants used a mixed strategy (general verb + specific verb),
6.51% used a semantically linked verb, while 2.17% used an out-of-target verb.
There is a clear effect of age of LIS exposure: children exposed early produce more
specific verbs with respect to children exposed later: 60.6% versus 53%.
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Baby Signs at day-care: a pilot-study with hearing infants
Introduction
Studies on the use of baby signs presented with oral language are scarce and show no
concordant results on language acquisition. Some studies suggested an advantage in
spoken lexical acquisition for hearing infants exposed to signs at home or in
educational contexts in the first years of life (Goodwyn et al., 2000; Vallotton, 2012),
whereas others did not (Kirk et al., 2012).
Concerning the Italian context the first author had conducted previous experiences
using baby signs from the American Sign Language (ASL, Goodwyn et al. 2000). The
present pilot-study aimed to experiment an educational intervention using baby
signs mainly from the Italian Sign Language (LIS) with hearing infants at day-care
during the second year of life. We hypothesized that this intervention will strengthen
infants’ communication skills, specifically sign production and spoken vocabulary
acquisition.
Method
Seventeen infants (11 M e 6 F; 13-25 month-old), participated in the project, that
lasted 5 months with 42 biweekly meetings (4 hours each). An expert adult (the first
author) used baby signs (50 LIS and 26 ASL signs) with spoken Italian during
routine activities with the entire group of infants and during specific educational
activities with small groups of infants. The signs referred to lexical categories
(mainly nouns, social words, and predicates) related to daily routines. They were
chosen on the basis of previous studies on gesture, word and sign acquisition (Caselli
et al.,2012; Rinaldi et al. 2014) and educational experiences conducted by the second
and third author using signs with young hearing and deaf children.
Diary records of all meetings, documenting imitated and spontaneous signs produced
by the infants, were filled in by the first author. Short videos were made for
some meetings. The questionnaire Primo Vocabolario del Bambinio (PVB) was filled
in by the parents at the beginning (n=17) and the end of the study (n=15), when a
picture naming test (PING) was proposed to the infants (n=14).
Results
Diary records showed that at least half of the presented signs were spontaneously
produced by the infants. All infants, except one, spontaneously produced at least 2
different signs and few of them up to 20-25 different signs. Results of the PVB
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showed that, at the beginning, 11 infants (aged 13-18 m.) produced < 50 words
(range 0-47) and 6 children (aged 19-25 m.) produced > 50 words (range 76-415). At
the end, all children, except 4 (aged 18-23 m.), produced > 50 words. A large
variability in type and number of imitated and spontaneous signs and in expressive
vocabulary was reported.
Conclusions
Regular exposure to signs at day-care during the second year of life, a critical period
for lexical acquisition, appears to impact on sign production with a large interindividual variability between infants. This variability and its relationship to
expressive spoken lexicon will be discussed referring to type of signs, modality of
sign production (by imitation or spontaneously) and individual level of expressive
vocabulary.
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Looking beyond language, out and into the world
Abstract
Linguistics has long been self-centered: linguists study language. When context
becomes significant, linguists study language in context (pragmatics, discourse
analysis, anthropolinguistics…). Language remains the core object of research of
linguists. However, there are other ways. Through a research project on the listening
skill in conversation, we have come accross two theories that altered our vision of
linguistics.
The first theory confronts logocentrism: language is not the center of all things, and
should not be studied as such. Language can be seen as a means, as a tool, in order to
act, to think, to express oneself and so on. It is part of something bigger. Linguists
could study the bigger picture and look at how language modifies it. Language is then
considered as a modifier in the course of an action or situation (Scollon 2001).
The second theory confronts egocephalocentrism: the human brain is not the center
of all cognition. It does not interpret everything independently of what surrounds it.
There is no brain-body, brain-world or langue-parole duality. On the contrary, there
is continuous interaction between all these entities. Mace (1977) sums this up in a
brilliant sub-title: “don’t ask what’s inside your head but what your head’s inside of”.
This presentation will describe the main ideas of these two theories, showing how
“language is one of the many resources available to the humans to live and act
together” (Oursel 2013), showing how we, as researchers, can look beyond our
traditional object and study its relations to goals, actions, situations, other people, or
to the world. We will present several consequences that these theories have had on
our research, at a theoretical level (impact on our view of listening and mutual
understanding), at a terminological level (words used in our analyses), at the level of
the data (impact on transcriptions) and at the time of conclusions.
Although our corpus is solely audio-recorded (here, administrative conversations
between administrative agents native of French and non native users), due to
difficulties to obtain authorisations for more modalities, it has been treated in this
perspective as much as it allowed: this presentation will show how to make the most
of audio data with this theoretical background.
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Levels of Gesture / Prosody synchronization in spontaneous speech. The Language
into Act Theory (LAcT) perspective
Abstract
The spectrum of kinesics hand movements and bodily behaviour connected with
speech has been arranged by McNeill (1992) into a continuum (‘Kendon’s
continuum’), whose extremes are occupied by gesture (gesticulation) and sign.
Gestures refer to spontaneous bodily movements, not conventionalized, that cooccur with speech, Signs belong to a fully structured linguistic system and may
replace speech.
Gesticulation, which is the specific focus of the present work, has a hierarchic
organization which appears to match that of the speech units (Kendon 1980).
Gesture shows a linear structure that can be segmented into units and phases and
turns out aligned to the verbal stream. The tight interrelation of gesture and speech
is often remarked by the quotes: “speech and movement appear together as
manifestations of the same process of utterance” (Kendon 1980: 208) and “arise
from a single process of utterance formation” (McNeill 1992: 30).
On the other side, in speech, syntactic constituents are patterned into Information
Units, which follow the “flow of thought” and strictly correspond to Prosodic Units
(as in the Chafe tradition), however, LAcT, which is a framework heavily tested on
spoken Romance languages, also foresees that Information units convey differential
Information Functions (Topic, Comment, Parenthesis, Dialogue regulators, etc.).
Information units are structured into higher level Reference units, which are
terminated from a prosodic point of view (Terminated sequences) and correlate with
the performance of Speech acts (Cresti & Moneglia 2005).
The objective of this study is the definition of a frame for the alignment of linguistic
and gestural units in spontaneous speech, with specific attention to the relevance of
prosodic information.
We will consider prosody for both Pitch Accent (according to Authosegmental
phonology) and Prosodic-Information patterning (terminal and non-terminal
prosodic units) according to LAcT. Gestures are analyzed at two levels; i.e Gesture
units and Gesture phases. The notation system assumes that hands are the primary
element for the encoding process and is based on LASG (Linguistic Annotation
System for Gestures - Bressem, Ladewig and Müller 2013). LASG provides among
others guidelines for the annotation of gesture units, phases and form –applying the
four parameters used in Stokoe Notation).
The dataset is made by three spontaneous speech monologues, consisting of one test
case and two structured interviews, from which are derived samples that are
comparable from a thematic and temporal point of view. Gesture and Prosodic
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layers of the texts have been annotated independently the one from the other and
then reconciled in ELAN files for the observation of the synchronization levels.
The paper will show the results obtained and will give evidence of the following
general synchronization principles:
1a) Gesture phases correlate with Prosodic units and never overtake prosodic
boundaries
1b) Prosodic Units may contain more than one gesture phase
1c) Gesture phases may be synchronous to units of any Information type
independently of their function
2a) One Gesture unit may be spread over more than one prosodic unit of a
terminated sequence
2c) Gesture units never overtake terminal prosodic boundaries
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Signing and not having a clue: How spoken language users deploy visible actions
when they pretend to sign
Abstract
The proposed contribution is located at the interface of gesture and signs: The aim is
to examine signed language from the perspective of ordinary hearing persons, which
have (nearly) no command of sign language. I will present a detailed microanalysis
of a piece of video data showing a hearing person ‘signing’. The data can be judged to
be authentic with respect to the fact that the ‘signer’ did not participate any
experiment. He was not asked to sign, instead it was a wish of him to sign and he
fulfills his own communicative needs. Besides, the situation generated a sort of
pressure to express in a mode he thinks to be sign language.
The video shows two German cabaret artists. The first one reads a story, the second
one tries to translate it into ‘German Sign Language (DGS)’, respectively in a sort of
gesturing that he thinks to be sign language, which is used in this case to achieve a
humorous effect. These findings will be contrasted with parallel data, analyzing some
well-known You Tube videos showing the deceptive South-African Sign Language
(SASL)-interpreter Thamsanqa Jantjie pretending to ‘translate’ public speeches.
These formal situations differs in matters of seriousness compared to the cabaret
performance. Questioning some professional interpreters and native sign language
users will complete the outcome.
The videos will be annotated and analyzed by using ELAN. The analysis will reveal
conceptions and misconceptions spoken language users have in mind: It will show
what spoken language users think of sign languages and of the way they work, and
the same holds for the process of interpretation.
The comparison of the data suggests that there seem to be different strategies of fake
interpretation, revealing different assumptions of the way sign languages and its
interpretation process works. The cabaret artist uses a manner of ‘signing’, which is
characterized by a certain overall expressiveness. He deploys his whole body for his
‘translation’ and relies on a more general technique of enactment, surprisingly
employing also signs that can be said to be sign language classifiers. His ‚translation’
is characterized by constructing semantic content with the use of images relying on
meaningful associations. The deceptive SASL-interpreter seems to follow a lexical
technique in trying to translate single spoken language words. Both ‘interpretations’
show analogous routes of how movements of the body can become meaningful
actions (for DGS-signs see Langer 2005, for gestures Müller 1998).
To sum up, the findings suggest that gesturing and signing seem to be similar sorts
of a common expressive bodily capacity of communication (compare Kendon 2004).
References
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Communication dynamics between mothers and children with cochlear implants:
Effects of maternal vocal and gestural support for language production
Abstract
Cochlear implantation (CI) at an early age is associated with improvements in
language comprehension and production; nevertheless, there is wide variability in
language outcomes of children with CI (Szagun, & Schramm, 2016), even after
accounting for age of implantation and duration of implant use. Individual
differences are explained partially by the contribution of family environment and
parental linguistic input and support during interaction with these children (Cruz,
Quittner, Marker, & DesJardin, 2013; Holt, Beer, Kronenberg, Pisoni, & Lalonde,
2012); however, no study has assessed modalities and impact of parental support for
language production of children with CI in the real-time of parent-child interaction.
This study contributes to this research field by examining (a) modalities and
functions of maternal and child communication during interaction between mothers
and children with CI, compared with mothers and normally hearing (NH) children,
and (b) effects of maternal vocal and/or gestural supportive utterances (repairs) in
eliciting conversational responsiveness and adequate answers in children with CI.
Participants were 15 preschoolers with CI (M = 39 months) and 30 NH children: 15
matched by chronological-age (CANH, M = 38 months), and 15 matched by hearingage (i.e., with children whose chronological age corresponded to the duration of CI
activation; HANH, M = 26 months), and their mothers. Each child-mother dyad was
videotaped during shared book reading and toy play. All interactive sessions were
entirely transcribed using the Child Language Data Exchange System (CHILDES).
Child and maternal utterances were coded for modality (Unimodal Spoken, Bimodal
(speech+gesture), Unimodal Gestural), gesture type (Deictic, Representational,
Conventional), communicative functions (Assertion, Question, Repair, Regulation,
and Reading for maternal utterances; Initiative, Request, and Answer for child
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utterances); child answers were examined according to linguistic and content
adequacy (as Absent, Inadequate, Minimally Adequate, or Fully Adequate); maternal
repairs were examined according to the type of provided support (as Informative
Repair, Non-Informative Repair, or Expansion) and the presence of gesture
accompanying speech.
Results showed interesting differences among the three groups with respect to
maternal communication and to dyadic communication dynamics. Specifically,
during shared book reading mothers in the CI and CANH groups displayed higher
proportions of Informative Repairs than mothers of HANH children (F(2,41)=5.33,
p=.009 ; MCI-MHANH=6.18, p=.016; MCANH-MHANH= 6.33, p=.002). However,
unlike the mothers in both groups of NH children, mothers of children with CI used
Bimodal utterances (MCI =62.44, SD =19.31) significantly more than Unimodal
Spoken utterances (MCI=37.56, SD=19.31) during interaction with their children (CI
t(14)=2.50, p=.026), and in higher proportions than mothers of HANH children
(F(2,41)=4.15, p=.023; MCI-MHANH=17.09, p=.008). Sequential analysis (GSEQ;
Bakeman & Quera, 2011) between maternal utterances and child utterances in both
interactive contexts revealed that maternal Informative Repairs elicited the
production of Adequate Answers in both children with CI and CANH regardless of
the context. Interestingly, in the CI group this association was found only when
Informative Repairs were accompanied by gestures. These findings suggest that
children with CI are more sensitive to gestural cues than NH children, and offer
suggestions for intervention programs focused on parent-child conversation.
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Head Movements, Body Movements and Gestural Enactment in FinSL Narratives
Abstract
This paper presents a study of nonmanuals and gesturality in Finnish Sign Language
(FinSL). More specifically, our discussion focuses on the movements of signers’ body
(i.e. head and torso) and gestural enactment in FinSL narratives. With gestural
enactment, we refer to a certain type of pantomimic bodily gesturing, in which the
narrators enact the actions, thoughts or feelings of referents in discourse with
movements and positions of hands and/or other parts of the body (often called
constructed action, see, e.g., Hodge & Ferrara 2013). We approach the topic through
two main research questions: (1) How do signers’ head and torso movements and
their functions emerge and compound in FinSL narratives? (2) How are these
elements connected to gestural enactment?
Our work is based on FinSL corpus material, currently collected and processed at the
Sign Language Centre at the University of Jyväskylä in Finland. From the corpus, we
have used altogether 12 annotated narratives from 12 native FinSL signers, as well as
varying subsets of this data (consisting of 4 to 10 narratives). For the most part, the
data were processed in the ProGram project (see Jantunen et al. 2016), and they
include annotations for signs, sentence-level translation, head and torso movements,
syntactic and semantic structure of clauses, sequences of gestural enactment, and
overlaps of codirectional and differing head movements and their functions.
Concerning question 1, our results show that narrators produce more movements
with only the head than with the whole body during the stories. However, if a
movement of the whole body emerges, it tends to occur during a sequence of gestural
enactment. Head and torso movements are combined in different ways and have
different types of functions in these combinations, and as the complexity of the
movement combination increases, the differences in the functions of the torso and
head movements increase. The position of the torso may, for example, bind together
a longer stretch of discourse (including gestural enactment) while the head
movements perform varying functions (e.g. enactment and negation). Concerning
question 2, we will show that the presence or absence of gestural enactment has an
effect on the organization of signed sentences and discourse as well as on the ways
head and torso movements are involved in this organization. The study suggests that
the movement contours of the torso and head bind together discourse sequences or
smaller clause-level units depending on the presence of gestural enactment, and that
the number of boundary-marking or affirmative head nods decreases as gestural
enactment increases. Finally, according to our study, there is a lot of individual
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variation in the ways signers move their head and body, and the connections
between the forms and functions of these elements show different degrees of
conventionality. This supports the view according to which gradient and less
conventional elements are not only connected to the language system but are a part
of that system.
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The influence of pacifier on conceptual acquisition: a multimodal approach
Abstract
The present study investigates how the prolonged use of an oral device (the pacifier)
influences conceptual acquisition. Recent evidence (Niedenthal et al., 2012.) has
shown that pacifier use affects the emotional ability of children, as result of the static
position of facial muscles that induces. Our aim is to determine whether the use of
pacifier also influences language acquisition.
We move from a recent embodied and grounded view, the Words As social Tools
(WAT) theory (Borghi et al., 2017). WAT proposes that the acquisition and
consolidation in memory of words that do not possess a concrete and clearly
bounded referent, as abstract words, is more influenced by the linguistic and social
experience. Behavioral studies on adults have shown that the mouth is strongly
involved in the elaboration of abstract words (e.g., Borghi & Zarcone, 2016; Ghio et
al., 2013). As a result, children who have overused the pacifier might be less
competent in conceptualizing abstract and emotional words, which are mostly
influenced by the linguistic and social environment. Hence, we predicted that an
extended use of the pacifier (more than 3 years) should have an impact on the
processing of abstract and emotional words, due either to the inhibition of the facial
mimicry which might prevent from imitating linguistic articulatory features during
their acquisition or to the inhibition of the inner talk necessary to re-explain to
themselves the complex meaning of abstract words.
In a previous study with a definition task we found that the acquisition of conceptual
relation associated both to abstract and emotional words are influenced by the use of
pacifier (Barca et al., submitted). To test if this interaction has a long term effect and
impacts response speed, we enlarged the sample to 8-9 aged children and used a
categorization task in which response times were recorded.
36 children of two elementary schools in Rome, with different frequency of pacifier’s
use, were required to perform a categorization task. Children had to press a key on
the keyboard if the word displayed on the screen of the laptop did not refer to an
animal. The non-animal words were abstract, concrete and emotional words,
selected from a database and previously rated for their emotional value through an
on-line rating.
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Main effects of concept type and pacifier emerged; emotional words were processed
faster than both abstract and concrete words, and children who used the pacifier
until three years (or more) responded slower than the others; even though the
interaction between the two factors did not reach significance (p=.06), the data
pattern shows that responses to abstract words tend to be slower for children who
used the pacifier until 3 years.
The results confirm our hypothesis, showing a strict relation between mouth and
abstract words; abstract concepts seem to be influenced by a prolonged use of
pacifier, that presumably interferes with their acquisition, while concrete and
emotional concepts don’t. Importantly, this seems to be a long-term effect, since the
sample of tested children stopped using pacifier from a while.
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Structural Correlation between Location and Movement of Signs: Lacking Motion
Economy for cospeech gestures
Descriptions and analysis for co-speech gestures and for sign languages belong to
different traditions: from phonology for sign languages (Brentari 1998) and from
ethnology and pragmatic fields for co-speech gestures (Kendon 1988). Thus, the
descriptive types are parametric for SL and functional for gestures.
The comparison between co-speech gestures and sign languages goes through a
common analysis, either functional or formal. Because of language-specific status of
LS, on one hand, and a co-speech status for gestures, on the other, a functional
approach seems to be asymmetric. However, a formal approach —through a common
transcript— allows to place SL and co-speech gestures on the same footing.
Several formal transcription systems exist already. Developed for SL, the most used —
Hamnosys et SignWriting— do not offer a span of granularity which exists
nevertheless between LS and co-speech gestures. Handshapes, very diversified in the
case of LS are fewer and fuzzier for the gestures. We have designed a glyphic system
for transcription (Typannot) which corresponds to this range of granularity.
Currently, the handshapes glyphs span more than 230 handshapes (grounded on
Eccarius & Brentari’s inventory, 2008) and potentially all SL handshapes around the
world. Each glyph has a graphematic formula which describe all the features of the
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considered handshape. Each feature is designed by a generic glyph. These generics
make up together, offering several levels of depiction. From the base till a complete
handshape including feature compositions, the notation system Typannot allows to
transcribe ant to request several granularities.
We will expose the capacity of Typannot to transcribe and to compare several corpus
in three different SL as well as several co-speech gestualities. The transcript concerns
all the manual parameters (handshapes, orientation, location and movement). The
location is specified for each segment (arm, forearm and hand). The way we conceive
the movement is based on the categories of Johnson & Liddell 2011. The transcripts
are done with ELAN software. We investigate the internal formal structure of cospeech gestures and signs in a contrastive manner. The results show structural links
between the parameters location and movement for sign languages and a less tight
link for co-speech gestures. A principle of motion economy rules a part of the
parametric structure for signs. It correlates the location and the direction of the
movement of the sings. These two parameters are deeply involved in the general shape
of sign. This principle do not apply to the same extent to gestures whose forms are
more dependant of the co-occurrent speech.
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Alternative spatial axes for mental timeline
Current evidence, mainly at spoken languages, provides support for the idea that
time is mentally represented by spatial means in spoken and sign languages on
alternative mental timelines (i.e., a left-right or a behind-front axe). However, one
main question is whether saggital and lateral axe are the same able to activate the
mental timeline when processing visual sentences. Because it has been hypothesized
the saggital and lateral axis have not the same grounds and they are not the same
relevant on signing, the former question is relevant on understanding the role of
modality on the mental timeline activation. According to current findings, there is
evidence on mental timeline flexibilty/automatism related to the size and verbal
stimuli grammar complexity (single temporal words as temporal adverbs; single
sentences; compound sentences and short three sentences paragraphs). In the
present study we tested whether past and future events are represented alternatively
along the left-right or the back-front mental timelines without axis preferences by
using deictic time references. In Experiment 1 Uruguayan Sign Language (USL)
signer participants categorized the temporal reference (past or future) of USL visual
sentences. In two counterbalanced sessions all the participants responded by means
of a lateralized (left or right) or saggital (behind or front) keypress. Past and future
USL visual sentences showed a space-time congruency effect that replicated prior
spoken and sign languages findings by accuracy measures: Participants had higher
accuracy to categorize past events with the left or behind hand and future events
with the right or front hand than when using the opposite mapping. The congruency
effect registered in Experiment 1 is tested and discussed according the difficulties of
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getting it by reaction time measures when using sign language visual sentences,
between-subjects factors such as USL signers nativism, USL schooling age and items
factors such as the axis balance on USL signing space and time (an additional
analysis of axis -saggital, lateral or vertical- used in temporal and spatial USL high
frequency signs is on going for getting this factor values). Experiment 2 is on going
for testing whether the congruency effect replicates the same fashion on lateral and
saggital axis by non-verbal stimuli. This time, by using images instead of visual
sentences, we expect to get the congruency effect at saggital and lateral axis by
reaction time measures.
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The well-formedness condition of the Japanese Sign Language syllable
The authors are aiming at finding ways to linguistically distinguish the well-formed
and ill-formed syllables of Japanese Sign Language (JSL), that is, establishing the
phonotactics of JSL. The JSL syllable is constituted by the handshape, location and
movement elements as well as the palm and the finger orientation elements,
contact/noncontact of the hand and other minor factors. As in oral languages, not all
the possible combinations of syllable-constituting elements are attested as wellformed JSL syllables. Indeed, we have a lot of systematic gaps in the JSL syllable
inventory. To clarify what makes syllables well-formed or ill-formed, we need to
compare both types of syllables in the light of compatibility and incompatibility of the
constituents. We have chosen Japanese and JSL Dictionary, which includes about
2,000 syllables, as a corpus for well-formed syllables while we have specified a series
of dictionaries named New Signs, which include signs coined by Japanese Federation
of the Deaf, as a corpus from which ill-formed syllables are singled out.
A reason for specifying this series as a corpus from which to single out ill-formed
syllables is that it includes a certain percentage of ill-formed syllables. To identify
these, we have videotaped about 600 syllables included there. Then, we have uploaded
them, asked close to ten native signers of JSL to watch and judge their wellformedness, and then extracted about 200 ill-formed syllables.
After identifying the ill-formed syllables, we have analyzed them along with 2,000
well-formed syllables in the corpus into constituents and recorded them in Excel files
as well as the information of the syllable type such as Battison’s Types 1 to 3, and JSLspecific Types.
Among the syllable constituents are the handshape, location, movement, palm
orientation, finger orientation, which more correctly should be called “the orientation
of the tip of the third metacarpal bone”, existence or nonexistence of hand contact to
the body part, and some others.
The movement is further analyzed into the type (path, handshape-changing, or
orientation-changing movements) and the manner of the movement type.
Using these data about syllable constituency, we have been doing two types of analyses
of the well- and ill-formedness of the JSL syllable. One is conventional linguistic
analysis in the field of phonotactics and the other is the one with the help of machine
learning algorithm in the field of artificial intelligence. Our presentation in the
conference will focus on the results of conventional phonotacitc analyses of the JSL
syllables. It will reveal that severe phonotactic constraints are imposed on two-handed
syllables. Some of them are those similar to Battison’s symmetry and dominance
conditions whereas we will mention in more detail what handshapes can appear on
the nondominant hand, what combinations of both hands can be authorized, whether
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existence or nonexistence of hand contact to the other hand or the body part will affect
the well-formedness of the syllable, and some cases in which factors not mentioned by
Battiosn, such as the orientation of the nondominant hand, in fact do affect the wellformedness of the syllable.
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Pantomime and gesture in children’s spontaneous narratives: Are they distinct?
Are gesture and pantomime distinct? Pantomime is identified as a more structured
form of gesture, arising from the absence of a spoken semiotic mode (McNeill, 1992).
In children, pantomimes depict action with the full body and character viewpoint (Cvpt; Gullberg, 1998). We have observed both co-speech gesture and pantomime in
depictions of action in children’s narrative but note pantomime is removed from
analyses of children’s narratives. This paper explores whether the presence of cospeech is a meaningful indicator of distinct semiotic systems (McNeill, 2016).
We examine a set of narratives (Fictional: n = 11, 3329 words; Autobiographical: n =
24, 2874 words) from 6, 8- to 11-year olds. Using Clark’s (2016) staging theory (ST)
to describe the link between spoken utterances and gesture, we examine children’s
representation of action. ST dictates 4 functions of depiction, each holding equal
communicative value: adjunct (occurring with speech), indexed (referred to in
speech), embedded (filling a linguistic gap), and independent (unconnected to
speech). We focus on Müller’s “hand acts” category, iconic gestures that included
mimesis and manipulation but excludes molding, tracing or other object
representations.
The children produced 326 depictions. Of these 161 represent actions (49%) and 5
were vocal depictions of action. Of the 156 gestural depictions, 130 (83%) were cospeech and 26 were not. Co-speech gestures were primarily adjunct (n = 119), while
11 were indexed in the speech. Non-co-speech gestures were primarily indexed
(n=14, 48%), sometimes independent (n=8), and occasionally embedded (n=4). The
use of C-vpt and the involvement of articulators beyond the hand are markers of
pantomime (Gullberg, 1998). Children adopted a C-vpt perspective in 67 (52%) of
the co-speech gestures. The majority of non-co-speech gestures adopt a blended or
C-vpt (19/26,73%). 31 (24%) of the co-speech gestures were full-body. 14 (54%) of
the non-co-speech gestures were full-body.
Finally, we considered whether these patterns differed by story type. It is possible
children will use more mimetic devices when telling autobiographical stories (see
Colletta, 2009). We observed children produced 2
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full-body depictions of action in both narrative types, but they occurred more often
without speech in autobiographical stories and with speech in fictional stories.
We conclude that other than the presence of speech, children’s use of gesture and
pantomime do not differ. While most gestures are co-speech, children use what has
traditionally be classed as pantomime in both autobiographical and fictional
narratives. Gestures not accompanied by speech do not always use C-vpt nor are they
always full-body. Gestures depicting action, those that depict C-vpt, and those that
use the torso and head as articulators may or may not be accompanied by speech.
These data question the traditional coding system that excludes non-co-speech
gestures by labelling them as pantomime. In contrast, we argue all non-co-speech
gestures should be included and hold symbolic value. Whether they signify distinct
symbolic states deserves closer scrutiny. Using a larger dataset, we will explore the
possibility that the presence of co-speech is not a defining feature of spontaneous
gesture in narrative.
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The effect of gesture on fluency
There is general agreement in the literature that speech and gesture are closely
related. However, many aspects of the precise relationship between speech and
gesture are still unclear, and several hypotheses about the details of the speechgesture relationship exist. Some suggestions are that gestures can aid lexical retrieval
(Krauss, Chen, & Gottesman, 2000), and that gestures can help in information
packaging (Kita, 2000). What these particular hypotheses have in common is that
they imply that producing gestures somehow help people speak. One aspect of being
able to speak is fluency. A question is whether this means that people who gesture
are also able to speak more fluently. Some previous relevant studies have been done,
indicating that gestures occur mainly during fluent speech (Graziano & Gullberg,
2013), and that during disfluencies, both speech and gesture stop (e.g.
Seyfeddinipur, 2006). However, to our best of knowledge, there has not yet been a
study comparing the overall fluency of people who naturally gesture (a lot) with
people who do not gesture.
In the present study we analysed an existing dataset to gain more insight into
whether gestures may help verbal fluency. The data consisted of descriptions of hard
to describe objects, which were collected previously in the context of a referential
description task. We selected all descriptions without any gestures, which were from
10 speakers, and totalled 19 target descriptions, and matched these to the same
number of descriptions of the same objects by speakers who produced many
gestures. We then compared these two groups (gesturers/non-gesturers) on several
aspects of verbal fluency. We found that the speakers who gestured showed a higher
speech rate (in words per second), fewer filled pauses, and fewer self-corrections, but
these differences were not statistically significant. However, there were statistically
significant differences with regard to the mean utterance length (number of words),
the number of verbal hedges (per 100 words), and the overall number of disfluencies
(per 100 words), with gesturers producing longer utterances (M=19.2, SD=7.7) than
non-gesturers (M=15.2, SD=3.8, F(1,36)=4.112, p<.05), fewer hedges (M=3.01,
SD=1.42) than non-gesturers (M=5.32, SD=2.76, F(1,36)=10.60, p<.01), and fewer
disfluencies overall (M=12.3, SD=5.) than non-gesturers (M=16.1, SD=5.0 6,
F(1,36)=4.91, p<.05).
Although some of the findings of this study were not statistically significant (which
may not be surprising given the small dataset), the overall picture seems to be that
speakers who naturally produced many gestures produced longer utterances, with
fewer disfluencies. This suggests that producing gestures while speaking indeed helps
to be more fluent. Future work could study these results in more detail, such as the
timing of the gestures in relation to particular disfluencies.
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Acquisition of ASL as a second foreign sign language (SL2) and use of gestures by a
hearing adult learner
There is a paucity of research on sign languages learned as a foreign language by
hearing adult learners (Chen Pichler, Koulidobrova 2016). Bridging this gap in the
body of knowledge on second language learning would be helpful to both theory
formation and the field of practice. Because deaf-born children usually (90-95%)
have hearing parents who do not know sign language, in general these children are
not exposed to a (full) linguistic or cultural model. If parents decide to use sign
language with their child, they become foreign language learners of the local or
national sign language (SL2). Besides parents, there are many professionals of
various disciplines who also need to learn sign language in order to cater to the
communicational needs and wishes of their (children/adult) students, clients or
patients. There is a steadily increasing interest in signed languages among the
general public too (e.g., Goldberg et al. 2015) .
In the communication between hearing adults and deaf children or adults, usage of
gestures is quite common. The relation between gestures and signs in SL2 learner’s
production is similarly under-researched (but see e.g. Ortega, Özyürek 2013).
In order to find some answers to the use of signs and gestures in sign language
learners, one learner is followed longitudinally during the acquisition process of
American Sign Language (ASL). This learner is hearing and has Dutch as a first
language, is highly proficient in English (CEFR level C), and knows other spoken
languages at different levels (French, German, Italian, Spanish). Importantly, the
learner also acquired Sign Language of the Netherlands (NGT: Nederlandse
Gebarentaal) as a foreign language as an adult (CEFR level B2).
The data in this case study were gathered over a 3 months’ period and the database
consists of approx. 14 hours of film, which are transcribed and annotated in ELAN.
Analyses are done on a) Lexical choice (Interference from NGT, e.g. false friends); b)
Phonological production of ASL signs with a focus on NGT handshape and
movement interference; c) Morpho-syntactic aspects and d) Use of gestures.
First analyses show that there is manifested interference of NGT in ASL on the
lexical and phonological level; to what extent needs yet to be further analyzed. When
a sign is unknown to the learner in both ASL or NGT, gestures are used to
compensate. The analysis of what type of gestures are used, is presently being done.
The results of this study will enhance our insights in gesture and sign use in the SL2
acquisition process of hearing learners and contribute to SL2 language pedagogy.
References
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Gesture signals common ground via non-declarative memory: evidence from
amnesia
Speakers alter their communication based on mutually shared information with their
listener. This mutually shared information in memory – called common ground
– affects both spoken language and hand gesture. In spoken language, speakers with
more common ground with the listener shorten their utterances, reuse lexical items,
and increase their use of definite reference (e.g., the windmill vs. a windmill; WilkesGibbs & Clark, 1986). In gesture, speakers alter gesture rate (Holler & Stevens, 2007)
and produce gesture lower relative to the body when their listener has more common
ground (Hilliard & Cook, 2015). Still, precisely how speakers form, use, and retrieve
common ground in memory to alter their language remains unclear. One prominent
theory suggests that declarative memory – memory for facts and events – is critical to
developing and using common ground, positing that speakers access explicit
episodes (Clark & Brennan, 1991). Work with patients with declarative memory
impairment, however, contradict this theory; in a collaborative referencing task
these patients shortened their utterances and reused lexical items but did not
increase definite reference use throughout the task. This pattern suggests that
common ground is not a unitary construct and that different aspects of common
ground may be supported and signaled by distinct memory systems. But, what about
gesture? How does common ground affect gesture and how is that supported by
memory?
We addressed this by examining the language and gestures of patients with severe
declarative memory impairment but unimpaired non-declarative memory– memory
for skills and habits. We expect speakers to again lower their gestures with increased
common ground (following Hilliard & Cook, 2015). If amnesic patients also
modulate gesture in this way, this could indicate that signaling common ground
status via gesture is supported by non-declarative memory. Alternatively, if amnesic
patients do not alter gesture like comparison participants, this would suggest that
common ground information signaled via gesture is supported by declarative
memory.
We reanalyzed data from six patients with bilateral hippocampal damage and severe
declarative memory impairment and six healthy comparison participants completing
a collaborative referencing task. Participants described 12 abstract, unnamed
tangram pictures to a listener with the goal of having the listener arrange the
tangrams in the same order as their own. They repeated the task 24 times, increasing
common ground. A barrier stood between them so they could not view each other’s
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workspaces but could see each other’s faces and gestures. We analyzed gesture
height (above/below barrier) and its relation to definite reference.
We found that amnesic patients, like comparison participants, were less likely to
gesture above the barrier as common ground increased. Further, for comparison
participants, as the task progressed, indefinite reference (e.g., a windmill) tended to
co-occur with high, visible gestures, demonstrating that both indefinite reference
and high gestures signal a breakdown in common ground. This was not evident in
the amnesic patients who tended to use indefinite reference independent of gesture
height. Taken together, these findings suggest that non-declarative memory
contributes to common ground, and demonstrate that gesture signals common
ground via non-declarative memory, even in the absence of intact declarative
memory.
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Does early object exploration support gesture and vocabulary acquisition in
extremely preterm and full-term infants?
Introduction
Studies on typically and atypically developing infants suggest that motor skills play
an important role in language development (Iverson, 2010). In particular, fine motor
skills, enhancing opportunities to extract information and build semantic
representations, appear to be involved in gesture and language production. This
association has been scarcely investigated in preterm infants, especially those with
an extremely low gestational age (ELGA, GA<28 weeks), who are particularly
vulnerable in the motor and language domains from the first year of life (Sansavini
et al., 2014). In the motor domain, object exploration appears less developed at 6
months of corrected age in ELGA infants compared to their full-term (FT) peers
(Zuccarini et al., 2016). Concerning gesture and language, pointing, giving, and
representational gestures as well as first words are negatively affected by an ELGA
birth and appear closely related to fine motor skills at 12 months (Benassi et al.,
2016). However, no study has specifically investigated which specific fine motor
skills are related to gesture and language development in the first year of life
according to a longitudinal approach.
Aims and Hypothesis
The present study aimed at investigating the relationship between active exploratory
behaviors at 6 months and gesture production and vocabulary acquisition at 12
months in ELGA infants compared to FT infants. We hypothesized that active
exploratory behaviors at 6 months support the development of representational
gestures and receptive vocabulary at 12 months in both groups, confirming the close
relationship between motor and laguage abilities in typical and atypical populations.
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Method
Twenty ELGA infants without brain damage and 20 FT infants were videotaped
during mother-infant play interaction with age-appropriate toys at 6 and 12 months
(corrected age for ELGA infants). Active exploration of objects (e.g. mouthing, turn
rotating, transferring, fingering, banging, shaking) was coded at 6 months and
proportional durations were calculated for the analyses. Spontaneous
communicative behaviors (gestures and vocal production) were coded at 12 months
and mean rates per 10 minutes were calculated. The Griffiths Mental Developmental
Scales (GMDS-R) were administered to the infants at 6 and 12 months to assess
psychomotor development. The parental questionnaire Primo Vocabolario del
Bambino (PVB, Italian version of the MB-CDI) was filled in by parents at 12 months.
Results
Spearman correlations on the whole sample revealed that active exploration at 6
months was positively related to the rate of representational gestures at 12 months
(p=0.01) and that a specific active exploratory behavior (mouthing) at 6 months was
related to the PVB receptive score (p=0.002). Multiple regression analyses showed
that these relationships held after accounting for cognitive performance level at 6
months and neonatal status (active exploration: p=0.02; mouthing: p=0.03).
Conclusions
The close relationship found between active exploratory behaviors at 6 months, and
representational gesture production and receptive vocabulary at 12 months
highlights the potential cascading effects of early object exploration skills on gesture
and language attainments in typically and atypically developing infants, such as
ELGA. These findings suggest the importance of evaluating and supporting active
exploratory skills during the first year of life.
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The role of gesture to establish common floors of attention in interpreted mediated
dialogues
Abstract
This paper will explore how sign-language interpreters construct embodied gestures
that coordinate common floors of attention among the primer participants. The
interaction order between the primary participants are in interpreted mediated
dialogues influenced by a certain time lag (due to the interpreting process), and by
reduced eye contact (since the deaf participant gazes at the interpreter’s signs over
long sequences of time). This influences the primer participants’ possibilities to
establish common floor of attention and organize their turn-taking. To perform their
job, sign-language interpreters must therefore handle two aspects of interpreting,
which is translation and coordination. Those aspects are in practice inseparable, but
it is theoretically possible to distinguish them as analytical concepts. The
interpreters’ action are and.
The presented empirical data are authentic video-recordings from two studies of
sign-language interpreted dialogues. The first video recording is from a meeting in
an association club where five deafblind board-members are talking together via
sign-language interpreters. Two of the board members use Norwegian tactile signlanguage. The second video recording is from a high-school classroom where a deaf
pupil is discussing a task with three hearing classmates and where the dialogue is
mediated by a sign-language interpreter. The analysis will explore how the signlanguage interpreters use embodied gestures (tactile signals, gaze and body
orientation) to establish temporality common floors of attention between the
primary participants. It will explore how the interpreters’ actions are a mobilization
of different semiotic systems, performed in different modalities and orchestrated in
relationship with the primary participants’ actions, the available artefacts and the
ongoing activity. The analysis will shed light on some specific features of signlanguage interpreting, but also on situated sign-language use in general.
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Infant pointing in Imperative and Declarative
Developmental trajectories and Individual differences

contexts:

Multymodality,

Introduction
The relevance of multimodality, as a pervasive feature of human communication, has
been well recognized at the theoretical level (McNeill, 1992) and has been supported
by important neurophysiological discoveries (Aziz-Zadeh, Ivry, 2009; Ferrari,
Rizzolatti, 2014). Multimodality has been investigated when it includes pointing
(Igualada et al., 2015).
Pointing is the most powerful of the deictic gestures (Colonnesi et al., 2010) and it
allows express a large range of purposes, such as for requesting something from
another person (Imperative intention) or to directing the attention of another person
toward something (Declarative intention). Both Imperative and Declarative pointing
are rare at the end of the first year of life, but develop rapidly in the second year
(Camaioni et al., 2004). Whether and how infants show individual differences in
developmental trajectory remain to be fully investigate.
With respect to multimodality, while combinations of pointing-gaze and pointingvocalization have been quite investigated, less is known about the association of the
pointing with facial expression, such as smile, and about the association between
pointing, vocalization and smile. Moreover, multimodality has rarely been studied
considering the different types of pointing, that is imperative and declarative.
Thus, the goal of this study is to investigate the Imperative and Declarative pointing
associated with vocalizations and smile, from 9 months to 18 months of age. In
particular, we want to longitudinally analyze the normative development and the
individual differences of unimodal pointing and multimodal pointing produced with
imperative and declarative purposes.
Method
Eighteen Italian infants (7 females) were tested monthly from 9 to 18 months of age.
Children were involved in a structured task (Camaioni et al., 2004), devised to elicit
the production of Imperative and Declarative pointing. Pointing was defined as arm
and index finger extension in the direction of the stimulus (Franco, Batterworth,
1996) and it was coded as unimodal pointing, if it was accompanied by looking to the
experimenter; and as multimodal pointing if it was produced by the infant in
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association with a vocalizing and/or a smile, within a 2 second window before/after
the pointing gesture or during it.
Results
Multilevel analyses were performed for investigating the developmental trends of
absolute frequencies of unimodal pointing and of multimodal pointing for ten points
of observations (from 9 months to 18 months) in two different contexts (Imperative
vs. Declarative).
Preliminary results concerning the unimodal pointing showed no significant
normative effects for age and for contexts: unimodal pointing produced in
imperative and declarative contexts do not increase with age. However, with respect
of the multimodal pointing, at a normative level, results show a significant quadratic
effect of age and an interaction of quadratic trend and the context: multimodal
pointing increased with age and the growth was steeper for imperative pointing.
Significant individual differences emerged both for unimodal and multimodal
pointing.
Discussion
Results will be discussed with respect to the hypothesis of a strong integration between
different systems of communication, further underling the progression of
multimodality during the first half of the second years of age.
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Speech-accompanying Gestures of Saudi Arabic Speakers and British English
Speakers
Abstract
People from different backgrounds gesture differently. Their gestures differ in terms
of features such as degree of their complexity (Efron 1972, Kendon 2004), body parts
involved in performing them (Efron 1972), their size (Kendon 2004) and referring to
to-the-right and to-theleft relations (Kita, Danziger & Stolz 2001). According to
previous studies, those differences might be caused by the ecological effect (Kendon
2004), cognition of space (Kita, Danziger & Stolz 2001), social norms (Kita and
Essegbey 2001) and the semantic and grammatical spoken language structure (Kita
and Özyürek 2003). However, Arabic speakers’ manual speech-accompanying
gestures have not been examined in such a crosscultural study nor have those
gesture features been looked at. Therefore, this paper investigates the crosscultural
differences between gestures accompanying speech produced by British speakers of
English and Saudi speakers of Arabic regarding features of gesture space, frequency
of gestures per minute and types of gestures used. 16 British speakers of English and
16 Saudi speakers of Arabic described the movements of the characters in 10 small
action event movie clips of Tomato Man (Özyürek, Allen, & Kita, 2001; Özyürek, et
al., 2007, Kita, et al., 2008). They also answered questions on 3 short stories of
social dilemmas after reading them such as what they would do if they were in the
characters’ situations (adapted from Chu, Meyers, Foulkes & Kita 2013).
Quantitative and Qualitative analyses of the data revealed the following results. I
found that Saudi participants used significantly bigger gesture space when they
gesture than the gesture space used by British participants. Saudi speakers of Arabic
also used a higher rate of gestures per minute than those produced by British
speakers of English. These findings are to an extent similar to how the Neapolitans’
speechaccompanying gestures are like in the study conducted by Kendon (2004).
Moreover, Saudi participants were likely to employ more than one type of gesture
such as representational and beat gestures within a clause whereas British
participants were more likely to employ not more than one gesture type within a
clause. Causes of such crosscultural differences are discussed. This crosscultural
study has been established as a base line in order to conduct another study that
investigates the general features of speech-accompanying gestures of second
language learners.
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Gesture, signs and L2/M2 acquisition corpus in Swedish Sign Language
Abstract
The emerging research field of L2/M2 acquisition in signed languages is
contributing to our understanding of human languages in various ways. What are
the challenges of learning a new language that is manifested in a different modality?
Is there any modality-specific component, as well as language-specific component,
that is harder to acquire than others? And how does this relate to questions
concerning the acquisition of signed modalities in light of gesture-language
discussions (Kendon, 2014)? For example, it has been shown in earlier research that
a gesture “strategy” can be advantageous as well as disadvantageous for the L2
learners of any signed language (Ortega & Morgan, 2015)
In light of this, our paper will present some preliminary notes from the analysis of an
L2 learner corpus in Swedish Sign Language that consists of longitudinal data (1.5
years) from hearing adult students learning SSL in an SSL interpreting program at
the university level. The learner corpus in SSL, which was started in 2013, so far
contains approximately 14 hours of data from a total of 26 learners and is still
expanding. We also collected data from a control group consisting of three L1
learners. Additionally, part of the corpus has been annotated with tiers for sign
glosses and an L2 related analysis.
We conducted a qualitative analysis that included a performance analysis on the sign
vocabulary on annotated data in the SSL as L2 corpus and compared the outcomes
with the L1 control group. In our analysis, we adopted an applied view, dividing up
the vocabulary into the three main sign types proposed by (Hodge & Johnston,
2014): 1) lexical signs; 2) partly lexical signs; and 3) non-lexical signs. In our study,
we are specifically interested in how L2 learners acquire “partly lexical signs”, i.e.
pointing signs (pronouns, indexing signs) and depicting signs (classifier
constructions, polycomponential signs). We hypothesized that learning a language in
a modality that allows for a high degree of iconically motivated vocabulary makes it
possible for learners to, in fact, imitate the tasks or events from a stimulus in an
elicited narrative task. But what are the error types, and how should the differences
between depicting signs by L1 and L2 signers be described? Is there a gesture
strategy used here, and is it linked to a typical L2/M2 strategy?
Our results showed qualitative differences between L2 and L1 learners regarding the
use of depicting signs. In the L2 group, depicting signs describing size and shape
were used less frequently than in the L1 group, while the L2 group varied more in
depicting signs representing handle (agentive) classifiers. Furthermore, the learners
also relied on other strategies, e.g. fingerspellings and mouthings. The results will be
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discussed from an acquisition view as well in light of the gesture-language
discussion.
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Changes in the synchrony of multimodal communicative behaviors in early
language development
Abstract
Before they start using words, children develop multimodal strategies to
communicate with others. These early multimodal strategies, that include the
coordination of gestures and vocalizations, are related with subsequent lexical
development (Murillo & Belinchón, 2012).
Previous research has shown that the different elements of multimodal
communicative behaviors are temporary synchronized from the early stages of
language development (Esteve-Gibert & Prieto, 2014).
The aim of our study is to analyze the changes in vocal and gestural synchrony in the
transitions to first words. Our hypothesis is that gestures and vocalizations should be
increasing synchronized in this period, just before the first words emerge. In
addition, this synchrony should reflect the integration of gestures and vocalizations
as parts of the same developing communicative system, so it should be related with
independent measures or language development.
To address these questions, we followed longitudinally 9 monolingual Spanish
speaking children from 9 to 18 months of age. They were observed every three
months in a semi-structured play situation with their parents. Multimodal
communicative behaviors were registered and analyzed using ELAN software.
Parents completed the Spanish version of the MacArthur Communicative
Development Inventory (CDI) (López- Ornat et al., 2005) when children were 9, 12,
15 and 18 months-old.
We analyzed the changes in multimodal communicative behaviors frequency and
duration across time. We also examined the changes in the proportion of temporal
overlapping between communicative elements, and the onset distance, that is, the
temporal distance between the onset of the firs communicative element performed
by the child and the second one. Preliminary results suggest an increase with age of
the temporal overlap between gestures and vocalizations, and a decrease of onset
distance between elements. They also suggest a positive relation between
multimodal elements synchrony and communicative development.
References
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Speech-Gesture Integration in Aphasic and Apraxic Patients
Speech and gestures are both part of face-to-face communication. Brain imaging
suggests that speech and gestures may share a common neural system to an important
extent and it has been shown that healthy individuals automatically integrate the two
channels during comprehension. Here we investigate brain damaged individuals with
various degrees of aphasia and apraxia. We assess their comprehension of audiovisual
speech, gesture and speech/gesture combinations (both congruent and incongruent,
e.g., when the word is ‘pulling’, but the gesture depicts a ‘sawing’ action). We used 47
video stimuli which had been classified according to two different semantic schemes:
(i) affordance object (e.g. hammer), other object (e.g. column), action with object (e.g.
writing) and other action (e.g. talking); (ii) actions and objects only in order to see
whether either classification showed selective impairment/preservation in specific
patients.
Our group of patients (N = 25) and matched controls (N = 15) took part in two tasks
(one focusing on speech, and the other focusing on gesture) in which they had to
match a picture to a video showing a person saying a word and/or gesturing an action.
At the group level, statistical analyses were carried out on accuracy and reaction times.
For accuracy, we found that the patients overall benefitted from having a congruent
pairing of speech and gesture (both when focusing on speech and when focusing on
gesture) while no benefit was found for the control subjects. A large cost was observed
for the patients and to a lesser extent in the controls, when the pairings were
incongruent. In the analysis of RTs, no benefit of congruent pairings was observed in
either group (if anything, controls showed a slight interference in this condition in
comparison to unimodal - only speech or only gesture conditions). Both groups,
however, were slower when the speech and the gesture were incongruent. We are now
in the process of carrying out individual-level analysis and lesion-symptom mapping
analyses which will be reported at the conference. We discuss the implications for
theories of face-to-face communication and rehabilitation.
References
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differences. Neuropsychologia, 40(8), 1196–1208.
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‘A Wilful Stillness Entertain’ : Static and Depicted Gestures
The psycholinguistic approach to gesture suggests a great deal of shared phenomena
between what had previously been considered gesture and language. The focus of such
work has, for the greatest part, been on the interrelations between live gesture and live
language; that is to say, between gesture and spoken language as embodied, situated
phenomena.
We attempt to distinguish a broad category of gestural communication which we call
static-depicted gesture. Much as live gesture can be composed of both speechaccompaniment and signed language, static-depicted gesture can come from written
language (e.g. hieroglyphs) or non-linguistic artefacts (painting, sculpture) - and
everything in-between. Rather than the relation between gesture and spoken
language, therefore, our object of study is the triangle of relationships formed by
static-depicted gesture: between ‘live’ gesture, written language, and visual art.
Static-depicted gestures have long provided a valuable source of historical evidence
for gesture researchers - often under the assumption that they represent a ‘snapshot’
of the time and place in which they were produced. We seek to nuance this
relationship. We claim that static-depicted gestures use their depictiveness (explicit
gestural choreography) to overcome their staticness. According to Gombrich (1982),
for instance, film-posters are seldom stills from the film - rather, separate
photographs are taken on set, with caricatured gestures taken to compensate the lack
of motion.
Furthermore, static-depicted gestures show independent evolutionary dynamics. We
investigate Aby Warburg’s theory of Pathosformel, an attempt to explain such
dynamics within Western art - noting not only the substantial presence of Classical
gestures in Renaissance painting, but also the ways in which such Classical references
are appropriated, reinterpreted, or simply misunderstood.
These parallel historical dynamics complicate the historical relationship between
static-depicted and live gesture: a recent German photo-advertisement for Centrum
Materna vitamins shows a baby imitating the pose of Rodin’s The Thinker (started
1880), which was loosely based on Michelangelo’s Il Pensieroso (started 1520), made
during the zenith of Classical imitation in Italian sculpture. The Centrum advert is an
extreme caricature of a real ‘thinking’ gesture - but in which time and place?
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To dissect the parallel dynamics of static-depicted and live gesture, we explore shifts
from representations to symbols. The gestures of Pathosformeln most often start with
Classical gestures of a specific mythological character, in a specific scene - the material
necessity of this scene dictates the gesture (e.g. Orpheus’s raised arm, in defence
against the Maenads). Through a process we might call antonomasia, these same
gestures are in the Renaissance acted out by ‘generic’ (unnamed) characters - without
the appropriate props, in a different narrative context.
Shifts in form are complemented by analogous shifts in meaning. Catoni (2013) gives
us the example of the formula of the ‘donna disperata’ (desperate woman) - running
with her arms behind her back - from verb (‘running’) to noun (‘desperate’). This
mirrors both the evolution and the use of determinatives in (gestural) Egyptian
hieroglyphs and spoken gestures. Determinative A25 (Gardiner 1927) means ‘strike’
and depicts a man striking, but as a determinative entails ‘force’, ‘effort’, ‘strong’. We
contrast the use of determinatives in hieroglyphs, Pathosformeln, and live gesture.
Finally, we chart influences between gestures in hieroglyphs and in art. Egyptian
hieroglyph A9 (worker carrying basket) contains a bent-arm-over-head motif also
found in models and other artistic depictions of Egyptian workers, such as those found
in the Middle Kingdom tomb of Meketre (Winlock pl.30; TT280). Similar examples
are A29, the driving-man-with-a-stick who also appears in models of herding cattle,
and A36, the brewer stooped over his vessel, who has a nearly identical posture in the
brewery model of Meketre.
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Early gestures and signs in French Sign Language acquisition
Children acquiring Sign Languages (SL) follow a similar developmental sequence to
their hearing counterparts acquiring spoken languages. Hearing and deaf children
communicate through gestural means (mainly pointing gestures) before they are able
to produce their first lexical units ─ words or signs, and representational gestures
(Volterra, Iverson & Castrataro, 2006). While studying the transition between
gestures and words in speech-exposed children presents no major difficulties, this is
not the case when examining the transition from gesture-to-sign in sign-exposed
children. Gestures and words are produced in different modalities, whereas gestural
and linguistic development in Deaf Children of Deaf Parents (DCDP) occurs in the
same visual-gestural modality. Distinguishing between representational gestures and
signs thus appears to be highly challenging. Both are produced by the manual
articulators and share referential and conventional properties. These formal and
functional similarities led to the finding that signs appear earlier than words (the socalled sign advantage, Meier & Newport, 1990), due to the lack of criteria used to
describe and distinguish between communicative gestures and early signs (Petitto,
1992; Volterra & Iverson, 1995). Defining and using fine-grained criteria is therefore
essential when studying SL development.
The overall aim of the present study is to explore gestural and linguistic development
in French Sign Language (LSF). Our goal is twofold: 1) to collect developmental data
on LSF acquisition from birth to 3 y.o. in order to consider the gesture-sign continuum
along two lines: by studying the transition between prelinguistic and linguistic stages
and by investigating the way children reorganize their gestural communication system
during language development, i.e. how gestural linguistic components are integrated
into the existing prelinguistic gestural repertoire; 2) to provide reliable criteria for
discriminating between representational gestures and signs. Manual behaviours are
identified and subsequently analysed in terms of form (according to the formal
parameters of SLs: Handshape, Orientation, Location, and Movement) and function
(communicative analysis according to the form’s meaning and use).
We collected longitudinal data on four children exposed to LSF from birth by their
deaf parents. From 3 to 21 months, the children were videotaped at monthly intervals
during 45-minute spontaneous interactions. This study presents the preliminary
results of one DCDP for whom 3 sessions at 10, 12, and 14 months were coded. First,
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the coding scheme and the criteria used are described, and then the results are
presented. Communicative gestures (both representational and signs) and deictic
gestures were analysed in terms of frequency of occurrence. As expected, these results
indicate an increase in the number of gestures produced over the study period, all
types conflated. In the 3 sessions, the child used more deictic (pointing, showing, and
giving gestures) than representational gestures and signs. Pointing gestures and signs
occurred significantly more often in the 14-months’ session as compared to the 10and 12-months’ sessions. By 14 months, the analysis indicates a significant increase in
frequency of signs. From a qualitative perspective, these findings support the fact that
the types of gestures observed change over time. This study period thus encompasses
the first steps into the mastery of language in the visual-gestural modality. The results
are discussed in terms of reorganization of the prelinguistic and linguistic system.
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Bimodal maternal input and language development in typical and at risk children.
Background. Numerous studies investigated the structural characteristics of maternal
input addressed to children exploring how these aspects are related to infants’
linguistic development (Sodestrom, 2007). However, only few studies examined the
gestural communicative aspects accompanying adults’ speech. Moreover, although
several studies considered preterm birth as a risk factor for communicative and
linguistic development (Kern e Gayraud, 2007), little is known about similarities and
differences in maternal input addressed to this particular population in comparison
to the one addressed to full-term children.
Aim. The principal aim of this study was to examine maternal bimodal input directed
to preterm and full-term children, in order to assess whether maternal use of gestures
was related to children’s linguistic productions.
Participants. Twenty-six Italian mother-child dyads participated in the study when
children were 24 months old, divided in two groups. The preterm group included
thirteen children (5 males and 8 females), with a mean gestational age of 30 weeks
(range: 26-32 weeks) and a mean birth weight of 1300 g (range: 740-1720 g). The fullterm group included thirteen children (7 males and 6 females). In order to assess
children’s productive vocabulary size, parents were asked to complete the PVB
questionnaire (Caselli e Casadio, 1995): the preterm group showed a mean of 179,54
words (S.D.=192,62) while full-terms a mean of 385,77 words (S.D.=134,41).
Procedure and measures. All mother-child dyads were observed during a semistructured, audio-video taped play session, which lasted approximately 20 minutes.
Mothers were asked to play normally with their children, as they are used to do at
home. All children and mothers’ linguistic and gestural productions were transcribed
and coded into CHAT (CHILDES System) format (MacWhinney,1991). Maternal
measures included: total number of communicative acts and the proportion of
utterances consisting of speech only, speech and gesture (mixed utterances) and
gesture alone. Children’s measures included: total number of different words (types);
total number of words (tokens); the D measure of verbal complexity; the proportions
of preverbal, one-word and multiword utterances, calculated on the total number of
speech productions.
Results. No group differences were found in terms of maternal total communicative
acts. Regarding the composition of maternal repertories, preterm mothers produced
a higher proportion of utterances consisting of speech alone in comparison to mothers
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of full-term children (U=41.0; p=.02), which, conversely, produced a higher
proportion of mixed utterances (U=34.0; p<.05).
Considering the preterm group, Pearson’s correlations showed a negative association
between mothers’ only verbal production and children’s proportion of one-word
utterances (r=-.583; p<.05), number of types (r=-.544; p=.05), number of tokens (r=.582; p<.05) and the D measure (r=-.605; p<.05). Instead, a positive correlation was
found between mothers’ mixed utterances and toddlers’ word variability (r=.652;
p=.01). Considering the full-term group, no statistically significant differences were
found.
Conclusions. Overall, the results seem to support that mothers’ speech with gesture
was more effective than speech alone in facilitating lexical development, especially
when children showed a disadvantage in this linguistic competence. In this sense,
bimodal input can be considered as a mean to provide verbal information in a manner
that is especially accessible to those children.
References
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The Clinical Utility of Gesture Coding Frameworks
Theoretical Issue Addressed
People with aphasia have difficulties with communication which result from stroke.
Evidence suggests that gesture may be impaired in some people with aphasia but that
gesture can serve a communicative function when verbal expression is limited. For
this reason, gesture is therefore a common focus for clinical intervention for some
people with aphasia (Rose, 2006).
A number of gesture coding frameworks have been used within an aphasia research
context, to describe the content of gestures and how they are used in communicative
scenarios. Such frameworks could potentially be useful in clinical intervention, in
helping to identify a person with aphasia’s strengths and weaknesses of gesture
production. However, such frameworks are typically dependent on specialist analysis
and specialist software (for example, researcher coding of gesture and language using
ELAN). Due to their time consuming nature and need for specialist theoretical
knowledge, such frameworks are therefore impractical for clinical practice.
Additionally, whilst such frameworks are theoretically descriptive, their classification
schemas often place emphasis on issues of theoretical form above communicative
function. This research aims to explore whether and how frameworks developed
within the context of aphasia research can be distilled to make them relevant and
practical for clinical use.
Research Methodology
Clinical researchers (3 x speech and language therapists and 1 x clinical linguist)
undertook a preliminary exploration of seven gesture-coding frameworks (including
van Nispen et al, 2016; Mol et al, 2013 and Sekine et al, 2013), with the long-term
target of identifying features specifically relevant to, and suitable for use in, a clinical
gesture screen. Coding categories were identified and classified according to an
agreed definition of the classes ‘communicative function’ and ‘theoretical form’.
Participant characteristics and a list of gesture elicitation techniques reported were
also collated.
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Findings
Seventy-two coding categories were identified across the seven frameworks. Thirtyfour of these categories used unique descriptive titles. Of the 34 unique categories,
nine were classified within the ‘function’ class and 25 within the ‘form’ class. We will
report the differences and similarities between the identified categories and their
relative merit in terms of clinical utility (for example, levels of reported reliability).
Conclusion
At present, there is no commonly accepted clinical tool for clinicians to use in order to
make theoretically informed evaluations of people with aphasia’s gesture production.
The results of the current project indicates that this is, in part, due to the plethora of
different coding categories in the theoretical evidence base. Our results allow us to
refine this mass of different frameworks and to extract those of most clinical
relevance, resulting in a list of clinically relevant coding categories. The formulation
of this list also minimises the need for specialist skills in gesture coding and analysis.
Next steps
Future developments could include a gesture screening measure alongside a proposed
model for gesture elicitation, in order to support assessment and intervention
focusing on gesture for people with aphasia. Such developments could be achieved
through participatory design workshops involving both speech and language
therapists and people with aphasia.
References
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Iconic gesture comprehension by Turkish-learning children
Children understand the referent of a deictic gesture at around 12 months of age, yet,
understanding and producing iconic gestures do not appear before 2 years of age for
English-learning children (e.g., Özçalışkan & Goldin-Meadow, 2011, Stanfield,
Williamson, & Özçalışkan, 2014). In contrast, Turkish-learning children start using
iconic gestures at 19 months of age, suggesting variations across languages in iconic
gesture production (Furman et al., 2014). It is not clear how this early use of iconic
gestures can be manifested in children’s comprehension of iconicity. Expanding on
previous work by Stanfield and colleagues (2014), here we ask two questions: (1) Do
Turkish-learning children comprehend iconic speech + gesture combinations earlier
than their English-learning counterparts? (2) Do early and concurrent linguistic
competence relate to their understanding of iconicity in gestures?
Turkish-learning 24 two-year-olds (M=24.58 months SD=1.74) and 21 three-yearolds (M= 40.14 months SD=2.88) participated in the study. We used the Turkish
adapted version of the gesture comprehension task designed by Stanfield et al. (2014).
Children were presented with speech+gesture combinations, in which the iconic
gesture carried additional meaning. For example, in speech the experimenter says “I
am putting on” while gesturing about what the person puts on (“hat”). The child then
presented two object pictures; one corresponded to the gesture (“hat”) and the other
object (“jacket”) did not (although it could also be used with the same verb). Children
were asked to point to the picture that matched the description (i.e., “What did I put
on”)? We recorded the number of correct responses out of 6 trials. In addition to the
gesture comprehension task, 2-year-old children were also tested for their vocabulary
comprehension and production by TIFALDI (a Turkish version of PPVT). The same
children’s parents completed the Turkish version of the Communicative Development
Inventory (CDI) when children were 14-months-old and at 2 years of age.
Initial analyses showed that children at both age groups performed worst in two out
of six items. We excluded those items from the analyses. Results showed that only 3year-olds performed above chance level (63% correct). They also understood the
meaning of gestures significantly better than 2-year-olds (43% correct), p=.02. For 2144

year-olds, only parental reports of early acts on objects (17 items from CDI; e.g.,
gesturing for talking on the phone or pouring water to a glass) correlated with their
later gesture comprehension, r=.41, p=.055. However, other early vocabulary
knowledge subsections of CDI did not predict later gesture comprehension. Similarly,
concurrent linguistic competence tested by TIFALDI did not correlate with gesture
comprehension. Finally, only the preposition production at the same age (not total
word production) correlated with gesture comprehension, r=.59, p=.008.
These findings suggest that similar to English-learning children, Turkish-learning
children at age 2 did not comprehend the meaning of objects conveyed only in
gestures. However, individual differences may play a role in gesture comprehension.
That is, children’s early production of actions with objects can contribute to their
understanding of gestures, whereas vocabulary knowledge is not a decent predictor of
gesture comprehension.
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Different rhetorical styles, different gesture production? An attempt to explain
differences in gesture use in Italian and Swedish narratives
Across cultures and languages spontaneous speech is often accompanied by gestures.
Moreover, gestures are used in different ways (see Kita, 2009 for a review). It is well
known, for example, that each culture has a specific repertoire of conventional
gestures (Calbris, 1990; Kendon, 1981; Morris et al., 1979). There is also evidence that
gesture production is affected by language-specific lexical and syntactic patterns
(Gullberg, 2011; Kita & Özyürek, 2003; Özyürek et al., 2005), as well as discourse
structuring principles (Gullberg, 2006; Yoshioka & Kellerman, 2006).
Claims about cross-cultural differences in gesture use, in particular gesture rate, have
often been based on the popular belief that some language speakers (e.g. in the
Mediterranean area) gesture more than others (e.g. in Northern Europe). Kazuki et al.
(2015) have recently shown that ordinary people having different cultural
backgrounds tend indeed to share this stereotypical view of gesture production. The
few empirical studies investigating the issue of gesture rate across cultures have
produced conflicting evidence. For example, Nicoladis et al. (2009) found no evidence
in support of their hypothesized frequency transfer effect from French into English,
while Iverson et al. (2008) found that Italian children gestured more than American
children, and Capirci et al. (2010) also report that Italian children use more gestures
than French, and both groups in turn more than Americans. Campisi & Özyürek (in
prep.), in contrast found no difference in gesture rate between Italian and Dutch
speakers.
This study compares gestural behavior in Italian and Swedish speakers. Different
assumptions have been made about their gestural behavior. Italians are proverbially
known for gesturing a lot. In contrast, Swedes are described as being less prone to the
use of bodily movements (but see Gullberg, 1998).
The analyses draw on narrative retellings produced by 12 Italian and 12 Swedish native
speakers. Narrative structure was analyzed in terms of narrative levels (narrative,
metanarrative and paranarrative; McNeill, 1992). All gestures were identified and
coded for function (referential vs. pragmatic; Kendon, 2004). Gesture distribution
over the three narrative levels was also analyzed.
Results indicate that 1) Italian speakers gesture more than Swedish speakers overall;
2) Italians produce more pragmatic gestures, and Swedes more referential gestures;
3) in both groups, referential gestures occur more frequently with narrative clauses,
whereas pragmatic gestures more often with meta- and paranarrative clauses.
Interestingly, Swedes more often produce referential gestures also with meta- and
paranarrative clauses; Italians, in contrast, produce more pragmatic gestures also
with narrative clauses.
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The data indicate that the two groups differ in gesture rate, in gesture function (cf.
Gullberg, 1998), and in gesture distribution over narrative levels. This suggests that
the two groups construct narratives differently. Ongoing analyses of gesture
distribution over narrative structure in terms of clause content and switching between
narrative levels will shed light on how these differences in gesture use are related to
cross-linguistic differences in rhetorical style.
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Irony comprehension in Italian Sign Language: a developmental study.
Introduction
In spoken languages, irony comprehension emerges at about age 6 (Ackerman 1983),
with ironic criticisms (IrCrit: positive remarks in negative situations) being easier and
acquired earlier than ironic compliments (IrComp: negative remarks in positive
situations). As for predictors of irony comprehension, some authors claim that
specific Theory of Mind (ToM) abilities are required, in particular 2nd order ignorance
(Sullivan et al. 1995), even though ToM development is tightly linked to linguistic
abilities (Happè 1995). Other emphasize the role of conversational experiences (Dews,
Winner et al. 1996), that can straightforwardly explain the fact that IrCrit, the most
common form of irony, is better understood.
The literature on irony comprehension (and production) by Deaf signers is lacking.
The purpose of the present study was to start filling this gap investigating irony
comprehension in LIS. It was our aim to analyse (i) whether irony comprehension in
LIS shows a similar pattern to that of irony comprehension in spoken languages; (ii)
which abilities (ToM, linguistic) better predict irony comprehension.
Methods
Ten native LIS signers participated (Mean Age: 9y;2m; Range: 7y;5m – 11y;7m).
As linguistic task, we asked children to narrate a six-pictures story. We used mean
length of utterances (MLU) as indicator of linguistic proficiency. FIRST and 2nd order
ToM skills were assessed. The irony comprehension task consisted of 10 stories,
signed by a Deaf native signer and video-recorded, concluding with a remark, literal
(4) or ironic (6: 3-criticisms; 3-compliments). After watching each story, children
were asked three questions about i) context (control), ii) understanding of signer’s
meaning; iii) recognition of signer’s attitude.
Results
Accuracy on literal stories was 89.3%, on ironic stories 59.4%. Children could
satisfactorily perform the task when the final remark had literal interpretation.
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Ironic stories. Accuracy on questions ii) and iii) was analysed using mixed logit models
with random intercepts for each subject. As predictors, we entered age, MLU and type
of remark (IrCrit vs. IrComp). Only MLU predicts accuracy (β=1.19, SE=0.32, z=3.66,
p<.001). Accuracy increases as MLU increases. As for ToM, the situation was diverse,
e.g. one child with no ToM had 58% accuracy on the irony test, as another with first
and second order ToM. The only child with 100% accuracy passed first order ToM task
only.
Discussion
Irony comprehension is a complex skill, which seems not to be fully mastered by our
sample of school-aged Deaf native signers. Importantly, irony comprehension skills
were predicted by linguistic abilities. Our small sample of children suggests that ToM
abilities per se do not constitute a good predictor of irony. Noticeably, the discrepancy
between comprehension of IrCrit and IrComp did not show up. Further investigation
should delineate the kind of experience Deaf children have with ironic statements.
Reduced access to TV due to scarce subtitle services and reduced reading experience
due to the difficulties that Deaf children experience in reading development, might
result in a reduced exposition to all instances of irony, which could lead to the
observed developmental delay and the peculiar pattern of results here reported.
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The expression of intensity in Brazilian Sign Language (Libras)
Research on adjective intensification in ASL has reported the use of changes in
nonmanuals and movement in its expression. Precisely, according to Wilbur, Malaia
& Shay (2012), in comparison to their baseline forms, ASL intensified adjectives may
exhibit overall increase in tension of hands and face, enlarging of movement
trajectory, delayed start of the movement, frown on face and head tilt away from
neutral. Doubling of hands has also been reported as an intensity signaling means for
Auslan (Johnston & Schembri, 1999) and Brazilian Sign Language (Libras) (Xavier,
2013). This paper aims to contribute with the advance in the description of
intensification in Libras through the analysis of 32 signs, produced in isolation three
times in their baseline and intensified forms by four deaf individuals (two males and
two females) aged between 29 and 37 years old from the city of São Paulo. These signs
were elicited through Portuguese glosses and pictures selected to make their meaning
clearer and to suggest their degree of intensity. Qualitative results revealed several
nonmanual and manual resources for the expression of intensity in Libras. Among the
former, frown eyebrows, inflated cheeks and forward or backward-inclined torso were
observed. Unlike ASL, the Libras data analyzed here do not seem to suggest the use of
head tilt as a means to express intensity. Among the latter resources, besides doubling,
changes in handshape, location, palm orientation and movement occurred. In the case
of movement, changes encompassed delayed release and increase in its trajectory
and/or number of repetitions. They also revealed that the use of those resources vary
not only across signers, but also within the same signer. Quantitative results, on the
other hand, showed that some of those nonmanual and manual resources are more
frequent than others. For example, a few signs exhibited inflated cheeks and delayed
release in their intensified form, however frown eyebrows and an increase in the
number of repetitions occurred more often. These results also indicated that
intensified forms last longer than their corresponding baseline ones. Despite the
diversity of manual and nonmanual resources, intensification in Libras seems to be
globally governed by the iconicity principle, according to which its expression would
be metaphorically motivated by concrete notions (Wilcox, 2004). In the case of Libras,
these notions would be quantity and size. Evidence for the underlying notion of
quantity comes from the increase in the number of fingers in some handshapes, in
movement repetition and doubling of hands in certain signs. Evidence for the
underlying notion of size comes from the use of inflated cheeks, widening of
handshapes, enlarging of movement trajectory and raising of location in the
production of some intensified forms.
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Can gesture observation facilitate action verb naming?
Background: An extensive body of research suggests that action and language are
tightly linked. Their interplay is ultimately reflected in the way body movements,
particularly gestures, may influence language processing. When gestures represent
concrete entities and/or actions, they are considered to be iconic (McNeill, 2000).
Iconic gestures can symbolically represent actions, providing a bridge between real
actions and linguistic forms (e.g. verbs) (e.g. Perniss & Vigliocco, 2014). Despite the
evidence for a close relationship between iconic gestures and spoken language, debate
remains as to the nature of the link between them at both neural and cognitive levels.
In spoken language, iconic gestures have been mainly investigated in co-occurrence
with speech (e.g. Kelly, Özyürek & Maris, 2016; Willems, Özyürek & Hagoort, 2007).
Evidence is particularly lacking regarding the influence on language of meaningful
gestures produced without language (i.e. pantomimed gesture). In addition, questions
about the extent to which gesture may influence lexical retrieval, and particularly
action naming, remain almost unanswered.
Objectives: This research aimed to explore the mechanisms by which iconic gesture
influences verb retrieval. We provide new evidence for cross-modal priming of verb
retrieval in picture naming and explore, for the first time, the effect of pantomimed
gestures with different levels of transparency on lexical retrieval.
Method: Thirty-six English native speakers were asked to name (using a verb) actionpictures, either preceded by a pantomime gesture representing the depicted action
(match prime-target pair condition) or by a pantomime gesture representing another
unrelated but meaningful action (mismatch prime-target condition).
Results: Linear mixed effect modelling was used to analyse the relationship between
response latency and condition. Participants showed faster response latencies when
naming verbs previously primed by gestures representing the depicted action, as
compared to unrelated gestures. Correlations were carried out to determine the extent
by which gestural facilitation of verb naming was influenced by gesture transparency.
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Results show that verbs with larger priming effects have corresponding gestures that
were significantly more accurately named, and are therefore more transparent in their
representation of a particular action. However, there was an influence of the type of
gesture naming error on the degree of gestural facilitation. Gestures eliciting a higher
proportion of visual naming errors showed a smaller priming effect, whereas there
was no relationship between the proportion of semantic errors elicited in gesture
naming and the size of the priming effect.
Conclusion: Taken together, these results indicate that verb production is facilitated
by mere exposure to semantically congruent gestures, but the degree of naming
facilitation is influenced by the gesture transparency. Drawing on theoretical accounts
from the literature we suggest that the cross-modal gesture-verb priming is consistent
with both priming (persisting activation) of overlapping semantic features and
priming of the lexical form. This investigation supports a view of communication as
multimodal, with language interacting naturally with gesture. The results not only
inform theories of gesture-language interaction, but also suggest that gestures might
be advantageously used to facilitate lexical retrieval in therapeutic interventions for
language disorders.
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Does L2 speech generate a higher gesture rate?
The study focuses on hand and arm gestures used by native Dutch (Belgian) speakers
while narrating a cartoon in their L1 and L2 English. The co-speech gestures in Dutch
and English have so far been investigated in terms of the motion verbs (Kellerman and
Van Hoof 2003). In this study, however, our focus lies on identifying the differences
in terms of the frequency of gesturing in L1 Dutch and L2 English and the effect the
L2 gestures may have on the verbal working memory.
Recent research shows that gestures play a relevant role in L2 studies and help us
understand the role of cognitive load in the language acquisition and production
processes. Gestures are thought to facilitate the lexical retrieval process (Rauscher and
Krauss 1996) and ease the cognitive load on verbal working memory (Gillespie et al.
2014). Given these theoretical suggestions it seems plausible to assume that bilinguals
will use more gestures in their L2 than in their L1 speech to facilitate the language
production process. To test this hypothesis, first, we compare the frequency of the
gestures in L1 and L2 storytelling by looking at the overall number of gestures as well
as the numbers of the specific categories of gestures (iconic, metaphoric, deictic and
beats). Second, basing on Prebianca's (2014) suggestion that proficiency can mediate
the lexical access in speech production, we test whether proficiency has a bearing on
the frequency of gesturing in L2 use.
To elicit gesture an experiment was designed during which the informants were asked
to watch a short cartoon clip and then retell it to a listener in two languages: first in
their L2 and then in their L1. The narrations were videotaped for coding. We used
ELAN for annotating the video data. The data were transcribed focusing on the verbal
utterances and the co-occurring gestures. To compare the difference between the
gesture rate in English and in Dutch a paired sample t-test (between subjects) was
used.
The English language proficiency of the participants was determined through selfreported and behavioural measures. The self-reported data have been gathered
through the Language Experience and Proficiency Questionnaire (LEAP-Q). The
behavioural data have been collected through two standardized tests - the Quick
Placement Test (QPT) and LexTALE - as well as a test designed by us - a Multilingual
Naming Test (MINT).
The results reveal that Dutch speakers tend to use more gestures in their L2 English
speech. Specifically, we find significant differences in the categories of the iconic and
deictic gestures. Further analysis suggests
that the different measures of L2 proficiency are strongly inter-correlated but there
are no significant differences between the proficient L2 speakers and their less fluent
peers in terms of the gesture rate in L2. The findings provide at least partial support
for the Verbal Working Memory and the Lexical Retrieval theories. This work sheds
light on the cross-linguistic differences in terms of the gesture rate in L2 speech and
could serve as a tiny window into a bilingual's cognitive abilities.
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Young children’s communication and self-assement of their (un)certainty
Previous literature has shown that gesture precedes and predicts changes in language
(see Goldin-Meadow & Alibali, 2013). Not only do children produce their first deictic
gestures between 8 and 12 months, a few months before they utter their first word,
but also do they produce some iconic and conventional gestures before they are able
to express the same concept through speech. Furthermore, recently, focussing on
perception, Hübscher et al. (2017, in press) have found that also certain epistemic
meanings, such as a speaker’s uncertainty, are first understood by children through
intonational and gestural marking, suggesting that the two types of marking work
together as clear pragmatic scaffolders.
However, little is known about whether this relationship also holds from a
production point of view in preschool children. When it comes to older children,
Krahmer and Swerts (2005) found that in general 7- to 8-year-olds seem to display
similar non-verbal strategies (facial gestures, delay and rising intonation) as adults although still less pronounced, while fillers (a strong cue for adult uncertainty) play
only a marginal role for uncertainty signalling in children. Yet, what about younger
children’s production of epistemic stance: do they use gestural and prosodic strategies
before lexical fillers to express their (un)certainty? And also, are they able to reflect
on their own (un)certainty?
In order to test this, we carried out a guessing game (an adaptation of Phan et al.,
2010) with a total of 40 Catalan dominant children (group 1 = 3-4.5 year olds and
group 2 = 4.5-5 year olds) and 10 Catalan dominant adults as a control group.
Participants were asked to put their hand into a fully covered box and to guess 10
objects in total: five easy ones which they had touched and seen prior to the
experiment (certainty condition), and five unfamiliar and difficult ones
(uncertainty/unknowing condition). After guessing each object, children were asked
to report on their degree of certainty by signalling with their hand to what extent they
were certain about their answer (high, mid, low certainty).
Results from 40 children (20 from group 1 and 20 from group 2) show that while
children in the younger age group are quite expressive in communicating their
ignorance by means of shoulder shrugs and lip corners stretched down, they are using
prosodic cues (fillers and rising intonation) and in some cases marked facial gestures
(such as raised eyebrows, head tilts) to express their uncertainty. Interestingly, only
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at 5 years did a few children start to use some lexical expressions such as sembla ‘it
seems’, but not nearly as frequently as adults. The communication of certainty, on the
other hand, is characterised by various falling intonation patterns and generally a
neutral facial expression, or sometimes by a smile. Control data from the adults
showed, not surprisingly, that adults’ communication of uncertainty - both linguistic
and multimodal - is more fine grained. Adults employ an array of linguistic markers
(both lexical and morphosyntactic) and produce a variety of facial and manual signals
(such as approximation gestures) which children will have yet to acquire over the
years.
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The multimodal identification of homework tasks during parent-child interaction
Doing homework is an activity at the interface of family and school lives that requires
strong parental involvement (Pontecorvo, Liberati & Monaco, 2013). Parents indeed
are bound to articulate homework with other educational activities, children’s care
and the practical organization of family life. In the process, they are confronted to
contradictory constraints in terms of goals and available resources, especially time
(Foster & Goodwin, 2006). As a consequence, homework features prominently in
family life and is often a topic of extended discussion between children and parents.
Conversation analysis has already produced a number of studies on parent-child
interactions devoted to doing homework. Research has identified practices related to
the initiation of the activity, including the assessment of the amount of work to be
carried out and its planning, the empowerment of the children, and the support
provided to them depending on the parents’ linguistic resources (Wingard, 2006;
Wingard & Forsberg, 2009).
Our paper pursues this line of research through the analysis of data collected within
the framework of the project "The everyday life of working families in Italy, Sweden
and the United States." We rely on an extensive corpus of video-recordings of daily
interactions of eight Italian families (living in Rome) within their home that last 83
hours and 32 minutes in total. Participant families had two children living at home,
with at least one child between 8-12 years of age. Each family was recorded over the
course of a week: two researchers were engaged simultaneously in videotaping family
members inside their homes.
Within the dataset, homework is a frequent activity involving parents with their
children. We have examined the sequential organization of the initiation of the activity
phase. This phase is usually accomplished as a succession of steps: determining
whether the child has homework; identifying the school subjects (history, maths,
geography, etc.); prompting the child to set off; creating the proper material
conditions for the activity (for instance, gathering the school material); and finally
identifying the specific task to be accomplished.
This paper focuses on the last step and describes how children and parents combine
language and bodily conduct when identifying the task. We have selected a collection
of excerpts including two types of cases: firstly, situations in which the parent
identifies the task exclusively through bodily conduct (e.g., a simple glance to the
school material or a quick scan of it); secondly, situations in which the parent and the
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child team to identify the task, combining language with gaze, gestures and the
manipulation of objects.
The multimodal analysis shows how these resources are articulated in the ‘here-andnow’ by the participants to accomplish practices such as displaying: the locus of the
instruction (the teacher or the school material); the object to which the task relates
(numbers, poems, etc.); the activity required (to write, to read, to draw); and the
specific place (e.g., a page or section of the book) where the task should be completed.
These findings advocate for a comprehensive view of language as a practical resource
in parent-child interaction
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When does a nod mean "Yes"? The timing of back-channel head gestures during
narration
Head nodding has been mentioned from the point of view of kinesics and as a
backchannel behavior (Duncan 1975). In the last thirty years, there has been more in
depth exploration of head nod behavior: some have explored the function of different
head motions, while others (e.g. Kita & Ide 2007) look at the integration of head nods
with verbal back-channel behavior. Others have also looked at the use of nods with
other non-verbal behavior such as gaze coordination. However, none of these recent
studies precisely examine the temporal relationship between listener head nods and
other speaker and listener behaviors. What literature there is on interactional timing
generally focuses on the verbal aspects of turn-taking rather than head gestures. There
are exceptions: Ishi et al. (2014) examines the synchronization of speaker head nods
in Japanese speech and Louwerse et al. (2012) examines the co-occurrence of head
nods for both speaker and listener, but such studies haven't specifically examined the
relationship between head nods and other behaviors.
This paper reports on data collected from 40 narratives in English taken from dyad
conversations using video (for precise spatial descriptions) and Kinect recording (for
3-D motion tracking). All head movements, changes in gaze direction,
speech/vocalizations, and manual gestures were coded for speakers and listeners. We
compared each listener behavior with each temporally proximate (within -1500ms to
+1500ms) speaker behavior.
Listener nods are extremely responsive to the speaker's gaze shift towards them
(nearly 50% of such gaze shifts elicit listener head behavior). This visual modality
result parallels findings about listener speech back-channels, which tend to be timed
precisely to follow immediately after the offset of speaker speech.
Long nods (nods or chains of nods in the upper tertile of duration) follow speaker
speech (45%), head gesture (63%), and gaze toward the listener (69%). Short nods and
other head behaviors are less generally less responsive to the close of speaker
behavior. This suggests that long (mostly multiple) nods may be largely in response to
what the speaker is communicating (more 'yes'-like), while other listener head
behaviors function more along the lines of 'continuer' back-channels. Current work is
investigating precisely to what extent the function of a head nod aligns with the form,
as opposed to the timing, of the nod. For example, can we determine that a listener
head nod following speaker's speech offset is typically an affirmation of content
whereas a nod during speaker's speech is an indication of attention or other interactive
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information? The former is presumably a more consciously guided activity and
depends on semantic processing of the speaker's speech. The latter is presumably a
largely automatic response and can be more closely linked to speaker non-verbal
behavior. This work represents a first foray into a quantitative approach to the
temporal and morphological structure of both verbal and nonverbal listener and
speaker interaction.
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Young hearing children with weaker spoken language show seeds of language
emergence in their silent gestures
An important feature of human language is that it is modality free: language can be
instantiated in the spoken or manual modality and both spoken and signed languages
share linguistic properties (Goldin-Meadow & Brentari, 2015). Developmental
research also shows that children learn signed and spoken languages at equal pace
(Messer, 2000). One obvious question therefore, is what determines which modality
is used for language? Profound deafness has been demonstrated to cause children to
shape their gestural communication systems into more language-like forms.
Importantly, even without receiving conventional language input, children
spontaneously take the initial steps towards language creation, such as segmenting
and linearizing information; a universal property of language. Given a large enough
community, gestural communication systems can even develop into fully-fledged
languages. A seminal example is Nicaraguan Sign Language, which was spontaneously
created through the communicative interactions of a community of deaf children
educated together in a special-education school in Nicaragua (Senghas et al. 2004).
However, although deafness is a trigger for the emergence of linguistic structure in the
manual modality, it remains unclear if weakened, but still fully functional, spoken
language by hearing children might be sufficient to trigger preparation of the seeds of
language to emerge in the manual modality. In the current study, we analysed the
silent gestures used by typically-developing children (N = 27 4 year olds, N = 28 5 year
olds; N = 21 6 year olds) to describe animated motion events. We investigated whether
children’s spoken language ability predicted segmentation of semantic information in
their gesture responses, a hallmark of the initial stages in language emergence. We
measured their English vocabulary size as a proxy for their spoken language
development. In order to control for children’s motor and cognitive maturation, we
additionally measured their ability to produce gesture-like hand movements and their
working memory capacity, to ensure that gesture’s relationship to language was not
simply a reflection of correlation between motor and cognitive maturation. Results
showed that hearing children with poorer spoken language were significantly more
likely to segment information in their gesture responses, when controlling for age,
working memory and motor control. These segmentation effects are indicative of the
early phase of sign-language invention in the hands of young children (Senghas et al.,
2004). The results indicated that children with poor spoken language appear to show
more linguistic readiness in the manual domain. Evidence of more language-like
patterns emerging within the manual domain suggest that children may possess
intrinsic, modality-independent strategies to support their linguistic development,
which are finely tuned as to the strength of the spoken modality
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Embodied scenes as motivating context for gestures: Towards a frame-based
account of communicative action
Routinized experience and the corresponding embodied schemata and construal
operations have been shown to motivate co-speech gestures through, for instance,
abstraction from actions within, and interaction with, the material and social world
(e.g., Author 2006, 2013; Calbris 2011; Müller 1998; Streeck et al. 2011). Previous
research has insightfully investigated the transition from basic object-oriented,
manual actions to more schematic, yet experientially grounded, communicative
gestures (e.g., Author & Co-author 2014; Bressem & Müller 2014; Hostetter & Alibali
2008; Kendon 2004; Ladewig 2014; Streeck 2009; Wilcox 2004). Importantly, in
socially conditioned instances of situated multimodal meaning-making, gestures may
not only profile salient physical aspects of actions, but also interactive and
intersubjective aspects (Bavelas et al. 1995; Müller 2004).
Putting into relief the pragmatically minded nature of gestures, this paper lays out the
foundations of a frame-based account of discourse-integrated gestural action. It does
so through detailing how frames (Fillmore 1982) and metonymy interact not only in
motivating gestural sign formation (gesture production), but also in guiding crossmodal processes of pragmatic inferencing involving various degrees of indexicality
and iconicity (gesture interpretation) (Author, in press). It is argued that gestures
recruiting frame structures tend to metonymically profile deeply embodied,
routinized aspects of scenes (Fillmore 1977; Grady & Johnson 2002), that is, of the
motivating context of frames. Two kinds of embodied frame structures situated at
different levels of abstraction, schematicity, and entrechment are proposed: A) Basic
physical action frames understood as directly experientially grounded frames
involving physical action and interaction with the material and social world; B)
Complex, highly abstract frame structures that are more detached from the motivating
contexts of experience, highlighting, for instance, particular elements of a discourse
structure.
Furthermore, shifting the focus from semantic frames to syntactic frames, insights
from ensuing research into multimodally achieved constructions are presented.
Within construction grammar, basic manual actions – such as holding something,
putting/pushing something somewhere, or giving something to somebody – have
been shown to underpin prototypical instances of certain transitive and ditransitive
argument structure constructions (e.g., Goldberg 1995). Drawing on Goldberg’s sceneencoding hypothesis, I argue – in line with the proposal sketched above – that gestures
have a natural propensity to metonymically enact salient aspects of event types, or
scenes, that are basic to human experience and that serve as blueprints for certain
basic constructions. More specifically, I suggest that giving, holding, pushing, or
placing gestures tend to enact aspects of prototypical events (Slobin 1985). For
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instance, gestures that co-occur with the different linguistic uses of the verb ‘give’ in
German (‘geben’), may evoke a scene of transfer via a double object construction, or a
scene of existence via an intransitive, impersonal existential construction (‘es gibt’).
The theoretical account presented here will be illustrated by qualitative analyses of
selected multimodal discourse sequences taken from English and German corpora.
This is meant to lay the ground for future studies combining qualitative and
quantitative methods to identify and better understand cross-modal correlations of
particular semantic frames – as well as particular linguistic constructions – with
particular kinds of gestural patterns.
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Pitch gestures help learning Mandarin Chinese tones and words: a brief tranining
study on perception and production
Research in gestures and second language acquisition has described the positive
effects of observing iconic gestures on L2 vocabulary learning (e.g., Kelly, McDevitt, &
Esch, 2009) as well as the positive effects of beat gestures on both L2 pronunciation
(e.g., Gluhareva & Prieto, 2016) and vocabulary learning (e.g., Kushch, Igualada, &
Prieto, 2016). Nonetheless, more research is needed on the potential beneficial effects
of using pitch gestures (e.g. a specific type of metaphoric gesture that mimics melody
in speech) in the learning of L2 suprasegmental features. Morett & Chang (2015)
reported that a brief training with pitch gesture production had beneficial effects on
Mandarin L2 word learning. However, (a) the role of pitch gestures on acoustic pitch
identification abilities and (b) the potential effects of observing or producing these
gestures in the acquisition of tones and words need to be further assessed.
In a between–subject design, a total of 107 Catalan participants with no previous
knowledge of Chinese were asked to observe (Experiment 1) and produce (Experiment
2) pitch gestures during a short multimodal training session on Chinese tones and
words. In both experiments they were tested on tone identification and word learning
abilities. The results of Experiment 1 showed the positive effect of training with pitch
gesture observation compared to training without gesture. Specifically, training with
pitch gestures strengthened (1) lexical tones identification; (2) word-meaning recall
and (3) word-meaning association of newly presented Mandarin words that only differ
in tone (p<.05 for (1) , p<.01 for (2) and (3)). Similarly, the results of Experiment 2
revealed the benefits of producing gestures compared to only observing the gestures
and repeating the words aloud (p<.01 for (1) and (2), p<.05 for (3)). Crucially, a
comparison of the results of the two experiments revealed that gesture observation
was significantly more beneficial to lexical tone identification and word-learning than
gesture production (p<.05 for (1) and p<.01 for (3)). These findings may be an
incentive to start implementing more efficient multimodal approaches in the CSL
classroom and privilege gesture observation techniques, at least at the beginning
stages of second language learning.
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A non-sign repetition task to test phonological development in French sign language
(LSF)
Few assessment tools exist for sign languages. In French sign language (LSF), the
available tests evaluate only morphosyntax or discourse. There is no published test
assessing the area of phonology in LSF, yet this domain is frequently impaired in
hearing children with Specific Language Impairment (SLI). Some studies have found
cases of sign language impairment in deaf children exposed to sign language at an
early age through their deaf parents (Morgan et al., 2007). Since nonword repetition
is known to be a reliable tool to identify SLI in hearing children (dos Santos et al.,
2016), we hypothesized that such a task should be useful to assess phonological
abilities in deaf children whose native language is LSF. We sought to find out if
impaired phonological development in LSF could be revealed in this way.
Following Mann et al. (2010), who designed a non-sign repetition test for British Sign
Language, we built a non-sign repetition task for LSF (NSR-LSF) using only two
different phonological parameters of sign language: Handshape and Movement. We
chose these parameters because they allowed us to test varying degrees of
phonological complexity and it is known that complex forms are acquired later than
simple ones, especially for Handshape, which is the most difficult parameter for
children (Chen Pichler, 2012). We also controlled the effect of visual feedback on
repetition, as young children make more errors on signs which are articulated outside
their visual field. NSR-LSF consists of 40 items divided into four levels of increasing
complexity (C1 to C4), each of which included five Handshapes and five Movements,
yielding 10 items with two simple parameters (C1), 20 with either complex Handshape
or Movement (C2 and C3) and 10 with two complex parameters (C4). Half of the items
are presented inside the signer’s visual field and the other half outside.
To explore the sensitivity of NSR-LSF, we constituted a group of ten children, seven
girls and three boys, aged from 3;11 to 11;1. They all had severe to profound hearing
loss. They had been exposed to LSF before age 3 and all seem to present typical LSF
development.
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Results showed a significant age effect on children’s performance at NSR-LSF
(rs=.774, p<.01). A correlation was also found between NSR-LSF and age for C2
(rs=.732, p<.05) and between age and Handshape (rs=.941, p<.01). Mean scores for
the different levels of complexity were significantly different from each other except
for C2 and C3 (C1: 92%, C2: 61.5%, C3: 65%, C4: 41.5%). There were also significant
differences between performance on simple versus complex items for each parameter
(Handshape: z=-2.81, p=.005; Movement: z=-2.842, p=.004). Handshape was the
most failed parameter compared to Movement (76.2% vs. 93.2%, z=2.84, p=.005).
Summarizing, NSR-LSF seems to correctly reflect phonological development as
results are strongly related to age and complexity, similarly to Mann et al. (2010). The
increasing complexity design of the tool seems to be an interesting way to assess LSF
phonology. The validity of NSR-LSF remains to be shown in studies of signing children
with language impairment.
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The Effects of Medium of Encoding on Silent Gestures: Evidence from Young and
Elderly Adults
People use representational co-speech gestures during spatial descriptions. Yet, the
medium where information is given can influence gesture use. For example, adults
produce more gestures when they encode information in a spatial medium (e.g.
watching) than in a textual medium (e.g. reading a verbal description) (e.g., Hostetter
& Hopkins, 2002). Participants’ age can also influence gesture use. Elderly adults use
fewer representational gestures than younger adults in describing spatial information
(e.g., Cohen & Borsoi, 1996; Feyereisen & Harvard, 1999). Yet, previous research
mostly focused on co-speech spontaneous gestures. In this study, we investigated
whether different encoding mediums (reading vs. watching) change the use of silent
iconic gestures among young and elderly adults.
Seventeen young (8 females, Mage= 20.4) and 20 elderly (15 females, Mage=62.9)
English-speaking adults participated in the study. In a within design, using two
different conditions (videos vs. sentences), participants were presented motion events
with different combinations of manners (e.g. walk, skip) and paths (e.g. around, over).
After watching a video clip or reading a sentence, participants were asked to retell
those events. We coded the iconic silent gestures (static and dynamic) produced in
each condition.
We normalized all raw gesture scores with the number of trials in each condition.
First, we found that young participants used more iconic gestures in total compared
to elderly people in both video and sentence conditions, F (1,34) = 8.34, p= .007.
Although young participants also used more static gestures compared to elderly in
both conditions, (F (1, 34) = 8.56, p=.006), young and elderly adults used comparable
levels of dynamic gestures in both conditions, F (1,34) =1.05, p=.312. Second, we
compared the use of gestures among two conditions. All participants, regardless of age
group, produced more iconic and static gestures in sentence condition compared to
video condition, F (1, 34) = 22.12, p<.001 and F (1, 34) = 19.45, p<.001. However, all
participants produced comparable levels of dynamic gestures in video and sentence
conditions, F (1,34) = .40, p=.532.
In sum, we found that young participants used more iconic gestures compared to
elderly in both conditions. However, this difference mainly came from the use of static
gestures. All participants used more iconic gestures when they read the verbal
descriptions of motion events than when they watched them. Again, this difference
mainly came from static gesture use. Our results support the main findings in the
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literature showing the less frequent use of iconic gestures in elderly adults. However,
we found contradictory evidence suggesting that people used more iconic gestures
when they encoded the information through a textual medium than through a spatial
medium. These results can be due to the difference in methodology between our study
and the previous studies, since we used silent gestures whereas the other studies
investigated co-speech gestures. The future work should investigate the effects of
different encoding mediums on co-speech gestures among young and elderly adults.
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Late Sign Language Acquisition has Differential Impact on Gestural and Linguistic
Elements of Spatial Descriptions: Evidence from Turkish Sign Language
In order to encode spatial relations (e.g., pen to the left of a paper) signers use signing
space to represent the relative location of entities in an analogue way to the real space.
These forms, so-called classifier constructions (CLs) are considered to consist of both
gestural and linguistic elements (Schembri, 2003). Classifier hand shapes that
represent entities through their size and shape are considered to be the linguistic
elements, whereas simultaneous use of both hands on signing space to express the
location of entities in an analogue way to the real space locations is considered to be
the gestural elements in such constructions. Late signers, who were exposed to sign
language after age of 4, were found to use native-like hand shapes (i.e., linguistic
component) less frequently than native signers in motion event descriptions
(Newport, 1990). However, it is not known if they would show similar difficulty in
simultaneous expression of linguistic forms (i.e., gestural element). Present study
investigated the encoding of spatial relations for static events (pen left to paper) in
Turkish Sign Language (TİD) by late adult signers to see whether both gestural and
linguistic components are affected by delayed sign language exposure.
Seven adult late signers (mean-age 39.14) who learned TİD after age 6 were compared
to native signers (mean-age 31.3) reported in Sümer (2015). Our stimuli, which were
similar to Sümer (2015) included 36 displays. Each display had 4 pictures showing
two entities placed in various spatial configurations (left, right, in, on, under, front,
behind). Within each display, one picture was the target, marked with a red outer
frame. Participants described target items to a confederate signer. For the preliminary
analyses, we focused only on left-right configurations (N = 6).
The results of 2 (Between subjects, Group: native, late) X 2 (Within subjects,
Linguistic Form: CL, Other Forms: lexical verbs, pointing, relational lexemes) mixed
ANOVA showed that both groups prefer CL over Other Forms, F(1,15) = 16.734, p =
.001, η2 = .527. There was no group difference (p = .081) and no interaction (p = .096).
Nevertheless, late signers showed a trend towards using less CL over Other Forms
compared to late signers. Also, late signers showed more variation in their
descriptions. Additionally, we coded CLs for simultaneity to investigate for gesture
like representations: simultaneous (locating hands simultaneously), nonsimultaneous (one hand located and dropped, then other hand located). The results
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of 2 (Between subjects, Group: native, late) x 2 (Within subjects, Simultaneity:
Simultaneous, Non-Simultaneous) mixed ANOVA showed no difference between two
groups (p = .257).
Our results complement previous findings in showing a trend towards a decreased
preference for spatial linguistic forms (CL hand shapes) by late signers not only for
motion events but also for static events, providing evidence from TİD. Simultaneous
representation of entities, i.e., gestural element, instead is not influenced by delayed
language exposure. Thus, late sign language acquisition has differential impact on
gestural and linguistic elements of spatial descriptions.
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The Relationship between Gesture Use and Macrolinguistic Abilities in Narratives
Gestures help to form thought (McNeill, 1992) and free cognitive resources that
additionally help the speaker to communicate (Iverson & Goldin-Meadow, 1998). The
contribution of gesture to micro-linguistic language processing, such as naming
objects, has been investigated more than its involvement in macro-linguistic language
processing. At the macro-linguistic level, the speaker builds a superstructure that
combines separate elements of a narrative, which places complex working memory
demands and is influenced by micro-linguistic abilities as well (Mar, 2004). In this
study, we asked whether gesture use of left hemisphere damaged (LHD) and right
hemisphere damaged (RHD) patients was related to their differences in macrolinguistic competence in narrative. We examined whether 1) RHD and LHD patients
used different gesture forms (e.g., deictic, iconic) and 2) there was a relationship
between their gesture use and macro-linguistic competence of discourse. Englishspeaking LHD patients (n=16, Mage=64.28), RHD patients (n=16, Mage=63.33), and
education and age matched healthy controls (n=13, Mage=60.85) participated in this
study. Participants were presented with the pictured story book Frog, Where Are You?
(Mayer, 1969) and asked to tell the story to the experimenter. Their gesture use and
discourse production were videotaped. For macro-linguistic variables, narrative
complexity (content and coherence) and evaluative function (use of evaluative devices
such as cognitive inferences) were coded. Four categories of gestures (iconic, deictic,
emblem and beat) were analyzed. Iconic gestures were further coded into static (i.e.,
referring to objects) and dynamic (i.e., referring to actions). There was no difference
in gesture production between RHD and LHD patients, p>.05. Yet, patients of each
group produced more gestures than control participants, p<.05. LHD patients
produced more static gestures (static iconic + deictic) than RHD patients, p<.05.
Regarding gesture-speech interaction, narrative complexity of LHD patients was
negatively correlated with their use of gesture, r=.47, p<.05. LHD patients who
understood the theme of the story better also produced fewer iconic and deictic
gestures, r=.64, p<.05 and r=.54, p<.05, respectively. RHD patients who produced
more gestures per utterance used more evaluative markers, r=.69, p<.05 and had
higher evaluation scores, r=.49, p<.05. For RHD patients, there was also a positive
correlation between the use of evaluative markers and beat gestures, r=.60, p<.05,
static gestures r=.53, p<.05, and dynamic gestures, r=.50, p<.05. These findings
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suggest that there might be a relationship between gesture use and macro-linguistic
abilities. People use more gestures when there is a problem in communicating rich
information as the negative correlation between LHD patients’ narrative complexity
and gesture production displays. As evaluation of a story can be related to working
memory, RHD patients would perform better when they produce gestures that reduce
working memory load. Our findings are consistent with the idea that gesture use
interacts with macro-linguistic levels of discourse and this interaction is affected by
the hemispheric lateralization of discourse abilities.
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How much iconicity do children get?: Mapping out the use of iconicity in childdirected language
Understanding how children acquire language remains one of great challenges of
research in the language sciences. A large body of research has been dedicated to
studying the mechanisms that help children learn to map words to objects and events
in the world. Most of this work has been underpinned by the long-standing
assumption that label and referent are linked by arbitrary convention alone. However,
in addition to being indisputably arbitrary, language is also fundamentally iconic
(maintaining transparent links between form and meaning, e.g. meow, crash, drip)
(Perniss & Vigliocco 2014). Recent evidence has shown that children are sensitive to
iconic mappings (e.g. Asano et al. 2015) and that iconic mappings may bootstrap word
acquisition (e.g. Perry et al. 2015). For iconicity to be used by the child in vocabulary
learning, it has to be present in the language input they are exposed to. For signed
language (British Sign Language, BSL), rich in iconic forms, we have found that childdirected language exploits iconicity by highlighting iconic mappings (e.g. lengthening
of a cow’s horns in the sign COW), especially in contexts where referents being talked
about are not present, and where iconicity can serve to bring the referent to the mind’s
eye (Perniss et al., in press).
In the present study, we extend this research to child-directed language in spoken
language, where iconicity has the potential to be present not just in the phonology, as
in onomatopoeia like meow, but also in co-speech gestures (e.g. a stirring gesture
when talking about stirring something) and in prosody (e.g. lengthening the vowel in
taaaall to talk about a really tall person). We video-recorded caregiver-child
interactions in English (10 dyads; child aged 30-48 months) during play sessions.
Sessions involved four different toy sets (Animals, Foods, Tools, Musical
instruments), presented one set at a time (counter-balanced order) in two conditions
(fixed order: toys present, toys absent). We code for use of iconicity in caregiver
speech, prosody, gesture (occurring with or without speech) and hand actions (i.e.
with referents in hand, e.g. moving a stuffed toy bird through the air to represent the
bird flying). Coding and analysis of the data is in progress. Through qualitative and
quantitative analysis, we hope to provide a first overview of the type and amount of
iconicity present in the input to children, across channels of expression. In addition,
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we expect to corroborate our previous findings that iconicity is exploited especially
when referents being talked about are absent, where iconicity can help bring
properties of referents to the mind’s eye. This work provides a test, across language
modalities, of the role of iconicity as a strategy supporting referential mapping.
References
xxx
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Gaze in music performance. Conductors' styles of eye communication during
concert and rehearsal
The goal of this work is to apply the results of some research on gaze communication
in the domain of orchestra and choir conduction.
Research in Sign Language and bodily communication has attributed various
functions to gaze: syntactic marker (Emmorey, 2005), emotion expression (Ekman,
1979), turn-taking (Goodwin, 1991), backchannel (Jokinen, 2004), but also pointing,
iconic communication of physical and mental properties, sentence performatives,
metadiscursive functions (Poggi, 2007). This rich repertoire of meanings exploited in
everyday communication makes also part of the multimodal code of the Conductor
during music performance and rehearsal.
Starting from the hypothesis that orchestra and choir conductor share a “lexicon” of
gaze (Poggi, 2002), in that the same signals of gaze generally correspond to same
meanings, two observational studies were conducted.
In a first study we analyzed the meanings conveyed by gaze in two specific conductors.
An observational qualitative analysis was conducted. All items of communicative gaze
found in fragments of music conduction were analyzed through an annotation scheme
that 1. describes each gaze in terms of its communicative parameters (eye direction,
eyebrows movements, eyelids aperture…), 2. attributes it a meaning (e.g., give the
attack, blame, express anger, ask for a “piano”), and 3. classifies it in terms of its
musical function (e.g, to provide indication on intensity, rhythm, frequency,
expressiveness) and of the exploited semiotic device (codified, directly iconic,
indirectly iconic) (Boyes Braem & Braem, .
Results showed that the meanings of gaze are shared across the two Conductors (e.g.,
both raised eyebrows always convey or accompany a request of singing/playing
“piano”; raising only part of an eyebrow indicates higher tunes). The items of gaze that
express emotion may be aimed at favoring the performance of singers’/players’
technical movement (a frown expressing anger calls for a “forte”), but also at
conveying the Conductor’s emotion about present performance (ecstatic shut eyes
convey enjoyment), inducing in players/singers the emotions to be impressed to
music (inner parts of eyebrows raised, displaying sadness, ask for a sad sound).
Finally, gaze also conveys mental states (closed eyes = concentration) and solicits the
technical movement (tight frown of effort = sforzato; raised eyebrows of
circumspection = play softly), while gaze direction requests attention to warn, monitor
performance, or give the attack.
The second study carried on a more extensive observational analysis aimed at
comparing the gaze communication of various orchestra conductors, to find out
differences in their respective style of conduction.
Gaze in concerts by Karajan, Toscanini, Muti and Bernstein was analysed, three
different conductors were compared in the performance of Vivaldi’s Magnificat, and
two in Faure’s Requiem. This allowed to contrast the respective gaze styles: the
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relatively monotonic use of gaze by Toscanini (always with internal eyebrows raised
in a sad or worried expression) vs. Karajan’s (often with his eyes shut, yet expressing
rich emotive nuances by his eyebrows), vs. the active gaze behavior of Bernstein (who
used eyeclosings, frowning and eyebrow raising in a very expressive way).
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Flemish Sign Language: the visual communication in parent-child interactions
Longitudinal and cross-sectional research on the visual communication strategies of
deaf and hearing parents.
Introduction
In Flanders (Belgium) 1.82 ‰ children are born deaf (incidence rate 2015). Research
shows that deaf mothers support their deaf children, which applies to only 5-10 per
cent of deaf children, in order to provide the child with full access to the visualoriented world. These natural role models incorporate visual communication
strategies (VCS, van den Bogaerde, 2000). These strategies facilitate the access to
Flemish Sign Language (VGT), and the incorporation entails the potential immediate
acquisition of VGT (Wille et al., expected 2018). In contrast, hearing parents
encounter more difficulties when creating a linguistically stimulating environment for
their deaf child. As orally/aurally-oriented parents, it is the first time that they
encounter the complexity of visual communication (Mouvet et al., 2013). Apart from
differences in hearing status, other factors such as the increasing use of cochlear
implants and the lack of balanced and objective information available to parents,
influence the interactions (Matthijs et al., 2012). In Flanders 94% of deaf children
receive at least a unilateral implant. Recently, researchers have reported that the
dyadic interactions between a hearing parent and a deaf child can become problematic
and can result in communication issues around the child’s age of 18/24 months
(Mouvet et al., 2013).
Purpose
How do parents incorporate VCS and what are the most-used strategies?
Can we detect differences in the use of these strategies when comparing the deaf and
hearing parents?
Can we detect differences in the use of these strategies when comparing the hearing
parents?
Method
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This research combines a longitudinal and cross-sectional approach in which we
concentrate both on the use of VCS by deaf and hearing mothers and the oftenoverlooked fathers.
a) In the longitudinal research (6, 9, 12, 18 and 24 months) we compare the use of VCS
by a deaf mother and two hearing mothers.
b) A cross-sectional research (child aged 24 months) in which we observed
resemblances and differences in dyadic interactions between (3 deaf and 3 hearing)
parents and their deaf child.
We made the analyses in ELAN, while focussing on the visual communicative
strategies, as described by van den Bogaerde (2000) in deaf families. Further, the
distinction between explicit and implicit strategies was made and we subdivided the
explicit strategies in three groups, namely the oral, tactile and other strategies.
Results/Conclusion
Deaf parents mainly use implicit and visual-explicit strategies (frequent and diverse)
such as tapping. Hearing parents, on the other hand, hold on to oral/aural-explicit
strategies such as making noise or orally producing the child’s name. Our analysis
shows a distinct difference between the visual environment created by deaf and
hearing parents. Focussing on the visual communication approaches chosen by the
parents, deaf parents should be able to perform as role models for hearing parents.
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From sign language to learning reading and writing. A multiple case study.
The study theoretical premises are Jacobson’s intersemiotic translation(1959), the
second languages learning theory (Selinker, 1972) the educational practice in reading
and writing in Deaf subjects (ISE, fingerspelling) and the “intramorphic” approach.
From a intramorphic approach will analyze the transition from action language to
reading and writing through the Italian signed and fingerspelling; the change of the
material it is made the symbolic system.
The study investigates reading and writing skills in 15 deaf children attending the 1st
class of the Primary school in four Italian institutes (Milan, Turin, Brescia and
Salerno) with a bilingual or ISE (Italian signed) approach, through the administration
of PRCR 2 and MT test. The analysis results show that reading and writing skills are
in line with literatures but also provides interesting ideas on intramorphic teaching
approach and on a meta-linguistic overture towards semiotic and supply turns.References
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Multimodal Contingency in Developing Second Language Literacy
This study presents evidence for the interrelationship of multiple modalities that
create contingent interaction during literacy events for second language learners.
Interactional contingency is the “unpredictability of sequence and outcome,” between
communicating participants, leading to engagement and learning (van Lier, 1996, p.
169). While many pedagogical practices provide instruction about creating
communicative dialogue with students, research is limited concerning how teachers
develop and sustain attentive and extended levels of interaction, particularly through
multiple modalities. This study examines extended, spontaneous dialogue for teacher
and students leading to meaning-filled moments, including both language and literacy
learning. We argue that combinations of verbal and nonverbal interaction fostered
intersubjectivity, creating a shared social plane that referenced collective as well as
individual experience which is central in aligning student understanding in second
language development.
Participants included one teacher with 17 years of English as a second language
experience and 19 second-grade English Learners in the U.S. Students were
immigrants speaking Spanish, Bengali, Arabic, or Tagalog. Two read aloud sessions
(teacher reading to students from narrative children’s books) selected from a six week
database of video recorded classroom observations were chosen for their discourse
content. They exemplified the use of text accompanied by frequent use of multimodal
and contingent interaction. Three cameras allowed for coverage of multiple
perspectives. The analysis included co-speech gesture, gesture itself, prosodics, facial
expressions, the teacher’s act of drawing, drawings themselves, and handling of
classroom objects. Coding and transcripts were based on McNeill (2005) with regard
to gesture but included other overlapping and interacting forms of communication:
attention was paid to the creation of multimodal ensembles to avoid a reductionist
rendering of the interaction (Kendon, 2004).
Gesture and speech typically complement rather than duplicate one another (McNeill,
2012). Findings extend this result to multimodal ensembles. If interconnected and
coordinated at the same time, one modality provides a different sense or meaning than
another. Indeed, analysis revealed drawing is much like gesture in that movement of
the instrument (pen or marker) added a layer of mimetic meaning, providing a
durable, concrete material representation, leading to consolidation of meaning. The
classroom objects add a three dimensional material context, affording a further,
tactile, modality for learning.
Of special interest to the findings, was the teacher’s use of pantomime with speech (a
pedagogical modality), as a means to infuse material sense, extending meaningmaking through this dramaturgical mode of representation. This form of enactment
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might not have been contingent if the interaction directly referenced objects or actions
already known to the students, but second language teachers do well to avoid
assuming cultural background (i.e., ellipsis) (van Lier, 1996). A further analysis of
contingency revealed that through multiple language modalities students were
deliberately “invited” by the teacher into becoming insiders of the literacy event
(“prolepsis” as opposed to ellipsis). Overall, we argue that the teacher was able to
create an effective and engaging lesson through utilizing one modality to build on the
next to amplify and extend meaning as related to text, discourse, language, and
experience.
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